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DUSTBUSTER: A PROPOSED JIMO INSTRUMENT, FOR JOVIAN SATELLITE AND
RING DUST ANALYZER. T. J. Ahrens', J. L. Beauchampl, D. E. Austin', M. J. Willis' and A. H. Shenl,
'California Institute of Technology, Department of Geological and Planetary Sciences, Pasadena, CA 91125;
'California Institute of Technology, Department of Chemistry, Pasadena, CA 91125; 'Sandia National Laboratories,
Albuquerque, NM 87185
Introduction: The JIMO mission carrying a dust
analyzer such as Dustbuster[l] allows chemical analy-
sis of satellite composition through measurements of
micrometeorite impact ejecta that are predominantly
surface material, the composition of lo's volcanic
plumes and the makeup of the Jovian rings. If JIMO
deploys a satellite impactor, the mass and altitude dis-
tribution of ejecta as measured by Dustbuster (DB)
will place strong constraints on the strength and poros-
ity of satellite surface material, complementing the
chemical analysis.
Instrument Description: DB [Fig I] is a compact
time-of-flight mass spectrometer for the in-situ analy-
sis of cosmic dust [I]. The velocity of charged parti-
cles is measured upon passing through charge sensitive
entrance grids. Particle impact onto the target plate
generates ions. These are accelerated and focused by
the reflectron before reaching an MCP detector. Im-
pact pressure is recorded by piezoelectric sensors, de-
termining mass. The novel design combines high-mass
resolution with large target area. We calibrated DB
using laser ablation and hypervelocity particle impact.
The demonstrated mass resolution, m/&n~150-350 for
ions <-150 daltons[2] is sufficient to resolve isotopic
abundances. A JIMO version will have a very large
target area.
Satellite Dust Clouds: Micrometeorite ejecta in-
duce dust clouds discovered by Galileo within a few
satellite radii of Europa, Ganymede and Callisto [3].
Particle impact rates for DB are shown in Tables I, 2
& 3. Fluxes are derived from Galileo data, incorporat-
ing corrections due to side-wall impacts [3]. Calibra-
tion experiments are under way to obtain mass spectra
demonstrating the capability of DB to identify trace
quantities of biogenic molecules in a H20 ice matrix.
References: [1] Austin D.E. et al. (2002) Rev. Sci.
Instr., 73, 1, 185-189. [2].Austin D.E. et
al.(2003),Hypervelocity microparticle impact studies
JGR -Planets (in press). [3] KrUger H. et al. (1999)
P&SS, 48, 1457-1471. [4] Willis et al. (2003) Infl. of
imp. ionizn. detn meth. on determ. particle flux in
space, Subm. P&SS. [5] Ip W.-H. (\996) GRL, 23, 24,
3671-3674. [6] Liou J.-C. et aI. (\997) LPSC XXVIll.
[7] Krivov A.V. et al. (2002) Icarus, 157,436-455. [8]
Krilger H. et al (2003) Dust Meas. in Jup. Gossamer
Ring, avail. at http://www.mpi-hd.mpg.de/galileo/
Incoming dust particle r Accelerating grid
/ ° " r- - - - -lo ~ieZOeleetrie\i ;' il I' \ NYIpact MCP
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Figure I: Schematic of Dustbuster (DB). Velocity of
incident charged particles is measured by charge-
sensitive grid, and impact pressure by a piezoelectric
detector.
Table 2: Impact flux at 0.5 satellite radii from Europa
Table I) with various DB taroet areas
Target Area m2 0.065 0.1 0.3 0.65
Impacts min· l 1.8 2.8 8.4 18
Table 3: 1m act Flux for DB
10 Plumes Streams Himalia Ring
f51 [61 f7l [81
Impacts _10' 10' 10-' -800
min-1 rn-2
Particle _10-12 _10-18 10-13_10- 10 10- 12
Mass 10\
Table I: Imnact Flux 110-12_1O-'o)[or DB.
Europa Ganymede I.
Altitude (Satellite Radii) 0.5 1 5 0.5 I 5 0.5 I 5
Period (min) 210 322 1678 261 402 2090 193 297 1541
Impacts min·] m-2 28±10 13±4 6±3 I6±8 6±3 .5±.5 I87±47 58±29 4±2
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RADIO SCIENCE CONCEPTS AND APPROACHES FOR JUPITER ICY MOONS ORBITER.
J. D. Anderson', S. W. Asmar', J. C. Castillo', W. M. Folkner', A. S. Konopliv', E. A. Marouf', N. J. Rappaport',
G. Scbubert', T. R. Spilker', G. L. Tyler', M. M. Watkins', C. F. Yoder', 'Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California
Institute of Tecbnology, (sami.asmar@jpl.nasa.gov), 'National Researcb Council/Jet Propulsion Laboratory, 'San
Jose State University, 'University of California, Los Angeles, 'Stanford University.
Introduction: Radio Science experiments bave
been conducted on most deep space missions leading
to numerous scientific discoveries. A set of concepts
and approacbes are proposed for the Jupiter Icy Moons
Orbiter (HMO) to apply Radio Science tools to inves-
tigate the interior structures of the Galilean Satellites
and address key questions on their thermal and dy-
namical evolution. Measurements are identified that
utilize the spacecraft's telecommunication system.
Additional instruments can augment these measure-
ments in order to leverage observational synergies.
Experiments are also offered for the purpose of inves-
tigating the atmospberes and surfaces ofthe satellites.
Interior Structure: Multi-frequency Doppler
tracking and ranging of the orbiter can be used to
measure the gravity harmonic coefficients of the satel-
lites as well as their secular and dynamic potential
Love numbers. These measurements will confll111 the
presence of a subsurface ocean and constrain the oce-
anic density. Under the assumption of hydrostatic
equilibrium, the core's size and density will be deter-
mined. The potential tidal phase lag, a function of the
viscosity profile, will be determined or limited for each
body.
Altimetry data produce local topography and to-
pograpbic barmonic coefficients as well as the topog-
rapbic Love number. Combining the gravity and to-
pography data will determine the mean as well as the
spatial variations of the crustal thickness and produce a
model of the cryospheric structure. This knowledge
leads to understanding the mechanisms of topographic
support or compensation and any large-scale geomor-
phological features related to the interior.
Accelerometers measure the non-gravitational
forces acting on the spacecraft, a typical systematic
noise type in the gravity data and, thus, improve the
accuracy of the measurement. Gradiometers improve
the resolution of the data by providing higher spatial
resolution in the gravity field and its correlation with
the topography. The resulting information will be cru-
cial to establishing the link between surface and inter-
nal dynamics leading to identifYing the terrain with
easiest ocean access and to understanding the origin of
the chaotic terrains and ridges.
Time observations of surface features enable an
examination of the difference between the obliquity
and inclination whicb, when combined with the gravity
data, provide a measurement of the moments of inertia.
Atmospheres: As the spacecraft passes behind the
Galilean Satellites as viewed from Earth, opportunities
abound to conduct radio occultation experiments for
the purpose of profiling detectable ionospheres of the
bodies and to investigate tbeir interaction with the
Jovian magnetosphere. Occultations by Jupiter and 10
would be important targets of opportunity. Diffraction
corrected measurement of the length of mUltiple occul-
tation cbords, accurate to a few meters, provide inde-
pendent determination of the occulted body shape and
local limb topography.
Surfaces: Strong echoes with unusual polarization
properties characterize monostatic Earth-based radar
observations of the Galilean satellites. Complemen-
tary bistatic scattering observations over a broad range
of scattering angles and surface locations cail yield a
wealth of new information regarding surface physical
properties and roughness in regions where surface
scattering dominates, and the nature of the medium
penetrated by the radio signal in regions wbere volume
scattering dominates.
Instrumentation: High stability coherent trans-
ponders at X-and Ka-bands feeding high power trans-
mitters will likely be the nucleus of the orbiter's tele-
communication system. Augmentation will include a
stable clock, accelerometer(s) and gradiometer(s). in-
corporating an altimeter among the suite of HMO in-
struments is important.
Expected Results: The altitude of the spacecraft,
the number of orbits and system noise limit the degree
and order of each gravitational field. Simulation show
that Europa's gravitational Love number can be deter-
mined to better than 0.002 (one-sigma) far exceeding
the value needed to infer the presence of an ocean.
Summary: A capable Radio Science investigation
with HMO will lead to detailed knowledge of the inte-
rior structure of tbe Galilean Satellites. Altimetry,
accelerometery, gradiometry as well as surface feature
tracking will supplement the investigation to further
understand the dynamical evolution. Atmospheres and
surfaces of the satellites will also be studied via the
Radio Science instrument.
References: [I] Anderson J. D. et a!. (1998) Sci-
ence 281, 2019-2022. [2] Castillo J. C. et a!. (2000)
C.R.A.S., 330, 659-666.
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DIRECT MEASUREMENTS OF HEAT FLUX AND SURFACE STRAIN ON EUROPA BY
PENETRATER. Masahiko Arakawa, (Institute of Low Temperature Science, Hokkaido University, Kita-ku Kita
19 Nishi 8, Sapporo 060-08 I9, Japan, e-mail: arak@lowtem.hokudai.ac.jp).
Summary: I propose an apparatus, so called penetrater,
which size is about 1 m and the shape is like a bullet, to
measure the subsurface heat flux. This apparatus is equipped
with thermometers on the surface, and each thermometer is
set with the distance more than several 10 em, the maximum
of 1m. This apparatus is dropped on the surface of icy crust
with the velocity of several 100 m and penetrates into the icy
crust. The direct contact of the penetrater with the crust en-
ables us to measure the accurate subsurface temperature at
different depth. The heat flux can be estimated by using these
temperatures and the thermal properties of the crust meas-
ured at the same time. The plural penetraters dropped on the
surface with each distance of about 1 km can work as the
network to measure the surface strain. The accuracy less than
1 mm to determine the position is necessary to detect the
surface strain exerted by the tidal force.
Introduction: The tidal force acting on Europa caused
by Jupiter is the most important mechanism to generate the
heating energy to control Europa tectonics. The tide on Eu-
ropa repeats every 3.55 days. The tidal heating seems to keep
the thick liquid water below the icy crust and the thickness of
the ice crust above the sea is closely related to the tidal heat-
ing itself and the heat transfer mechanism. The tidal force
could be responsible for the various geological structures:
ridges and faults. The stresses exerted on the surface by tide
could break and move the crust to construct the double ridges
and the strike-slip faults etc [1]. Therefore, the direct meas-
urement of surface strress and the crust heat flow is very
useful to know the present Europa's geodynamics.
Surface strain: Since we cannot measure the stress di-
rectly, the surface strain is observed instead. The stress is
converted from strain by using the crust elastic modulus. The
maximum displacement ·exerted on the surface by tide is
estimated to be about 35 m. Such a large displacement may
be measurable by an altimeter equipped on the orbiter. But,
the altitude data is not enough to determine the complete
surface strain. Because of this, I propose to drop plural pene-
traters on Europa's surface, which are bullet-like apparatus
with some instruments. These apparatus penetrate into the
icy crust and send their positions to the orbiter. The surface
strain can be estimated by the relative position of the pene-
traters and we can observe their time variation every 3.55
days, one period of revolution. The maximum strain theoreti-
cally estimated is an order of 10'5, so that the relative dis-
placement among the penetraters will be an order of 10 mm
when the distance between the penetraters is an order of 1
kIn. Therefore, the accuracy to detennine the position of the
penetrater is necessary to be less than tnrn.
Heat flux: The penetrater can be used to measure the
subsurface temperature because it penetrates into the icy
crust. It is difficult to detennine how much depth the penetra-
ter go into the crust because the penetration depth depends on
the impact speed, the kinetic energy and the mechanical
properties of the icy crust. In the case of the penetrater of
Lunar A project for ISAS, Japan [2], it penetrates into the
lunar regolith at the depth of several meters at the impact
speed of - 300 mls. We can imagine that the penetration
depth is deeper on the icy crust if the impact speed is the
same for the same penetrater as Lunar A because ice is
weaker than rock. The subsurface temperature is suitable for
the measurement of the heat flow because the temperature
variation by the solar radiation is reduced. If the icy crust is
the thickness of 10 kIn and there is water liquid below. The
average temperature gradient is an order of O.OlKJm. This
gradient is a little bit small to detect. However, the crust
might be covered with icy regolith like snow. The heat con-
duction of snow is an order of smaller than ice although it
depends on the porosity. We can expect the higher tempera-
ture gradient in this icy regolith layer. When the gradient is
large enough, the length of 1 m enable us to measure the
temperature gradient to estimate the subsurface heat flux.
References: [1] Hoppa et al. (1999) Icarus, 141,287-
298. [2] http://www.isas.ac.jp/e1enterp/missionsllunar-
a1mission.html
Ice surface
Antenna_-I
Ice crust
Fig.1 Schematic picture of the penetrater dropped into
the ice crust.
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GEOPHYSICAL PROBES OF THE ICY SATELLITES OF JUPITER. W. B. Banerdt, Jet Propulsion Labo-
ratory, California Institute of Technology (Mail Stop 183-501,4800 Oak Grove Drive, Pasadena, CA 91100;
bruce.banerdt@jpl.nasa.gov).
Understanding the structure and dynamic processes
of the interiors of the icy satellites of Jupiter is key to
understanding their origin and evolution. In addition,
the possible existence of a habitable environment in a
Iiquid water layer beneath the surface of Europa pro-
vides a strong impetus for exploring its deep subsur-
face. Geophysics provides a number of powerful tools
for investigating the inner structure and dynamic proc-
esses of a planetary body. In particular, electromag-
netic sounding, gravity, heat flow and seismology pro-
vide a complementary set of methods for probing the
subsurface, both in terms of spatial and depth resolu-
tion and the relevant types of physical properties being
sensed. Various electromagnetic methods (including
penetrating radar) can be used to sense variations in
density, permittivity, and resistivity; the body's intrin-
sic magnetic field, whether currently being generated
internally or resulting from remanant magnetization,
can provide information on its composition, thermal
state and history. Gravity measurements are particu-
larly useful for deriving bounds (albeit non-unique) on
the density structure. Surface heat flow is a key bound-
ary condition for the thermal state of the interior. The
propagation of seismic waves is sensitive to composi-
tion (via density and elastic parameters), temperature
(via attenuation) and physical state (solid vs. liquid). In
addition, the seismicity (level and distribution in space
and time of seismic activity) provides information on
the impact flux and tectonic forces currently active
within the body. Measurements of the response of the
planet to rotation and tidal forcing fall into the meas-
urement continuum between gravity and seismology,
and can provide key information about the internal
structure of a moon or planet.
Whereas some of these measurements could (and
should) be made from the nMO spacecraft (e.g., global
gravity and magnetic fields, high-precision altimetry
for tidal response, radar sounding), there are several
key measurements (e.g., seismic and heat flow) which
clearly must be made from the surface. The accurate
determination of the surface heat flow is problematic,
but seismology would provide a vital data set for un-
derstanding the planet. A fully capable seismic ex-
periment would require a network of at least four sta-
tions to provide 3-D locations of events. This would
provide information on the geographical and size dis-
tribution of seismic activity and from which one can
infer ray paths which can, in tum, be inverted for ve-
locity profiles and the radial mechanical structure of
the interior.
However even with a single station there are many
important thing which can be learned. One can derive
the general level of geological activity, as well as the
meteoroid impact flux into the surface. Time domain
signal analysis can yield information bearing on the
type of seismic source, multiple phases (which can be
used to derive layer thicknesses), receiver functions
(giving near-surface structure) and attenuation proper-
ties. Spectral analysis in the frequency domain will
give structural results from normal mode/surface wave
analyses as well as source characteristics. It may even
be possible to do some event location and structure
inversion using ray vectoring to trace the phase arrivals
back to their source.
What may not be immediately obvious is that some
of the orbital measurements may be severely compro-
mised by the many competing requirements of the
nMO spacecraft, particularly the gravity and magnetic
measurements. The resolution of potential field meas-
urements is very sensitive to altitude, with the size of
resolvable anomalies being roughly equivalent to the
height above the surface of the measurement. For an
airless body this altitude can be quite low, but there are
spacecraft safety and operability issues associated with
taking this approach with a major, long-lived asset.
Also, there may be conflicts between these experi-
ments and others (such as imaging, altimetry and radar
sounding) in terms of the optimum altitude, orbital
inclination, etc. Finally, the noise environment of a
large, complex, multi-functional orbiter will result in
considerable difficulties for these sensitive measure-
ments. Orbit trim maneuvers, three-axis reorientations,
and non-gravitational accelerations, flexure and rola-
tions of a large, asymmetrical spacecraft will limit the
accuracy of the tracking-derived gravity field. Simi-
larly the unavoidably large magnetic signature of the
spacecraft will prove troublesome to any magnetic
experiment in its vicinity. These problem could be ob-
viated by the deployment of an autonomous sub-
satellite dedicated to making these crucial measure-
ments.
We propose that the nMO project consider a vehi-
cle which would combine these two functions. A geo-
physical probe could be released into orbit about a sat-
ellite and return potential field data for a sufficient
period of time to acquire a high-resolution data set.
After completing this phase, it would deorbit and land
on the surface to provide seismic and electromagnetic
monitoring, and possibly heat flow measurements.
This lander could also, of course, be host to other ex-
periments, such as geochemical and imaging investi-
gations.
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RADAR AND RADIOMETRY OF JUPITER'S UPPER AND MIDDLE TROPOSPIIERE. D. Banfield, Cornell Asrronomy,
Ithaca, NY 14853, (banfield@asrro.comell.edu), R. Dissly. Ball Aerospace & Technologies Corp., B. Butler, NRAO, P. Gierasch,
Cornell Astronomy.
The lIMO platfonn, with its specification for >45kW of
disposable power, is an excellent spacecraft with which to
conduct latitudinally resolved passive radiometry and radar of
Jupiter's atmosphere. We will present results from an ongoing
investigation into the feasibility and potential scientific retwn
of such an investigation as well as its requirements from the
lIMO mission.
Ground·based radio images of Jupiter show belt/zone dif-
ferences in brightness temperatures (e.g., dePater et al., in
preparation) which indicate ammonia abundance differences
presumably due to circulation distillation. Similar (and quan-
titative) results are now also coming out of Cassini elRs re-
trievals (Gierasch, private communication). These both sug-
gest upwelling in Zones and downwelling in Belts. Massive,
convecting upweltings identified in Galileo (Banfield et al.
1998, Gierasch et al., 20(0) and Cassini imaging (Porco et al.,
2(03) strongly point to water clouds and thunderstonns pre-
dominately in Belts (Ingersoll et al., 2000). Taken together,
these indicators mean that upwelling is occwring deeper down
in Belts, while near and above the visible cloud level Belts are
regions ofdownwelling. In our theory ofJupiter's tropospheric
circulation, the level at which these overturning cells converge
is also the level at which the forcing that drives the zonal jets is
centered. Obtaining a better understanding of these overturn-
ing cells, and the location of momentum transfer to the jets is
critical for furthering our understanding ofJupiter's circulation
and arguably is the next logical step deeper in the atmosphere
towards that goal.
One way to get a handle on the nature of these circu-
lation cells is through spatially resolved passive radiometry,
creating maps of ammonia abundance. Vertical resolution can
also be achieved with judicious choice of wavelength. Pas-
sive microwave radiometry with several bandpasses between
about 5cm and about Iem would sample weighting functions
(for nominal ammonia distributions) that vary between about
I bar and about 4 bars (dePater et al, 2(01). Somewhere
in this pressure region is where we believe these overturning
cells meet. These wavelengths also have the practical bene-
fit of avoiding the wavelengths where synchrotron radiation
becomes stronger than thennal emission from Jupiter, typi-
cally stated as beyond 6cm. Mapping the ammonia abundance
with latitudinal and vertical resolution throughout this region
would allow us to use ammonia as a tracer of the circulations,
thus revealing the profile of the upper cell (which apparently
modifies the ammonia distribution through condensation dis~
tillation). Additionallt, if our theory of lupiter's middle and
upper tropospheric dynamics are correct, this also tells us the
level of zonal jet momentum deposition.
Tall convective thunderstorms only occupy a small per-
centage of Jupiter's surface area, but they are probably quite
important in the radiative balance of the middle and upper tro-
posphere (Gierasch et al., 2000). Fully understanding their
spatial and temporal distributions is critical in understanding
the energy balance of the various levels in Jupiter's middle
and upper troposphere. It is also important to recognize that
although we can see some of the convective storms in terms of
their visible signature where they protrude above the nominal
cloud deck, there are perhaps many more that neither pro-
duce visible lightning, nor protrude above the nominal cloud
deck. For these, the only means of identifying them below
the cloud deck is through radar. Radar with a wavelength of
about Icm will scatter back from precipitating water drops in
strongly convecting Jupiter water clouds, but will not return
from the nominal ammonia or ammonium-hydrosulfide clouds
on Jupiter. Only with the number densities expected for water
and the sizes expected for rain drops will radar scatter back
to the receiver in significant quantities. 1his is very akin to
weather radars on Earth. In addition to providing a more com-
plete census of the pivotal convective storms on Jupiter, radar
can clear up an ambiguity that passive radiometry has with
the storms. Tall convective thunderstorms would likely move
the emission level higher in the atmosphere. The passive ra-
diometer would see this as a cold temperature, which implies
a higher ammonia abundance. Thus. there is an ambiguity
between high ammonia abundance and precipitating thunder-
storms for passive microwave radiometers. Anomalously high
ammonia abundance, however, will not return radar, while the
precipitation cloud would. Finally, with enough radar trans-
mitter power. an atmospheric radar on JIMO would not be
limited entirely by ammonia absorption. It would perhaps
be able to sense deeper into the atmosphere than the passive
radiometer (which sense to the ammonia optical depth unity
level). By using the transit time of the return signal, depth
sampling can extend deeper than the passive radiometry level,
as long as return power is sufficiently strong. In this way, per-
haps a microwave radar on HMO might be able to sense down
to below the bottom of the water cloud. revealing the structure
of the bottom of these tall convecting thunderstorms.
We are exploring the feasibility of using the high-gain
telemetry antenna as a passive radiometer between lcm and
5cm with good spatial resolution on Jupiter, which we ex-
peet to have only a modest impact onto the lIMO spacecraft
and mission profile. We are also exploring the feasibility of
using the >45kW of power and the Ka-band telecommunica-
tions system as a radar system to probe precipitating clouds on
lupiter. Initial calculations suggest that sufficient SIN may be
achievable from Europa's orbit. Longer wavelength radars (if
included on HMO) may also be interesting to train on Jupiter
if the mission profile is eventually changed to a low perijove.
We will also investigate the feasibility and benefits of such an
investigation with longer wavelength (e.g., ..... 6m) radars.
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SMALL CRATERS AND SURFACE PROPERTIES OF THE ICY GALILEAN SATELLITES. E. B. Bier-
haus', lLockheed Martin (edward.b.bierhaus@lmco.com).
Introduction: The JIMO Mission will revolutionize our
understanding of impact-ejecta physics - and in doing so
will reveal many physical surface properties of the icy Gali-
lean Satellites, thereby enabling us to better parameterize
ridge and chaos formation on Europa, the fault-structures on
Ganymede, and the "dark smooth unit" of Callisto.
To conduct this investigation, the JIMO mission should
implement: (I) medium-resolution (lO's to 100's mlpix)
imaging of secondary craters fields around and extending
from large impact craters, and (2) extensive very high-
resolution (a few mlpix) imaging of far-flung secondary
crater fields. The moderate-resolution images will enable
mapping of the secondaries, matching specific clusters with
their parent primary, while high-resolution images at chosen
locales will enable detailed morphological studies of the
secondaries as a function of increasing distance - and thus
velocity - from the primary. These studies will provide
both mass-velocity curves and information on surface prop-
erties.
Background: A "holy grail" for cratering physics is to
obtain mass-velocity relationships for ejected material - i.e.
understanding how much mass gets ejected at what velocity.
Characterizing this relationship will lead to better under-
standing of the early-stage energy deposition during impact,
a much better calibration between crater size-distributions
and surface age by removing the contribution of secondary
craters, and better parameterization of mass-loss vs. mass-
gain for all manner of collisionally dominated processes
(early planetary formation, size-distribution evolution for
asteroids, satellite formation, etc.).
The best natural laboratory for studying mass-velocity
relationships is to examine secondary craters and their char-
acteristics as a function of distance from their parent pri-
mary. Previous attempts to understand this relationship
were hampered by the high-density crater fields on the
Moon, Mercury and Mars because distant secondaries
"faded" into the high-density background of other secon-
dary craters and small primary craters.
Gaiileo was good ... : Galileo low-resolution images
confmned that Europa has very few large craters. The com-
bination of few primary craters and un-saturated small cra-
ters provided a unique opportunity to accomplish what had
previously been impossible: identitY distant secondary cra-
ters created by ejecta launched 100's of mls to over I km/s.
Spatial statistics and other studies indicate that secondary
craters dominate the small crater population on Europa
[1,2], a profound discovery enabled by high-resolution Gali-
leo image data.
. . . but we need more: Unfortunately, Galileo's limited
downlink meant that only a small fraction of the surfaces
were imaged at high-resolution, less than I% at 50 mlpix or
better. These scattered, postage-stamp views permit the
identification of crater clusters and the characterization of
local spatial distributions, but do not permit one to unambi-
guously trace the progression of secondary craters from the
source primary to the far-flung secondaries that are hun-
dreds to over a thousand km distant. So, while the Galileo
data has confirmed that far-flung secondaries can dominate
local small-scale cratering, we are still mostly unable to
correlate those secondaries with a particular primary,
thereby "filling in" points on the mass-velocity curve.
flMO imaging will resolve these gaps. .
Surface/sub-surface properties: Mass-velocity distri-
butions aren't the only result we can obtain from studying
the secondary crater populations: we can also derive surface
properties, particularly those that control the currently
poorly understood problems of: ridge and chaos formation
on Europa, tectonics on Ganymede, and the dark smooth
unit of Callisto. We don't know how those features form,
but we do know how craters form. Previous studies have
used the large primary craters to probe the nature of Eu-
ropa's ice-shell [3,4]. Using secondary craters to infer sur-
face properties has an added advantage: because we know
the impact velocity (from the primary to secondary dis-
tance), a well-constrained impact angle, and a known im-
pactor type (a flying chunk of the satellite's surface), we can
make strong inferences regarding surface properties by de-
tailed morphological studies of the secondary craters. Fur-
ther, because near- and far-flung secondaries from a given
primary all formed at the same time, we can leverage any
differential degradation to infer local and global rates of any
on-going surface activity. An investigation of this is cur-
rently ongoing using Galileo data [5], but has only a few
cases because of the difficulty in pairing a particular secon-
dary cluster with a particular primary crater. Although most
effective on Europa, these same studies are applicable to
Ganymede and Callisto as well. And because spallation (the
process that forms high-velocity ejecta fragments) requires a
solid, mostly competent surface [6], the minimum sized
primary that produces secondaries reveals the depth of any
low-strength surface layer (e.g. highly processed ridges on
Europa and Ganymede, and the dark smooth unit on Cal-
listo).
References: [1] Bierbaus E.B. et al. (2001) Icarus. 153,274-
276. [2) Bierhaus E.B. et al. (2002) DPS Abs.. 34, #41.05.
(3) Moore I.M. et al. (2001) Icarus. 151. 93-111. (4) Schenk P.M.
(2002) Nature, 417,419-421. [5) Bierhaus E.B. in preparation. (6)
Head IN. et al. (2002) Science. 298, 1752-1756.
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PROBING THE INTERNAL STRUCTURES OF THE GALILEAN SATELLITES WITH A
COMPLEMENT OF GEOPHYSICS INVESTIGATIONS. M. Blanc, Observatoire Midi-Pyrenees, 14 Avenue
Edouard Belin, F-31400 Toulouse, France, e-mail: blanc@asl.obs-mip.fr.
Introduction: The Galilean satellites are fascinat-
ing worlds, whose in-depth exploration will change
deeply our understanding of "terrestrial" planets by
showing how they have fanned and evolved in the
cold fraction of the solar nebula, in much the same
way as the discovery of "hot Jupiters" around near-by
stars durably changed our view of giant planets them-
selves. The HMO mission will be a unique opportunity
to establish the basic elements of the internal structure
of these icy bodies. These elements are critical in the
response to two outstanding questions : the existence
of subsurface oceans. and the extent. physical proper-
ties and dynamics of a core possibly responsible for
the generation of the intrinsic field (in the case of
Ganymede). Both questions have a strong impact on
astrobiology. But this will require a strategy combin-
ing in a complementary way the measurement of the
fundamental planetary fields (magnetic field, gravity
field field, surface topography) with a set of sounding
techniques (low frequency electromagnetic sounding,
seismology, ground-penetrating radar). This strategy,
though complex, can be developped in the framework
of HMO as a consequence of its extended energy
source and payload mass capabilities.
We shall describe the main elements of such a
comprehensive approach. It will combine investiga-
tions on board of the main spacecraft or of sub-
satellites with a few critical elements which should
deployed on the surface of at least one of the icy bod-
ies via a (probably hard) lander.
On board of the main craft, one should conduct the
following investigations:
a ground penetrating radar for the probing of
the outermost layers of ice and possibly of an
ocean ;
a laser altimeter for the detennination of the
surface topography of all three satellites;
a three-axis magnetometer for the determina-
tion of the magnetic field. Combined with an
appropriate plasmas and fields package, and
with a clever coverage of altitudes and lati-
tudes, it should make it possible to separate
the external. internal induced, and internal
permanent components of the field, providing
constraints both on the internal structure and
on the diversity of plasma interactions devel-
oped at the three Galilean satellites;
A gravimetry or radio science experiment for
the determination ofthe gravity field.
A hard lander should be designed in parallel to de-
liver to the surface of at least one of the three satellites
a package carrying the following elements :
a seismometer, a very basic element for the
determination of the internal structure, know-
ing that the seismic signal should be usable;
a magnetometer which will play an important
role in the separation of the internal and ex-
ternal components of the magnetic field and
the subsequent use of the induced component
for the detennination of the internal structure;
a radio science experiment which will, among
other elements, determine the proper motions
and deformations (tidal motions, librations
etc.) of the solid body.
We shall develop this strategy in more detail dur-
ing the workshop presentation.
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Advanced Mapping Imager for the JIMO Mission. K. R. Blasius', T.G. Chrien, S.H.Silverman, C.S Schueler,
J.J. Puschell, M.J. Greenfield, D.A. Dykeman, and J. Wang, 'Raytheon Santa Barbara Remote Sensing, B32115, 75
Coromar Dr., Goleta, CA 93117; email: kblasius@raytheon.com
Introduction: Recent successful technology de-
velopment initiatives by NASA and its suppliers, in-
cluding Raytheon, have laid a foundation for a low risk
but highly capable pushbroom mapping imager for the
Jupiter Icy Moons Orbiter (HMO). The key technolo-
gies are wide field reflective optics, wide field com-
patible imaging spectrometer approaches, and large
arrays of high efficiency detectors with broad spectral
response. The increased instrument power budget
expected for the HMO Mission is the remaining factor
needed to create an instrument capable of addressing a
wide variety of science objectives for Jupiter and its
moons.
Wide FOV Optics: Two recent NASA mission
instruments have demonstrated the efficacy of wide
field reflective optics serving mapping needs over a
broad spectral range. The Advanced Land Imager
(ALl) on the New Millennium Program's Earth Orbiter
I (EO-I) [1,2] used a single telescope with a 15 de-
gree wide FOV to capture mapping images from low
Earth orbit, 705 km altitude. The telescope materials,
SiC for the mirrors and Invar for the metering struc-
ture, were selected to minimize thermal sensitivity.
The mission collected Landsat resolution (J 0-30m
GSD) images over the spectral range OA-2Allm. Qual-
ity far surpassed previous Landsat sensors and met all
requirements [3].
The THERMAL Emission Imaging System
(THEMIS) on Mars Odyssey Mission has demon-
strated all reflective optics over an even wider spectral
range (15 bands from OA-15J.1ffi) on a Landsat-like
mapping mission to Mars [4,5]. To minimize cost and
performance sensitivity to thermal fluctuations an all
aluminum bolt-together design was developed to
achieve high quality images across a 4.5 degree FOV.
Since entering Mars orbit Oct. 200 I THEMIS has
returned thousands of multispectral images with
GSD's of20-100m, exceeding its design requirements
[6].
Spectrometer Approaches: Three spectrometer
approaches have been found to be compatible with a
wide field pushbroom imaging approach. These are
the Wedge Imaging Spectrometer (WIS), grating spec-
trometer and prism spectrometer. A WIS and a grating
spectrometer were designed into the initial concept of
ALl [7] but were dropped from the fmal flight con-
figuration. The spectral range of each was OA-2.5llm
with a spectral resolution of approximately 1%,
d'JJ)". Both of these spectrometers can be built in mod-
ules, similar to the Raytheon-built ALl multispectral
focal plane [I], and so can fill an instrument FOV with
the desired number of detector elements.
Recently, we have also developed a modular de-
sign for prism spectrometers, derived from the
HYDICE sensor approach [8], to achieve Landsat
resolution in hundreds of spectral bands [9]. This ap-
proach shows promise of spectral resolutions «1%
heyond 2 Ilm.
Detector Arrays: ALI and THEMIS have demon-
strated the power of moderately cooled or uncooled
detectors to achieve good performance in the 004-
151lm. To achieve the highest SNR levels at wave-
lengths longer than 3.5J.1ffi requires detectors operating
at cryogenic temperatures, generally less than 90K.
The increased power projected to be available to sen-
sors on J1MO will make this possible by employing
active coolers, small refrigeration units, to cool large
number of detectors on modular focal planes. One
good candidate detector material is Raytheon's
"VISMIR" type InSb. VISMIR detectors provide high
sensitivity from OA-5.2J.1ffi. A version of this material
operating from OA-2.5J.1ffi was used successfully in
HYDICE [8] airborne hyperspectral imager. Very
large arrays with the wider spectral response are being
developed at Raytheon for the James Webb Space
Telescope, under contract from University of Roches-
ter and NASA[IO].
Conclusion: The optical, spectral dispersion, and
detector technologies described above provide sensor
designers wide latitude to meet science imaging re-
quirements for Jupiter and its moons with a system of
minimum complexity. We may expect to collect
global image data sets of Jupiter's largest moons simi-
lar to Landsat images of Earth or THEMIS images of
Mars with the added flexibility of collecting hyper-
spectral data in selected spectral regions.
References: [I] Bicknell,W.E., et a!' (1999) SPIE,
3750, 80-88.[2] Lencioni,D.E. et a!. (1999) SPIE,
3750,89-96.[3] Mendenhall,].A.(2002)SPIE,4814,296-
305.[4]Christensen, P.R., et a1.(2003 in press), Space
Sci. Revs.[5]Silverman,S.H.(l999) IEEE Aerospace
Conf., Snowmass, CO, Paper 181.[6] Christensen,
P.R., et a1.(2003 in press),Space Sci. Revs.
[7]Thunen, J., et a1.(l997) ISSSR, San Diego, CArS]
Basedow, R (1992) ISSSR,VI, pp430-445[9] Chrien,
T.G. and Cook, L.G. (2003)GOMACTech-03,
VI,pp65-69.[10] Hoffrnarm, AW et a1.(2002) SPIE,
Waikoloa, HI, VA850.
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A BRIEF REVIEW OF INFRARED, VISIBLE, AND ULTRAVIOLET SPECTROSCOPY OF EUROPA
AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR THE JUPITER ICY MOONS ORBITER.
R. W. Carlson, Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of Technology, Pasadena, CA 91109
rcarlson@lively.jpl.nasa.gov
Ground-based, International Ultraviolet
Explorer, Hubble, Voyager, and Galileo obser-
vations have provided information about Eu-
ropa's surface composition and related atmos-
pheric emissions. The presence of water ice has
been known for some time from ground based
observations while infrared observations from
Galileo's Near Infrared Mapping Spectrometer
(NMIS) show additional features due to CO"
H,O" and a hydrated material, interpreted as a
hydrated salt or hydrated sulfuric acid. Hydrated
salts were suggested to have been upwelled from
an internal ocean while sulfuric acid was sug-
gested to be produced radiolytically and likely
derived from logenic sulfur with a possible con-
tribution from internal sulfurous material. An
upper limit for magnesium hydroxide has been
derived. Molecular oxygen, presumably derived
from radiolysis of water, is condensed in the
surface and is thought to produce the observed
atmospberic atomic oxygen. A dark, brownish
material correlates with the hydrate and may be
sulfur polymers associated with sulfate radioly-
sis. Ultraviolet observations show SO, on the
trailing side and H,O, on the leading side, simi-
lar to the infrared measurements. The SO, con-
centration correlates with the hydrate concentra-
tion and their relative concentrations are in good
agreement (factor of two) with laboratory-derive
radiolysis rates. Atmospheric sodium and potas-
sium emissions suggest an internal source of
these metals in addition to logenic plasma con-
tributions. Thermal infrared observations have
not been diagnostic due to grain size effects.
Future measurements may be aided by
higher spectral resolution and these are possible
from ground-based telescopes, with resolving
power of - 2000 at spatial resolution of - 130
km. High spectral resolution measurements,
from the ground or from nMO, can aid in identi-
fying hydroxyl absorption and search for spectral
structure associated with hydrated salt spectra.
High-spectral-resolution measurements in the
visible region can determine the spatial distribu-
tion ofsurficial molecular oxygen.
The ultraviolet, visible, and infrared re-
gions should be measured simultaneously with
the same high spatial resolution. High spatial
resolution that can resolve the lineae would be
useful; only a few lineae were resolved by NIMS
and they show that the centers are icy compared
to the hydrated margins.
Enhanced detector shielding compared
to NIMS will provide better long wavelength
spectra. Distant observations of Europa (e. g.,
from the orbit of Ganymede or Callisto) will also
reduce radiation-induced noise. Spectrometers
aboard nMO can be used to detect weak emis-
sions from the night side such as Cereokov emis-
sion (with possible OH absorption), surface fluo-
rescence, airglow, and perhaps flashes from arti-
ficial impactors.
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AN EXAMINATION OF ISSUES RELATED TO A EUROPA SUBSURFACE COMPONENT FOR THE
JIMO MISSION. F. D. Carsey', M. H. Hecht', B. H. Wilcox!, A. E. Behar!, and P. M. Holland', 'California
Institute of Technology Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena CA 91109, 'ThorleafResearch, Inc., Santa Barbara,
CA 93111
Introduction: The Galileo Europa data set served
to revolutionize our view of Europa. In particular the
strong evidence [1) of a large, cold, salty ocean be-
neath 5-30 km of ice has profoundly altered the sig-
nificance of Europa in our thinking, especially of con-
text of habitability in the solar system. While much
remains to be learned from spacecraft observations of
several sorts, there are significant questions answer-
able only by in-situ techniques; these relate to the for-
mation of Europa, the nature of its ocean. and the
prospects for life in its ocean, sediments, and ice. We
feel that wide-ranging discussion of an in-situ subsur-
face mission to Europa, as part of JIMO, should pro-
ceed.
Science Objective: The science objective of the
mission is to characterize the icy shell of Europa to
resolve its provenance, estimate the composition of
brine of the Europa ocean, and search for evidence of
Earth-like life.
The Mission Scope: Probably anyone would agree
that an in-situ mission to Europa would be of great
value, but he or she would also immediately take the
position that such a mission is utterly impractical. We
take the position here of defining the least complex
mission that can nonetheless justify its cost and to ar-
gue that such a mission is realistic enough that it
should be seriously considered. Our mission thinking
has been:
Soft landing. A soft lander is required on a site suf-
ficiently flat to offer a stable platform; no further site
selectivity is required.
Subsurface exploration. The Europa subsurface
must be examined. Surficial processes on Europa ar-
guably have exposed the upper 200 m of shell to
chemical effects from the Jovian radiation belts as well
as cometary infall, etc; to examine native ice we must
descend below that point to, for discussion, 300 m. At
that depth we argue that the ice is characteristic of ice
at depth and possibly is effectively sea ice.
Science data. A few simple measurements at vari-
ous depths and at 300 m constitute a scientifically suc-
cessful mission. Measurements would include analysis
of meltwater for a few inorganic ions and amino acids
and an optical examination of the borehole wall.
Communication. Transmission of data to an orbiter
is essential, but we will constrain the landed mission to
a daily communication over a few days.
Subsurface access. Drilling to 300 m is a signifi-
cant challenge; it can be addressed by several means:
Thermal Probe (Cryobot) which permits wa-
ter to refreeze above the vehicle. This is our tentative
choice with plutonium as the fuel to generate thermal
energy for drilling and electrical power for operations.
Open Hole Drill, a thermal system in which
the meltwater is removed for greater thermal effi-
ciency. Meltwater removal on Europa is both a com-
plexity and a risk, but analysis is improved.
Mechanical Drilling in which cutting or
grinding generates ice chips which are removed. This
is too complex at Europa temperatures.
Measurement Objectives: The measurement ob-
jectives for the mission will be:
Obj. 1: Determine the concentration of simple inor-
ganic salts [2] in the Europa Ice Shell and, by extrapo-
lation, of the ocean. These data will also validate
spaceborne sensors.
Obj. 2: Determine the nature and abundance of amino
acids [3) in the ice such that cometary infall material in
the upper ice can be compared to material at depth.
Obj. 3: Optically examine the ice to resolve inclusion
structure, particulate content, and stratification.
The Drill: Access to 300 m depth is a significant if
not audacious plan; we are aware that this has not been
done on any planetary body. Our approach is the use
of a plutonium heat source; to overcome Europa's sur-
face temperature and to melt ice a significant amount
of plutonium is needed, and significant shielding and
other protective steps will be required. The quantity of
plutonium is a key concern.
Sampling: The mission will require subsurface col-
lection and processing of samples for in situ analysis,
calling for a miniature, high pressure micro-sampling
system designed to meet needs of instruments that re·
quire low pressures for operation. The inlet system
itself collects a micro-sample in the external high pres-
sure environment. then transfers it into a protected low
pressure environment for analysis.
References:
[I) Stevenson, D. (2001) Europa's ocean--the case
strengthens, Science 289(5483),1305-1307.
[2] Kounaves, S. P., S. R. Lukow, B. Comeau, M. H.
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Jupiter Atmospheric Science with JIMO:
Linking Science Objectives and Measurement Goals
N. J. Chanover (NMSU), D. A. Glenar (NASA/GSFC), and A. A. Simon-Miller
(NASA/GSFC)
Although the primary focus of the Jupiter Icy Moons Orbiter (JIMO) mission will be the
characterization and study of Jupiter's icy moons, there will be opportunities throughout
the mission for unprecendented observations of Jupiter. With an adaptable suite of pay-
load instruments, the atmospheric data collected by JIMO can help to answer fundamental
questions about the largest planet in our solar system that remain after (or were generated
by) previous spacecraft reconnaissance (e.g. Voyager, Galileo, and Cassini). Near-IR (0.7-4
/-lm) spectral imaging will most likely be used to identify mineralogies and ices on the Jovian
satellites by virtue of their spectral signatures. This same capability is very well tailored for
studies of Jovian atmospheric dynamics and structure. Near-IR methane absorption bands
allow 2-D mapping of the horizontal wind field at size scales to tens of kms, as well as the
height dependence of this field above the ammonia cloud deck (700 to a few mbar), constrain-
ing current models of atmospheric vertical structure. Likewise, atmospheric ice aerosols with
unique spectroscopic signatures (ammonia ice near 1.5, 2.0, and 2.8 /-lm and water ice be-
tween 3.G-3.5 /-lm) can be detected and mapped using spectral difference imaging or spectrally
inclusive principal-component methods. Spectral imaging of the Jovian aurora via Hj emis-
sion lines between 3-4 /-lm can be used to spatially map the interplay between the satellites,
Jupiter's magnetosphere, and Jupiter's atmosphere. Each of these measurements addresses
one or more fundamental questions related to the energy balance in Jupiter's atmosphere.
All of these tunable imaging objectives can be achieved using acousto-optic tunable filters
(AOTF's), which have been used for years in ground-based observing instruments and which
have been proposed for numerous planetary missions. The application of this technology to
the science objectives of both the icy satellites and Jovian atmospheric components of the
JIMO mission will be discussed.
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STUDIES OF CRATERING ON JUPITER'S ICY MOONS. C. R. Chapman' and W. J. Merline', 'Southwest
Research Institute (Suite 400,1050 Walnut St., Boulder CO 80302 USA, cchapman@boulder.swrLedu).
Introduction: The surfaces of Callisto, Gany-
mede, and Europa all exhibit impact craters as well as
some other features that masquerade as craters. Data
from the Galilee mission demonstrate a wide diversity
of crater populations, reflecting the competition be-
tween crater-forming processes and crater degrada-
tional processes. Numerous issues have been raised by
the Galileo studies, pertinent to understanding the his-
tories of the surfaces of these bodies as well as the
sub-surface character of their crusts. Due to downlink
limitations, Galileo imaging could only whet our appe-
tites for additional defmitive data sets that could per-
mit a comprehensive investigation of what the Galilean
satellite crater populations might tell us. Remote sens-
ing observations of the satellite surfaces, using tech-
niques analogous to what MOC and THEMIS are now
accomplishing for Mars, is an essential ingredient of
the nMO mission, and analysis of impact cratering
from those images will provide a fundamental under-
pinning for inferring the geological histories and
crustal structures of those bodies.
Galileo Background: Among the unexpected re-
sults from analyzing crater statistics from Galileo im-
aging are several that are quite profound. First, it was
found that large primary impact craters on Europa are
very rare, implying a typical surface age of only tens
of millions of years, robustly implying that Europa's
surface processes are currently active. The morpholo-
gies of those craters have provided a clear indication
of the thickness of the icy crust overlying Europa's
ocean. At smaller sizes, craters are very numerous.
Even from the sparse sampling of Europa's surface at
high resolution, Beau Bierhaus (working with us) has
tabulated over 26,000 craters; by analyzing the fraction
of these craters that are clustered, he has concluded
that the overwhelming majority of small craters on
Europa are secondary craters [I). A profound implica-
tion of these studies is that the population of cometary
impactors in the Jovian system is strongly depleted in
small comets compared with asteroidal populations
that crater bodies in the inner solar system. Another
implication, bolstered by recent studies of secondary
cratering on Mars [2], is that production of secondary
craters is much more efficient than many have sup-
posed; it is possible that secondary - not primary -
impacts dominate the "steep" branch of the production'
function in the inner solar system and that even the
Moon may be predominantly cratered, at small scales,
by secondaries rather than primaries.
Callisto presented a number of additional surprises.
Medium resolution Galileo imaging clarified the num-
bers of large craters, palimpsests, and other degraded
impact features, which remained problematical after
Voyager imaging. It remains to be determined, how-
ever, the degree to which the morphologies of the lar-
ger impacts (including basins) reflect the crustal evolu-
tion of that body, and its current subcrustal ocean.
Equally intriguing have been the results from studies
of small craters on Callisto [e.g. 3-8]. Unexpectedly,
the surface is not saturated with small craters, implying
an active surface, perhaps a degradational process con-
tinually filling in lower-lying areas on Callisto. We
also identified a population of possible collapse pits,
having a preferential size. On both Callisto and
Ganymede, there is evidence for cratering by SL9 like
objects, producing catenae when they strike shortly
after tidal break-up, but presumably lacking recogniz-
able geometric relationships with each other but never-
theless contributing to the cratering populations on
these bodies if they strike later.
JlMO Requirements: It goes without safmg that
our understanding of the relative ages of units (con-
fused but not rendered meaningless if most small cra-
ters are secondaries) on the icy moons will require
complete mapping by moderately high-resolution im-
aging if we are to develop a comprehensive intrasatel-
lite stratigraphy for the Galilean satellites. Images
with high enough resolution to permit studies of crater
morphologies will be very important inasmuch as there
is great interpretive power - largely underutilized for
several decades since early studies of Mars - in analy-
sis of statistics of craters separated by morphologic
class. Since craters are fonned with a "known" shape,
their subsequent morphological changes reflect generic
geological/geophysical processes on the body in a
quantifiable way. nMO has the potential for revolu-
tionizing, through analysis of cratering, the under-
standing of the geological and geophysical evolution
of the icy moons ofJupiter.
References: (I] Bieriwu E.B, Chapman C.R.. Merline WJ. d aL (2001)
ICQTW, }j3, 264-276. (2] McEwen AS. (2003) G" MaTs CoiJoq. il] Ma1lne W.l., Chap'"
man C.R. ,tal. (1997) BII.u. Am. Awan. S4c. 29, 991. (<4) Merline W.J., Chapman C.R. d
0/.. (1997) Geol. Soc A.w. (Salt Lake City) -ba.IISI<422. (S) CbapmanC.R.,Ma1ineWJ.d
al. (1997) ll'SC 2a-. [6) Merline WJ~ Chapman CA,taL (1991) BII./I. Aa A.stn:wL Soc
3D, 1122. (7) Chapman C.R., Bieriwlt E.B., Me%line WJ.,t oJ. (1999) BIIlJ. hi. AsIrofl
Sot. 31. 1162. (Il BiedlaulE.B.. Chapman C.R., Merline W.J."aL (2000) LPtc J/,I1II.
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TOWARD A GLOBAL UNDERSTANDING OF GANYMEDE TECTONICS. Geoffrey C. Collins,
Wheaton College, Norton MA 02766, gcollins@wheatonma.edu.
Introduction: One of the major outstanding ques-
tions about the Jovian system, before and after the
Galileo mission, is the origin of the Ganymede-Callisto
dichotomy, and the driving mechanism that created
grooved terrain on Ganymede. Much of Ganymede's
surface is dominated by tectonic deformation, which is
virtually absent on Callisto. The Galileo mission has
provided a possible clue to explain the divergent be-
havior between the two satellites, showing that Gany-
mede's interior is much more differentiated than Cal-
listo [1]. The origin of the interior dichotomy may
involve differences in tidal heating [2) or composition.
The style, pattern, and sequence of tectonic activity
on Ganymede is essential to our understanding of the
overall evolution of the satellite, since it is a record of
tidal and/or interior processes. For example, the inte-
rior differentiation of Ganymede can induce stress
patterns on the surface which mimic those of orbital
recession, but which are dominantly tensile [3]. To
determine whether the grooves on Ganymede actually
constitute such a record, we need to determine the
strain history of the surface. There are three steps to
determining the strain history of Ganymede:
Location and orientation of structures: Deter-
mining the pattern of tectonic structures is the fIrst step
in deriving the strain history of Ganymede. To that
end, every groove visible in currently available re-
gional-scale Voyager and Galileo images has been
digitized into a GIS database [4] to facilitate compari-
son with stress patterns expected from various driving
mechanisms for grooved terrain formation. Even
though over 61,000 grooves have been digitized, there
are still large regions of Ganymede for which coverage
only sufficient to see the most prominent grooves. It is
only in areas where resolution is better than 2.5
lan/pixel and the emission angle is less than 45° that
we can feel confident that the correct location and ori-
entation of most grooves are being recorded. Only
about half of Ganymede is currently covered by im-
ages of such quality.
The fIrst discovery made from Galileo imaging of
Ganymede was that the grooves visible in regional
resolution Voyager images (-I lan/pixel) are actually
composed of many individual ridges and troughs at a
scale 5 to 10 times smaller [5]. These individual ridges
represent the brittle faults that accommodate grooved
terrain formation [6], and as such, it is crucial that we
map Ganymede at a scale where these faults may be
distinguished. Only a few percent of Ganymede's sur-
face has been imaged at sufficient scale (-100 m/pixel)
to see these faults.
Strain measurements: Once the location and ori-
entation of faults has been mapped. the next step in
deriving the strain history is to determine the strain
represented by the faults. Most of the faults appear to
be extensional in origin [6], though some strike-slip
faults have also been recognized [7). Quantitative es-
timates of strain have been made in the limited high-
resolution target areas using craters cut by faults [8],
showing that some styles of faulting exhibit tens of
percent extension, while others exhibit negligible
strain. In the even more limited areas of Ganymede for
which high resolution stereo topography is available,
strain may be estimated using fault geometry [9].
In one area, crustal spreading may have occurred
along a smooth band [10], while in another area, cryo-
volcanism may explain smooth bands [II). Imaging of
smooth bands at a resolution sufficient to pick out
piercing points on either side, and imaging and topog-
raphic data to see embayment relationships, will serve
to test these hypotheses.
Sequence of deformation: After determining the
location, orientation, and magnitude of strain, the fmal
piece of the puzzle is to derive the history of strain.
.Analysis of high-resolution target areas has allowed us
to derive local stratigraphy, which may be extrapolated
into the majority of the surface covered by low-
resolution images [12], but the interpretations would
be much more confident if continuous high-resolution
data were available. Analysis of the stratigraphically
youngest grooves on Ganymede has shown that they
share a distinctive pattern and morphology apart from
the other grooves [13]. suggesting that there is a wealth
of information to be gained by this approach.
Recommendations for JIMO: To determine the
strain history of Ganymede, to understand the tectonic
evolution of Ganymede. and why it is different from
Callisto, the following types of data are essential: (1)
complete high-resolution imaging «100 m/pixel) of
the surface; (2) high resolution topography (smaller
than scale of ridges) for strain calculation, and to as-
sess the role of cryovolcanism; and (3) a refIned
gravitational model to improve our understanding of
the interior and the existence of gravity anomalies.
References: [I] Anderson J. D. et aI. (1996) Nature 384,
541-543; Anderson J. D. et al. (1998) Science 280, 1573-
1576; [2] Showman, A. P. et aI. (1997) Icarus 129,367-383;
[3] Collins G. C. et aI. (1999) LPSC XXX #1695; [4] Collins
G. C. et aI. (2000) £PSC XXXI #1034; [5] Belton M. J. S. et
al. (1996) Science 274,377-385; [6] Pappalardo R. T. et al.
(1998)lcaru8 135,276-302; [7] DeRemer L. C. and Pap-
palardo R T. (2003) LPSC XXXlV#2033; [8] Pappalardo R.
T. and Collins G. C. (2003) J. Struct. Geol., submitted; [9]
Collins, G. C. et al. (1998) GRL 25, 233-236; [10] Head J.
W. et al. (2002) GRL 29, 2151; [11] Schenk P. M. et aI.
(2001) Nature 410, 57-60; [12] Collins G. C. et al. (1998)
Icarus 135, 345-359; [13] Collins G. C. (2002) LPSC XXXIII
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Core Plasma Measurements for the Jupiter Icy Moons Orhiter. F. J. Crary' and D. T. Young', 'Southwest Re-
search Institute, 6220 Culebra Rd, San Antonio, TX 78228, fcrary@swri.edu. 'Southwest Research Institute, 6220
Culebra Rd, San Antonio, TX 78228, dtyoung@swrLedu.
Introduction: The Jupiter Icy Moons Orbiter
(JIMO) will provide an exciting opportunity to study
the dynamics of the magnetospheres of Jupiter and
Ganymede, and the interactions between Callisto, Eu-
ropa and Jupiter's magnetosphere. We will discuss
some of potential observations and the role of a core
plasma spectrometer (measuring ions and electrons
between approximately I eV - 50 keY) in the context
of the HMO mission, and the ability of such an instru-
ment to operate on a spacecraft using electric propul-
sion.
The use of electric propulsion on the JIMO mission
will result in a systematic coverage of different regions
of the magnetosphere. To fIrst approximation, a low-
thrust trajectory follows a nearly circular orbit, which
gradually spirals inward (or outward.) Assuming an
acceleration typical of current, ion propulsion systems,
the spacecraft's orbit would move inward at roughly
0.02 to 0.2 RJ per day. Such an orbit will allow parti-
cles and fIelds instruments to watch the evolution and
dynamics of Jupiter's magnetosphere. In contrast, the
Galileo mission's discoveries were made from a space-
craft on a very eccentric orbit. While this allowed
sampling the magnetosphere at many different dis-
tances and local times, it did not dwell at any single
location as the magnetosphere evolved. The JIMO
mission, during the cruise phase from Callisto, to
Ganymede and then to Europa, will both remain in a
given region of the magnetospbere for weeks at a time
and sample the dynamically interesting region between
10 and 30 RJ•
JIMO will also allow the detailed examination of
the magnetosphere of Ganymede and the interaction
between Jupiter's magnetosphere, Callisto and Europa.
The dynamics of these interactions and of Ganymede's
magnetosphere are poorly understood. The Galileo
encounters provide snapshots, measuring the state of
these systems at a given instant. The confIguration of
Ganymede's magnetosphere, the possibility of sub-
storm-like dynamics, and the details of the Callisto and
Europa interactions depend on the satellite's location
relative to the current sheet. By orbiting these satel-
lites, at a variety of altitudes, particles and fIelds in-
struments on the JIMO mission will be able to map out
the changing confIguration and study the dynamics
driven by the IO-hour period motion the satellites, as
Jupiter's rotation takes them below, through and above
the current sheet.
In addition to magnetospheric science, understand-
ing these satellite interactions is also important to stud-
ies of their interior. The induced magnetic signatures,
observed by Galileo, are one of the clearest indications
of sub-surface oceans within these bodies. However,
the magnetic signatures are superimposed on magnetic
fIelds from external currents. This is especially true of
Ganymede and Ganymede's magnetopause currents. A
better understanding of the satellite interactions and
these external currents will allow clearer and more
detailed studies of the induced magnetic signatures of
subsurface oceans.
Most of these observations will have to be made
while JIMO is using electric propulsion.from a space-
craft using electric propulsion. We will present data
from the Deep Space I PEPE instrument, and show
that this is feasible. Although there are some limita-
tions, especially to measuring low energy ions and
electrons, an operating ion propulsion system does not
signifIcantly impact any of the important, magneto-
spheric science. Ions and electrons below -100 eVare
affected, but the observed flows (100-200 km/s in the
relevant regions) and the mass of the heavy ions (al-
most entirely oxygen and sulfur) imply particle ener-
gies well above these limits. Similarly, some electron
measurements would be affected, but others (e.g. of
fIeld-aligned electrons associated with aurora) should
be insensitive to the ion propulsion system.
We will conclude by listing some properties of a
plasma instrument for JIMO, such as energy range,
time resolution, and compositional measurements.
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HYDRATES AND CLATHRATES: REQUIREMENTS FOR SPECTROSCOPIC DISCRIMINATION ON
ICY MOONS. J. B. Dalton', 'SETI Institute, Mail Stop 245-3, NASA Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, CA
94035-1000, dalton@mail.arc.nasa.gov
Introduction: Studies of the icy Galilean satellites
require knowledge of composition to provide insights
to rheology, chemistry, and influences of both en-
dogenic and exogenic processes. The surfaces of these
moons are postulated to contain many condensed vola-
tiles, clathrates, radiolysis products and possible indi-
cators of interior oceans such as hydrated salts. The
unique capabilities of the HMO spacecraft design may
allow detection and robust discrimination of these ma-
terials by a properly designed and built spectrometer.
The requirements for such an instrument can be deter-
mined by examining spectra of candidate materials.
The controversy regarding interpretation of the
Galileo Near-Infrared Imaging Spectrometer (NIMS)
data can be traced to three primary causes; (I) the lack
of laboratory spectra for most candidate materials, (2)
the modest NIMS spectral resolution, and (3) the higb
spatial heterogeneity of these worlds. Laboratory spec-
tra of candidate materials must be acquired at tempera-
tures [80 - 150 K] relevant to the icy satellites, be-
cause spectral behavior for many compounds is tem-
perature-dependent. To robustly identifY a compound
based on a single absorption, at least 3 channels must
fall within the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of
the absorption feature. Surface features imaged by the
Galileo Solid State Imager (SSI) indicate that in order
to measure discrete surface units, a spatial resolution
of at least 100 m is necessary.
Separation of Water Features In Hydrates
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Figure I. Spectra of the hydrated salt mineral bloedite at
room temperature (red) and at 100 K (blue). Subtle fea-
tures due to water of hydration become significantly
more pronounced at low temperature.
Hydrates: NIMS results suggest hydrated materi-
als on Europa and possibly Ganymede and Callisto [I,
2]. These may be sulfates such as MgS040nH,O and
H,S040nH,O [I, 3,4], or some as yet unknown com-
ponent [4, 5]. Figure I illustrates spectral temperature
dependence for one of the hydrated salts predicted for
Europa [I]. Bloedite (MgNa,(S04h04H,O), like many
hydrates, exhibits significant structure at low tempera-
ture [4]. Examination of the widths of spectral features
in Figure I demonstrates that HMO could differentiate
most of the hydrates with a spectrometer having at
least 2 om spectral sampling and bandpass.
Clathrates: Spectra of clathrates generally resem-
ble combinations of the spectra of the crystalline host
(typically H,O) and trapped volatile [6]. Representa-
tive spectra for condensed volatiles reveal a great deal
of fme structure. [6,7]. The fundamental", absorption
of CO at 2138 cm" (-4.67 IJID) is typical of volatile
absorptions expected in this range [6]. At approxi-
mately 13 om FWHM, this could be distinguished at
the 2 om resolution suggested for the hydrates. CO,
has many features having widths -100m [7] which
could be used for identification. It also displays ab-
sorption bands of as little as 0.3 om FWHM. Measur-
ing these would require at least 0.1 om instrument
resolution. This would not be necessary for the simple
identification of CO, where it occurs in isolation or
with H,O alone. However, because of the large num-
ber of overlapping fme absorption features of this and
other gases, this resolution would be critical for areas
with multiple components. This capability would also
allow determination of structural details of the lattice,
including radiation-induced damage.
Conclusion: While identification of most simple
volatiles in homogeneous surface patches could be
accomplished at 2 om, a much more complete under-
standing of surface chemistry, mixtures of materials,
and radiation processes could be derived at 0.1 om
(--0.15 cm· l ) spectral resolution. The power and mass
constraints of the JIMO mission may allow for ad-
vanced instrumentation approaching current laboratory
capabilities which can resolve this structure.
References: [I] McCord T. B. el al. (1998) Science, 280,
1242-1245. [2) McCord T.B. el al. (2001) Science, 292,
1523-1525. [3] Carlson R. W. (1999) Science, 286, 5437-
5440. [4) Dalton (2000) PhD Thesis, Unlv. Colorado, 253pp.
(5) Dalton (2003) Astrobiology, submined. [6) Fink U. and
Sill G. T., (1982) in Comels, U. Ariz. Press. [7] Hansen, G.
B. (1997)JGR. 102,21569-21588.
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HIGH-RESOLUTION COLOR OBSERVATIONS OF JOVIAN SATELLITES. T. Denk', R. Jaumann" and
R. Wagner', 'DLR, Institute of Space Sensor Technology and Planetary Exploration, Rutherfordstra§e 2, 12489
Berlin. eMail: Tilmann.Denk@dlr.de
Fig. 3: Yellow spots on Europa (GaliIen GI
'volcano", E12 Conamara Chaos, EI4 dark spot).
References. [I) Dcnk, T., et al., LPSC XXX,
#1822,1999. [2] Denk, T, er al., LPSC XXX, #1872,
1999. [3] Deni<, T., ef al., LPSC XXX, #1877,1999.
data of Ganymede show a horizontally banded global
structure at short wavelengths (shallower red slopes are
correlated with the icy polar caps), but a quite strong
color correlation to geologic features at
long wavelengths. However, the open-
closed field-lines boundary of the mag-
netic field implies a color boundary on
the surface as well. At northern latitudes,
areas are exposed to the radiation of the
Jovian field and show redder spectra
between 0.6 and I IJ.ID than (low-latitude)
areas that are shielded from Ganymede's
own field. In the southern hemisphere.
this correlation is not obvious yet, but not
necessarily absent [I]. Magnetometer
data as well as color imaging and spec-
trometer data from J1MO under homoge-
neous illumination conditions might re-
veal the nature behind this observation,
including effects of surface chemistry alteration by
charged-particle irradiation.
"Odd materia/II craters: Other color features in-
clude craters that exhibit spectra not found
elsewhere on Ganymede. The most promi-
nent example is Kittu. HMO data might
help to determine the origin of this unusual
material (as well as the nature of the
"regular" dark material), and might reveal
similar Ilodd material" craters on Callisto.
Outer Jovian satellites. Comparison
of global color properties with the orbits of
the various big and small members of the
prograde and retrograde outer Jovian sat·
ellite groups should allow us to obtain sig-
nificant insights into their origin processes.
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Fig. I: Example spectra
of Europan terrains.
Fig. 2: Yellowish and
brownish mottled terrain
on Europa.
Introduction. Due to the limited downlink capa-
bilities of the Galileo spacecraft, the amount of SSI
color data (0.4-1.0 IJ,m) from the icy Galilean satellites
Europa, Ganymede, and Callisto is quite
low. A global, low-resolution coverage (8-
34 kmIpxl) exists only for Ganymede [I],
while parts of Europa and Callisto have not
at all been observed in multi-color by SSI g,
[2]. Several high-resolution color observa- ~
tions are available for Europa, and in a ~:
very limited number for Ganymede and Jl'
Callisto. In terms of phase angle, the global
color data are not homogeneous. nor do
they span a variety of phase angles (over
similar terrain) for spectrophotometry pur-
poses. The outer Jovian satellites have
never been studied by Galileo. Color data
of the small inner moons exist, but suffer
significantly from cosmic ray hits. For the
icy Galilean satellites. common features are that short-
wavelength reflectances (VLT filter, 0.4 IJ,m) are al-
ways significantly lower than long-wavelength reflec-
tances (IMC filter, 1.0 IJ,m) [2]. For me-
dium wavelengths (GRN filter, 0.6 IJ,m),
reflectances in between VLT and IMC
(causing homogeneously reddish spectra),
or similar to the IMC values (implying the
appearance of a "violet-absorber material")
are found both (Fig. 1). Below, examples
for Europa and Ganymede color properties
are briefly described.
Gallleo versus JIMO color observa-
tions of Europa. SSI data revealed that
Europa's mottled terrain has a global color
dichotomy [3]. While it has a brownish
appearance on the trailing side, the leading
side is yellowish (Fig. 2). This is attributed to different
non-ice surface materials, with the yellowish material
possibly correlated to sulfurous material. The cause for
this difference is not understood. At medium- to high-
resolution images of regions near or within the
brownish mottled terrain, exposures of yellowish mate·
rial have been observed (Fig. 3). From limited Galileo
data, it appears possible that these yellowish spots are
of endogenic origin. HMO might carry the right in-
struments to decide if such surface material had its
origin from the suspected sub-surface ocean.
Gallleo versus JIMO color observations of Ga-
nymede. Color! magnetic field correlation: SSI color
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SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING POTENTIAL OF AN ICY MOON LANDER. S. L. D'Hondt' and J. H. Mil-
lerr, 'Graduate School of Oceanography, University of Rhode Island, South Ferry Road, Narragansett, Rl 02882,
dhondt@gso.uri.edu, 2Department of Ocean Engineering, University of Rhode Island, South Ferny Road, Narragan-
sett, Rl 02882, miller@urLedu
Introduction: We urge consideration of an Icy Moon
Lander as part of the Jupiter Icy Moon Orbiter mission.
Inclusion of a lander would have major advantages. It would
allow scientific and engineering objectives to be met that
cannot be addressed with an orbiter. It would also allow
independent tests of surface and subsurface properties in-
ferred from remote observations. It would provide invalu-
able engineering data for the design of a future ice or ocean
penetrator mission.
We illustrate these advantages with three examples. As
the first example, an acoustic profiler imbedded in the sur-
face of an icy moon could be used to identify several subsur-
face properties as a function of depth. Some of these proper-
ties, such as the presence and depth (or absence) of the wa-
ter/ice interface and the structure and density of the ice as a
function of depth, might be independently inferred by in-
strumentation on an orbiter. Other properties that might be
determinable with an acoustic profiler cannot be imaged
from orbit. These include the shear modulus of the ice
(which might be used to distinguish between rigid ice and
"slushy" convecting ice), ocean density as a function of
depth. the depth of an oceanlbedrock interface, and proper-
ties of the bedrock underlying the ocean and ice.
For the second example. instrumentation on a lander
could undertake direct chemical analysis of organic and in-
organic compounds in the surface ice and atmosphere of an
icy moon. Such analyses would directly test models of sur-
face compositions and atmospheric composition inferred
from remote observations. These analyses would also
greatly advance human understanding of the chemical habi-
tability of a Jovian icy moon by directly identifying and
Quantifying concentrations of nutrients, energy yielding
chemicals, and carbon sources in the surface ice.
Thennal studies provide the third example. Lander-
based thennal measurements on the surface of an icy moon
would provide an absolute calibration standard for surface
temperatures inferred from remote observations. Downhole
temperature measurements taken at a single site with a shal-
low penetrator would allow modeling of the subsurface tem-
perature profile and independent estimation of the presence
and depth (or absence) of the ice/ocean interface.
In closing, we wish to emphasize that inclusion of a lan-
der with relatively low.weight instrumentation in the JIMO
mission would provide a high scientific pay-off. Because the
lander instrumentation would not penetrate the ice deeply.
there would be no risk of directly contaminating any under-
lying ocean. Such a lander might require only modest adap-
tation of existing technology and consequently might entail
relatively low cost.
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ARTIFICIAL CRATER FORMATION ON SATELLITE SURFACES USING AN ORBITING RAILGUN.
R. W. Dissly and K.L. Miller', R.I. Carlson', Ball Aerospace and Technologies Corp., 1600 Commerce St., Boul-
der, CO 80301, rdissly@ball.com, 'Jet Propoulsion Laboratory, 4800 Oak Grove Dr., Pasadena, CA 91109.
Introduction: The specification of >45kW of dispos-
able power available on the nMO spacecraft raises the pos-
sibility of a new class of instrumentation that has utility at
such power levels. In this presentation we discuss the con-
cept of an electromagnetic mass driver that can launch pro-
jectiles from orbit around one of the Galilean satellites di-
rected on a trajectory that will impact the satellite surface.
The resulting impact will create a crater that will provide
infonnation on the mechanical properties of surface and
near-surface materials, expose subsurface materials for re-
mote spectral identification, and form a vapor cloud that can
be sensed for composition either remotely or in-situ. An
analog for such a controlled cratering experiment is Deep
Impact, a mission to observe the crater and ensuing ejecta
cloud fonned by a ballistic projectile into a comet surface in
July, 2005.
Current State-of-the-Art for Implementation: In a
typical rail gun system, high current is passed through two
fixed rails and through a conductive, movable armature
placed between them. The high current induces a force
against both the rails and the armature. This force causes the
armature to move down the length of the rails with high ac-
celeration. The rapid acceleration requires very high power
dissipation rates. This is achieved by a rapidly discharging
power supply. such as a compulsator rotor or large capacitor
bank.
Electromagnetic gun systems have a long history of de-
velopment, hut their use has been limited thus far to labora-
tory and field demonstrations. The University of Texas at
Austin built and tested a prototype that could fire 2kg projec-
tiles at muzzle velocities above 2km/s (muzzle energies of
nearly 6MJ) with a measured system efficiency of -16%.
Peak. current into the system was on the order of3MA[I).
This presentation will cover the basic system architecture
required to implement such an instrument on a space mis-
sion.
Potential for Science Return: A lkg projectile impact-
ing a competent, non-porous surface in excess of Ikmlsec
will create a crater on the order of 10m in diameter [H.J.
Melosh "Crater" Program, copyright 1998]. Such a crater is
likely to be much larger than the per pixel resolution of a
multi-color visible imaging system on HMO. In this presen-
tation, we will address the following science questions:
• Will the flash from such an impact be observable
from an orbiting platfonn?
• Is the crater likely to be larger than the per pixel reso-
lution of an orbiting IR spectrometer?
• What is the viability of assessing the composition of
the resulting vapor cloud both remotely and in
situ?
References: [I] R.J. Hayes and R.C. Zowarka,
(1991) IEEE Tans. On Magnetics, 27(1), 33-37.
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CALIBRATING THE CRATER PRODUCfION CURVE USING TOPOGRAPIDC RELAXATION AND HOW JlMO
CAN HELP. A. J. Dombard, Dept. of Earth & Planetary Sciences and McDonnell Center for Space Sciences, Wash-
ington Univ., Box 1169, I Brookings Dr., St. Louis, MO 63130 (adorrhard@levee.wustl.edu).
Introduction: Crater relaxation studies generally
possess 2 unknowns: time and thermal state. Standard
practice has been to use this process as a thermal
probe. That is, a crater's age is inferred by other means
(usually crater counts), and relaxation is simulated in
order to infer lithospheric thermal state [e.g., I, 2].
Here, I propose the opposite: to assume thermal state in
order to constrain crater age. By comparing these age
assessments with those provided by crater counting
statistics, I hope to provide an independent "ground·
truth" of absolute age and thus calibrate the crater pro-
duction curve in the outer solar system. Data returned
by JlMO will be very valuable to this task.
Background: Schenk [3] measured depths and di-
ameters of "fresh" (ostensibly unmodified) craters on
Europa, Ganymede, and Callisto. The resultant depth·
diameter curves each exhibited 3 dis tinct breaks in
slope, the last of which (Transition III) was inferred to
be due to a liquid water ocean at depths of -19-25 kIn
on Europa and -80-105 kin on Ganymede and CaUisto.
Sampling of post-Transition 111 (PT3) craters (i.e., cra-
ters with diameters larger than that of Transition III) is
more complete on Ganymede, and these 5 data points
display considerable scatter in their depths.
Ruiz [4] showed that the outer ice shell of Callisto,
and by extension Ganymede, transfers heat conduc·
tively. Uing the expected radionuclide budget, he
detennined a shell thickness of -105 kIn, in agreement
with Schenk [3]. Given water's freezing point as a func-
tion of pressure (i.e., depth), the shell's thennal state
can be computed. (Tidal heat complicates the case of
Europa.) I assume these PT3 craters were errplaced on
this surface and began to relax under this thennal state.
So, the calculated time of claxation to an observed
depth equals the crater's absolute age.
Method: I use an elastoviscoplastic finite element
analysis to study impact crater relaxation. This applica-
tion builds upon previous work [2] by simulating an
inviscid fluid at tbe base ofthe mesh and by calculating
thennal state as an input to the relaxation process.
As there are many unknown quantities, I can only
place bounds on age. A primary unknown is initial
crater depth. Undoubtedly, Pr3 craters are shallower
than pre-Transition III craters. The shallowest possible
initial shape, as detennined by depth-diameter relations
[3], essentially incorporates all depths of the PrJ cra-
ters (within error). Thus, the lower bound on age is
zero, end I can only place meaningful constraints on
the upper bound. Hence, I hedge input parameters to
minimize relaxation. These parameters include using
the deepest initial and shallowest final shape, the stiff-
est rheology, and the coolest thermal state (e.g., thick-
est ice shell). Another consideration is whether topog-
raphy is compensated at the shell's base. My simula-
tions show that topography can be largely supported
tlexurally, so corrpensation does not appear warranted.
Besides, an initial state of isostasy would bring the ice·
water interface to shallower depths, thereby locally
enhancing heat flow and speeding relaxation.
As a test, I have simulated relaxation of a crater on
Ganymede 150 kIn in diameter, 1 Ian deep, and siting on
a water ice shell 100 kIn thick that overlies a pure water
ocean. These simulations indicate that -200 m of depth
can be shed in only 10 Myr, even under minimal rela>a-
tion conditions. Thus, it appears that significant relaxa-
tion over a short time is unavoidable. Unless PT3 cra-
ters are very young, they have probably t:laxed to
some degree, and the scatter seen in the depths could
be due to relaxation over different lengths of time (i.e.,
different ages). There are 2 important caveats, though.
First, this age depends on surface temperature and
hence latitude of the crater. In polar regions, low tenr
peratures could «lock-in" the craters; however based
on geometric arguments, most craters of a given size
should not be found in polar regions, as about 71 % ofa
planet's surface area is at latitudes <45°. Second, sup-
pression of the ocean's freezing point by dissolved
salts or armonia could decrease heat flow by a factor
of -2, thus increasing calculated ages by an order of
magnitude. Still, 100 Myr to shed 200 m is a geologi-
cally shon time period.
How JIMO May Help: Data returned by HMO will
be invaluable to this task. More complete surface imag-
ing may reveal additional PT3 craters, and stereo- and
laser-based altimetry will better constrain depths. Ge 0-
physical measurements (radar, gravity, magnetics) will
provide infonnation on ice shell thickness, including
lateral variations, and shell and ocean composition.
Surface science packages will provide infonnation on
shell composition and surface thennal properties.
JIMO may not return a sample that can be dated, but
perhaps with this analysis and the data etumed by
HMO, we may be able to do the next best thing.
References: [1] Passey Q. R. and Shoemaker E. M.
(1982) in Satellites ofJupiter, Univ. Ariz. Press, 379-434.
[2J Dombard A. J. (2000) Pb.D. thesis, Washington Univ.
[3J Scbenk P. M. (2002) Nature. 417. 419-421. [4] Ruiz J.
(2001) Nature, 412, 409-411.
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A MAGNETOME1ER INSfRUMENI' FOR 1HE JIMO MISSION. M. K. Dougherty, A. Balogh, C. M. Carr and S.
Kellock, Imperial College, The Blackett Laboratory, Prince Consort Road, London, SW7 2AZ, United Kingdom,
m.dougherty@imperial.ac.uk
Abstract: A magnetometer instrument, based on a
proposal submitted to the Europa Orbiter
Announcement of Opportunity, is described. The
primary science aim of the instrument would be to
characterize the electromagnetic fields which are
induced around Europa, Ganymede and Callisto. These
signatures will then be interpreted in light of the
internal structure of the moons. The design of the
instrument consists of a 3-axis fluxgate sensor mounted
on a deployable or stub boom. The magnetometer
electronics are remote from the sensor and housed in a
spacecraft body mounted electronics box. Functionally
the instrument is very similar to the fluxgate sensor
already flying on the Cassini mission, but in addition
the instrument will be immune to the different and more
severe radiation enviro oment.
The magnetometer will allow the frequency
spectrum of the induced magnetic fields to be probed
allowing an investigation of the presence and
properties of the electrically conducting material
beneath the surface to be carried out. Magnetometer
data in combination with radar data will enable a model
of the vertical structure of the body to be derived.
thereby allowing the interior of the moon to be probed.
The existence of liquid water may have implications for
the possible existence of life. In adlition, the
magnetospheric and source/atmosphere interactions in
the vicinity ofthe moons will also be probed.
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SALT PRECIPITATION IN THE EUROPAN ICE SHELL AND ITS POTENTIAL ASTROBIOLOGICAL
IMPORTANCE. Hajo Eickenl , Giles M. Marion 2, lady W. Deming], IGeophysical Institute, University of Alaska Fairbanks,
FaiIbanks, AK 99775-7320, hajo.eicken@gi.alaska.edu, 'Desert Research Institute, Reno, NY 89512, gmarion@dri.edu, 'School
of Oceanography, University ofWashington, Seattle, WA 98195,jdeming@u.washington.edu.
The search for potential traces of life (i.e., dis-
solved and particulate biogenic compounds) on Eu-
ropa's surface is facilitated by ocean and ice turnover
processes that are likely to disperse such tracers
throughout most of the Europan ice shell [1,2]. How-
ever, overall low expected concentrations of biomass
and metabolic byproducts suggest that detection of
relevant compounds may be hampered by detection
limits of surface-based and remote techniques [3]. This
problem is compounded by the fact that ice formation
processes typically result in exclusion of between 70 to
>99 % of the total amount of dissolved material pre-
sent in the parent water mass [4].
In this context, a closer examination of the evolu-
tion and distribution of particulates (both on sub-
decameter and planetary scales) may be of substantial
value. Our studies of sea-ice bacterial activity at very
low temperatures (down to approximately -20 'C) on
Earth have shown that virtually all active cells at these
low temperatures are particle-associated. Depending
on the depth of salt precipitation horizons within the
Europan ice cover and considering potential entrain-
ment of particulates suspended in a Europan ocean,
particle-rich regions on Europa's surface are hence
more promising as target sites for a potential surface
sampling mission.
Furthermore, studies of the distribution of bacteria
and other microorganisms in sea ice have also shown
that the vast majority of cells resides within brine in-
clusions rather than in the solid ice matrix [5]. The
same holds true for potential biomarkers such as bio-
genic polymers and other metabolites. Under the Euro-
pan surface conditions any brine inclusions transferred
to the surface through diapiric uprise or extrusion of
warm ice or brine mobilization will have solidified into
an aggregation of precipitates (and possibly associated
ice particles) [6]. This process has been observed in
sea ice samples in the lab [4], suggesting that any cells
or dissolved material present would be trapped in a
precipitate-ice matrix.
In this presentation we will examine the implica-
tions of potential precipitation pathways and salt/ice
microstructural evolution in the context of direct and
remote analysis of the Europan surface ice layers as
part of a future mission to the Jovian icy moons. Spe-
cifically, we will address the possibility of salt pre-
cipitation within the ocean and at various layers within
the ice cover as well as discuss different processes of
salt and particle entrainment that can substantially in-
crease the concentration of potential biomarkers as
compared to low background concentrations. Finally,
the potential value and need for studies of Earth ana-
logs in the context of future Europa missions will be
discussed in the presentation.
References: [I] Kargel, J. S.; Kaye, J. Z.; Head, J.
W. III; Marion, G. M.; Sassen, R.; Crowley, J. K.;
Ballesteros, O. P.; Grant, S. A., and Hogenbloom, D.
L. (2000) Icarus, 148, 226-265. [2] Pappalardo, R. T.;
Head, J. W.; Greeley, R.; Sullivan, R. J.; Pilcher, C.;
Schubert, G.; Moore, W.; Carr, M. H.; Moore, J. M.;
Belton, M. J. S., and Goldsby, D. L. (1998) Nature,
391, 365-368. [3] Chyba, C. F. and Phillips, C. B.
(2001) PNAS, 98(3), 801-804. [4] Eicken, H. (2003)
In: Thomas, D. N. and Dieckmann, G. S., editors. Sea
ice - An introduction to its physics, biology, chemistry
and geology. London: Blackwell Science, pp. 22-81.
[5] Junge, K.; Krembs, C.; Deming, J.; Stierle, A., and
Eicken, H. (2001) Ann. Glacial., 33, 304-310.
[6] Head, J. W. ill and Pappalardo, R. T. (1999) Brine
mobilization during lithospheric heating on Europa:
Implications for formation of chaos terrain, lenticula
texture, and color variations. J. Geophys. Res. 1999;
104(EII):27143-27l55.
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ASSESSING THE IMPACT OF REGOLITH STRUCTURE ON THE DETECTABILITY OF AN OCEAN
ON EUROPA BY A SOUNDING RADAR. J. Eluszkiewicz, Atmospheric and Envirorunental Research, Inc., 131
Hartwell Ave., Lexington, MA 02421, jel@aer.com.
Introduction: The success of a sounding radar in
detecting a subsurface ocean on Europa will depend on
the density structure of Europa's regolith, as the ex-
tinction of the radar signal in the relatively clean Euro-
pan ice will be strongly influenced by the concentra-
tion of ice/porelbrine interfaces [1, 2]. The primary
process affecting the density structure (and the closely-
coupled thermal structure) of Europa's subsurface lay-
ers is self-gravitational compaction. As the depth of a
porous regolith on an Europa-size icy satellite is likely
to exceed I Ian [3], an investigation of compaction
should be a high priority in assessing the range of pos-
sible measurement scenarios for JIMO radar and in
their interpretation.
Ice Metamorphism on Europa: In addition to af-
fecting the attenuation of the radar signal at the ice-
pore interfaces, compaction will influence the depth of
the transition zone between ice and liquid character-
ized by a network of brine pockets. In this transition
zone, compaction is likely to proceed as a two-phase
flow, with liquid being squeezed out from the collaps-
ing pore space. Once the pore space loses interconnec-
tivity, the elimination of the remaining brine pockets
will be limited by the solubility of the brine constitu-
ents in the surrounding ice matrix. As the radar at-
tenuation is expected to increase rapidly in this transi-
tion zone (2), an estimate of the depth of this zone is
likely to provide a limit to the depth of penetration of
the radar signal. Another metamorphic process operat-
ing at depth on Europa is grain growth in the ice ma-
trix. Grain growth will affect the concentration gradi-
ents of minor constituents, as the latter tend to diffuse
more rapidly along grain boundaries than through the
crystal interior [4].
Implications: A consideration of compaction and
other metamorphic processes operating in Europa's
subsurface layers is an important task in preparation
for the JIMO mission, as it will
• Determine the depth of radar penetration as
affected by a direct scattering effect.
• Affect the density/thermal structure and thus
radar absorption due to density- and temperature-
dependent loss processes [1,2].
• Affect the rate at which minor constituents,
including those that affect the radar signal, as well as
possible biological markers, diffuse from the interior
to the surface.
Possible Approach: Given the similarity of p-T
conditions in Europa's regolith to those in terrestrial
ice (apart from the topmost layer, where the tempera-
tures are much colder than on Earth), an investigation
of compaction on Europa can to a large extent make
use of rheological data for terrestrial ice. In its most
general form, calculating the likely structure of Eu-
ropa's subsurface layers presents a coupled micro-
physical/thermal/chemical problem that is best ad-
dressed via an integrated approach based on the multi-
phase flow formalism [5]. In such an approach the heat
and mass transfer equations are solved self-
consistently, using material data for ice extrapolated to
Europa from terrestrial conditions. A fIrst-order esti-
mate of the depth of penetration of the radar signal
could be obtained by applying equations describing
compaction driven by dislocation creep, applied both
to a dry regolith (6) and to a regolith fIlled with liquid.
This initial estimate of density and thermal gradients
should be followed by an evaluation of salt concentra-
tion gradients (taking into account grain growth and its
impact on the salt diffusion coefficient) and their im-
pact on the radar return.
The density and thermal structure of Europa's re-
golith should be computed on a variety of geological
timescales and should be followed by a radiative trans-
fer calculation of the propagation of the radar signal.
References: [1) Chyba C. F. et al. (1998) Icarus,
134. 292. (2) Moore J. C. (2000) Icarus, 147, 292. (3)
Eluszkiewicz J. and Stevenson D. J. (1990) LPSC XX;
264. [4] Wolff E. W. et al. (1989) Geophys. Res. Lett.,
16,487. (5) McKenzie G. H. (1984) J. Petrol. 25, 713.
(6) Eluszkiewicz, J. (1990) Icarus, 84, 215.
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GEOLOGY OF THE ICY GALILEAN SATELLITES: UNDERSTANDING CRUSTAL PROCESSES AND
GEOLOGIC HISTORIES THROUGH THE JIMO MISSION. P. H. FigueredO', K. Tanaka2, D. Senske', and
R. Greeley', 'Dept. Geological Sciences, Arizona State University, Tempe, AZ 85287-1404, 2 United States Geo-
logical Survey, Ragstaff, AZ, , Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, CA (figueredo@asu.edu).
Introduction. Knowledge of the geology, style and
time history of crustal processes on the icy Galilean
satellites is necessary to understanding how these bod-
ies formed and evolved. Data from the Galileo mission
have provided a basis for detailed geologic and geo-
physical analysis. Due to constrained downlink, Galileo
Solid State Imaging (SSI) data consisted of global cov-
erage at a -I kmIpixel ground sampling and represen-
tative, widely spaced regional maps at -200 m1pixel.
These two data sets provide a general means to ex-
trapolate units identified at higher resolution to lower
resolution data. A sampling of key sites at much higher
resolution (lOs of m1pixel) allows evaluation of proc-
esses on local scales. We are currently producing the
first global geological map of Europa using Galileo
global and regional-scale data. This work is demon-
strating the necessity and utility of planet-wide con-
tiguous image coverage at global, regional, and local
scales.
The JIMO Mission. A key objective of the HMO mis-
sion will be to understand the link between surface
features and potential subsurface oceans on Europa,
Ganymede and Callisto. Analyses of Europa through
geologic mapping have identified complex temporal
and spatial relations between tectonic features and
structures that apparently resulted from cryovolcanic
activity. Current data allow for primarily two-
dimensionaJ analysis with only limited ability to assess
three-dimensional geologic and geophysical relations.
Due to the sparse distribution of data and the general
subdued relief on the Galilean satellites, the topog-
raphic characteristic of most geologic features is un-
clear. Specifically, the topographic signature of Euro-
pan chaos terrain, the different types of bands, and the
background are uncertain. Likewise, the topographic
character of broad regions of grooved terrain, on
Ganymede , are also uncertain. This information be-
comes essential if a true understanding of units forma-
tion and modification processes in the Galilean satel-
lites is intended. Important questions to be addressed
by HMO are, what is the three-dimensional morphol-
ogy of features formed by different processes? What is
the topographic expression of the development and
degradation of certain features? What is the shell re-
sponse to loading by volcanic and tectonic structures
and what does it tell us about the shell and interior?
The limited regional coverage of the Galileo image
data also leads to uncertainties in the assessment of the
global distribution of terrain types on the different sat-
ellites. An imaging system on HMO should have the
objective of completing the regional-scale coverage for
each satellite at the lOO-200-m1pixel resolution. These
data should be acquired under uniform illumination
conditions in the visible-to-near-infrared wavelength
range. Global color image coverage is required to study
large scale compositional variation in the oldest and
heavily modified terrains. This information should be
combined with higher-resolution color data of regions
and features of interest in order to assess the surface-
subsurface exchange of materials on a local scale, as
well as the manner and degree of degradation of sur-
face materials. This information is necessary for the
evaluation of the astrobiological potential of icy satel-
lites and the selection of sites for eventual surface stud-
ies. Topographic information should be obtained by
active techniques (e.g., laser altimetry) with cm-scale
vertical precision and several to tens of meters meas-
urement spacing. Because the track-to-track spatial
resolution of altimetry methods will be constrained by
the characteristics of the HMO orbit around each body,
it will be important to obtain global stereo image cov-
erage at lOs to lOOs of meter resolution to produce
complementary topographic maps.
Both imaging and active altimetric sounding techniques
will be important to generating data to evaluate the
geology and internal structure of the icy Galilean satel-
lites. HMO will provide the opportunity to collect data
that will be an important contribution to unraveling the
surface history of each body, constraining geophysical
processes, and understanding how the geology might
be linked to potential subsurface oceans.
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LIFE DETECTION: MARS AND BEYOND WORKSHOP - A SUMMARY AS IT RELATES TO JIMO. M. T.
Flynn', 'NASA Ames Research Center. Moffett Field, CA 94035.
Introduction: This paper provides a focused summary of
the results of the Life Detection: Mars and Beyond work-
shop. Specifically, it addresses the Astrobiology derived
science and technology requirements for the near and far
term exploration of Europa.
The Life Detection: Mars and Beyond workshop was held on
March to-II, 2003, at Arizona State University in Tempe.
AZ. The workshop was supported by the Astrobiology Pro-
gram and attracted a diverse group of international partici-
pants. Most of these participants were either members of the
Astrobiology science community or technologists working
on the development of spacecraft and/or life detection in-
struments. The group was unified in that its primary objec-
tive was to accelerate the search for life in our Solar System.
The stated objectives of the workshop was to examine poten-
tial technological focus areas for Astrobiology payload de-
velopment and integration into future missions. The product
was a set of recommendations concerning Astrobiology sci-
ence objectives as they relate to Solar System exploration.
In addition. recommendations were developed concerning
how best to integrate emerging concepts and technologies for
life detection into the design of a new generation of flight
experiments for detecting life in other planetary environ-
ments. A primary focus of this workshop was to develop
Astrobiology objectives for the exploration of Europa.
As it relates to the exploration of Europa, the workshop
resulted in a set of very specific recommendations which are
relevant to the HMO mission. The most significant of these
is the need to incorporate a surface lander into the existing
mission architecture. ]t was widely agreed that a HMO mis-
sion with only an orbiter would generate limited interest and
support from Astrobiology researchers.
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GALILEO STEREO IMAGING OF GANYMEDE AND EUROPA. B. Giese and J. Oberst, DLR-Institute of
Space Sensor Technology and Planetary Exploration, Rutherfordstr. 2, 12489 Berlin, GERMANY,
bemd.giese@dlr.de .
During the Galileo flybys of Ganymede and
Europa, the onboard S81 camera acquired stereo
images in local areas. These stereo images allowed us
to reconstruct the surface topography in support of the
geologic analysis [I], [2], [3].
In this paper, we give an overview of the stereo
target sites and show the results of topographic
modeling for selected areas. We demonstrate that even
under unfavorable conditions (stereo images were
taken from different ranges, at different illumination,
or from oblique viewing directions) stereo imaging is a
powerful method to infer 3D information of the
surface.
The topographic models of Ganymede and Europa,
which exist so far, have horizontal resolutions in the
range of 100m-1000m and vertical resolutions of some
tens of meters. However, these models are local, in
most cases smaller than 100 km x 100 km, and cover
overall only a very small fraction « I per thousand) of
the total surface. There is a high need for topographic
models in other locations, but not only at local scales.
Regional-scale topographic models are required to
show us the topographic relationships between
geologic units. This can be of great value for
constraining formational processes. Moreover,
regional-scale topographic models may also reveal
larger·scale resurfacing processes not visible at local
sites (e.g. there is indication for undulations at scales
of 50 km on Europa) and, they allow us to infer
infonnation on crustal properties at regional scale such
as the thickness of the brittle layer [4].
A major problem arising at regional-scale
topographic modeling is to control the large-scale
slopes across the modeled area. These are not
sufficiently constrained by the nominal camera
position and pointing data. 3D ground control points,
which are commonly used for this purpose, do not
exist yet. To cope with this problem, laser altimetry
data could be introduced in the block adjustment ofthe
stereo images. Ideally, the laser altimeter and the
imaging system should be baresighted and operated
synchronously to have an unambiguous relation
between both data sets. For an orbiter mission, a
camera with built-in stereo capability should be used.
Alternatively, stereo partner images should be taken by
a second camera pointing forward or backward by
_250 with respect to the first camera. This would result
in an elevation accuracy of 20-40 m at image
resolutions of -100 m1pxJ. An overlap of at least 20%
between adjacent image strips from different orbits
would allow constructing contiguous topographic
models.
References: [I] Giese B. et aJ. (1998) Icarus., 135,
303·316. [2] Giese B. et aJ. (1999) LPS xxx. Abstract
#1709. [3] Giese B. et aJ. (2001) LPS XXXII, Abstract
#1743. [4] Nimmo F. et al. (2003). Geophys. Res. Lett.
30 (5), 1233, doi:10.1029/2002GLOI6660.
Figure I :
This figure gives an example of terrain modeling. It
shows a color-coded digital elevation model (top) and
a perspective' (bottom) derived from Galileo stereo
images (2 x 130 m1pxl + 5 x 20 m1pxl) acquired at a
bright·dark terrain boundary on Ganymede.
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REMOTE RADIO SOUNDING SCIENCE FOR JIMO. J. L. Green"), B. W. Reinisch('l, P. Song(2), S. F. Fung(l),
R. F. Benson(l), W. W. L. Taylor(\), J. F. Cooper(\), L. Garcia(l), and D. Gallagher('\ "NASAlGSFC Code 630,
Greenbelt, MD 20771, I" Author email: James.Green@nasa.gov; ('lCenter for Atmospheric Research, University of
Mass. Lowell, Lowell, MA 01854; ('NASAlMSFC, Huntsville, AL, 35812
Introduction: Radio sounding of the Earth's top-
side ionosphere and magnetosphere is a proven tech-
nique from geospace missions such as the International
Satellites for Ionospheric Studies (ISIS) and the Imager
for Magnetopause-to-Aurora Global Exploration
(IMAGE). Application of this technique to the Jupiter
Icy Moons Orbiter (HMO) mission will provide unique
remote sensing observations of the plasma and mag-
netic field environments, and the subsurface conduc-
tivities, of Europa, Ganymede, and Callisto. Spatial
structures of ionospheric plasma above the moon sur-
faces vary in response to magnetic field perturbations
from (I) magnetospheric plasma flows, (2) ionospheric
currents from ionization of sputtered surface material,
and (3) induced electric currents in salty subsurface
oceans. Radio sounding at 3 kHz to 10 MHz can pro-
vide globally-determined electron densities necessary
for the extraction of the oceanic current signals and
supplements in-situ plasma and magnetic field meas-
urements. Subsurface variations in conductivity. can be
investigated by radio sounding from 10 MHz to 40
MHz allowing the determination of the presence of
dense and solid-liquid phase boundaries associated
with oceans and related structures in overlying ice
crusts.
Magnetosphere-Ionosphere Science: From the
Galileo results it is clear that a wide variety of magne-
tospheric interactions occur for each of the moons
since they are located in different regions of the Jovian
magnetosphere and have time-varying positions with
respect to the local plasma sheet during Jupiter's rota-
tion and their orbital motion around Jupiter. Magneto-
spheric plasma ions sputter atoms of various composi-
tion from the moon surfaces and produce extremely
thin (- lO"/em') atmospheres. Ionization of the atmos-
pheric neutrals by solar UV photons, and by interac-
tions with energetic magnetospheric ions and electrons,
creates the local ionospheric plasma environment.
Complex magnetic field and plasma structures (e.g.,
Alfven wings, polar aurora) arise from magnetosphere-
ionosphere interactions. Field-aligned currents connect
the ionosphere of Europa and magnetosphere of Ga-
nymede to visibly glowing auroral spots in Jupiter's
upper atmosphere. In addition, Ganymede's magneto-
sphere generates its own non-thermal continuum ra-
diation. Existing plasma and magnetic field data sets
from many Galileo orbiter flybys of the moons are still
not complete enough to answer many of the questions
concerning these interactions.
Long-range magnetospheric sounding, pioneered
by the radio plasma imager (RPI) instrument on
IMAGE, has provided electron density distributions
along magnetic field lines and in radial directions on
time scales of minutes [I]. RPI has also been able to
measure the entire electron plasma density distribu-
tions (in the orbit plane) of the Earth's polar cap and
the plasmasphere within one pass of the spacecraft.
These results have enabled the testing of theories on
how the Earth's ionosphere reacts to magnetospheric
changes under a variety of geomagnetic storm condi-
tions [2]. In a similar manner, a radio sounder orbiting
the icy moons would be able to measure the electron
density along the magnetic field into each hemisphere
and provide information on the Jovian magnetospheric
background and influence on the moon's ionospheres.
Extension of HMO to 10 would illuminate an even
more complex environment.
Subsurface Science: Radio wave sounding will
add important new capabilities to HMO for geophysi-
cal remote sensing of icy moon crusts and oceans. The
radio sounder on ISIS showed that at frequencies
higher than the peak ionospheric plasma frequency,
radio sounder echoes could be used for subsurface
mapping [3]. Layering in the surfaces of the icy moons
produce changes in permittivity leading to reflection of
radio waves incident normal to the layering structure.
A large variety of rocks and soil along with water have
been investigated on Earth for a range of permittivity
and absorption at different radio sounding frequencies.
Most of these measurements have shown that absorp-
tion of radio waves increases with frequency in the
range from one to a few hundred MHz. Typically,
greater depths can be probed at lower frequencies. The
performance of a ground-penetrating radar is generally
expressed in terms of its "radar potential" which is the
ratio between transmitted power and the smallest de-
tectable signaL Synthetic aperture radar (SAR) and
optimized coherent detection techniques, which have
already been developed, may be required to achieve
acceptable radar potential for probing icy moon sub-
surface regions. The higher power source available
from HMO would allow radio sounding transmissions
at much higher powers than those used on ISIS or
IMAGE making subsurface sounding of the Jovian icy
moons possible. Key science objectives include global
measurements of ice crust conductivity, houndary lay-
ers for subsurface geologic structures (e.g., linear and
cycloidal cracks, diapiric plumes, buried impact cra-
ters, and small-scale hrine cavities), and the search for
crust-ocean boundaries.
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GaAs based QuantumWen Infrared Photodetector (QWlP)
technology [1, 2] has shown remarkable success in advanc-
ing low cost, highly uniform. high-operability, large format
multi-color focal plane arrays. QWlPs afford greater flex-
ibility than the usual extrinsically doped semiconductor IR
detectors. The wavelength of the peak response and cutoff can
be continuously tailored over a range wide enough to enable
light detection at any wavelength range between 6-20 I'm.
The spectral band-width of these detectors can be tuned from
narrow (~> '" 10%) to wide (~> '" 40%) allowing various
applications. Fwthennore, QWIPs offer low cost per pixel
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and highly uniform large format focal plane arrays due to ma-
ture GaAsJAlGaAs growth and processing technologies. The
other advantages of GaAsJAlGaAs based QWlPs are higher
yield, lower IIf noise and radiation hardoess (1.5 Mrad). In
this presentation, we will discuss our recent demonstrations
of 640x512 pixel narrow-band, broad-band, multi-band fo-
cal plane arrays, and the current status of the development of
lO24xI024 pixel long-wavelength infrared QWlP focal plane
arrays.
QWIP sensors are ideal for remote sensing of planetary
ices. Figure I illustrates NEDT histogram of a QWlP sen-
sor at 40 K for various wavelengths from 4 to 15 p.m. It is
quite conceivable to create an imaging spectrometer for the
HMO mission. which can perform imaging in thennal IR in-
dependent of the lighting conditions. Scientific goals for such
an instrument may include creation of maps of thermophyisi-
cal properties of the icy satellites and looking fOT temperature
anomalies, which might be a hint ofproximity ofhydrothermal
sources and variations in swface ice thickness ofthe satellites.
While this instrument does not require a lot of JX>wer. it can
definitely take advantage of the high data rates available for
this mission. This instrument may enable us to obtain high-
resolution thennal maps of icy satellites much faster than any
other existing imaging instrument.
Figure 1: NEDT histogram of the 640x512 pixel spatially sep-
arated four-band focal plane showing a high uniformity of the
FPA. Each spectral band of the FPA consisted of640xl28 pix-
els. The experimentally measured NEDT of 4-5,8-12,10-12,
and 13.5-15.5 I'm detectors at 40 K are 21.4, 45.2, 13.5, and
44.6 mK, respectively.
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sion, Department of Earth and Space Science, University of Washington, Seattle, WA 98195
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Introduction: The first detailed near-infrared sur-
vey of the three icy Galilean satellites (Europa,
Ganymede, and Callisto) of Jupiter was undertaken by
the Near-Infrared Mapping Spectrometer (NIMS) on
the Galileo orbiter between 1996 and 2000. The first
discoveries from this data were absorption bands in the
4-flm region, which is difficult or impossible to observe
from Earth, that indicate the presence of CO2, SOx'
CiON, C-H, and other materials [I, 2]. These bands
occur on Ganymede and Callisto, and CO2 also appears
on Europa. The 1-5 flm spectrum of these satellites is
dominated, more or less, by the spectral features of
water ice, including absorption bands at 1.04, 1.25, 1.5,
and 2.0 flm, and a Fresnel reflection peak at 3.1 flm. At
a spatial scale of many lOs of km, NIMS spectra almost
always exhibited strong water ice features, but the spec-
tra of the majority non-ice materials can be derived
from the few ice-poor regions by modeling, if neces-
sary, on all three satellites [1]. On Europa [3, 4] and
Ganymede [5], this non-ice material has asymmetric
water bands near 1.4 and 1.9 flm, indicating a hydrated
species. The analysis of NIMS data gives us only a tan-
talizing glimpse at sparse spatial and spectral sampling
of what might be discovered by global mapping at a
fine spatial scale that could be offered by the JlMO
mission.
CO2distribution on Callisto and Ganymede: The
CO2 band near 4.25 flm has been fully characterized,
and its global abundance on Callisto [6] and Ganymede
[7] has been determined. Most of this mapping is at an
-100 km spatial scale, with occasional high-resolution
areas. Some significant areas on both satellites were not
observed at all. On Callisto, CO2 is at a moderate level
almost everywhere, but is more concentrated on the
trailing side and near some icy, fresh-looking craters
[8]. However, these conclusions are strongly affected
by the coarse spatial scale of the NIMS data, which was
never able to separate ice and non-ice, even though we
know from images and models that they are highly seg-
regated spatially on Callisto (and on most parts of
Ganymede).
Water Ice properties and distribntion: The prop-
erties of water ice have been determined on a regional
scale for Europa and Callisto, and on a pixel-by-pixel
scale (again, mostly at lOO-km) for Ganymede [9]. This
study demonstrated that the surface ice is amorphous
on Europa and crystalline on Callisto, and mixed in a
complicated manner on Ganymede. The ice at a depth
of -Imm is fully crystalline in almost all areas of all
three satellites. The distribution of amorphous and crys-
talline ice on Ganymede at a global, lOO+-km scale, has
patlems that are very complex and hard to associate
with albedo or geology. At a scale of 3--10 km in lim-
ited regions (<20% of Ganymede's surface), the rela-
tionships to morphology and geology are more obvious
[10]. The mapping of the 3.I-flm reflection peak is in a
low-reflectance region that is hampered by noise in
much of the NIMS data set. This required regional
averages for Callisto and Europa. For Ganymede, fre-
quent 3x3 and 5x5 averaging is used to reduce the
effects of noise, which further degrades the effective
spatial resolution (this technique was also widely used
in the CO2 band mapping work described previously).
Other products of this analysis are estimates of surface
ice abundance, estimated from the height of the 3.I-flm
peak [11], estimates of regional ice grain size distribu-
tions, and refined estimates of the non-ice spectra for
Ganymede and Callisto.
Conclusions: The Galileo NIMS provided near glo-
bal coverage of all three icy Galilean satellites. Prod-
ucts from this data include CO2 distributions on
Callisto and Ganymede, identification of other minor
constituents, and global analysis of the ice properties
(amorphous vs. crystalline, grain size) and majority
non-ice spectra. These results are incomplete with
respect to full global coverage at desired 3-10 km (or
better) spatial scales, often sparse spectral sampling,
and limited signal-to-noise in the many interesting
spectral regions. We expect that many of these short-
comings can be addressed by science return from the
TIMO mission.
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Introduction: Electrodynamic effects play a
significant, global role in the state and energization of
the Earth's ionosphere/magnetosphere, but even more
so on Jupiter, where the auroral energy input is four
orders ofmagnitude greater than on Earth. The Jovian
magnetosphere is distinguished from Earth's by its
rapid rotation rate and contributions from satellite
atmospheres and internal plasma sources. The
electrodynamic effects of these factors have a key role
in the state and energization of the ionosphere-corona-
plasmasphere system of the planet and its interaction
with 10 and the icy satellites.
Several large scale interacting processes determine
conditions near the icy moons beginning with their
tenuous atmospheres produced from sputtering,
evaporative, and tectonic/volcanic sources, extending
out to exospheres that merge with ions and neutrals in
the Jovian magnetosphere. This dynamic environment
is dependent on a complex network of magnetospheric
currents that act on global scales. Field aligned
currents connect the satellites and the middle and tail
magnetospheric regions to the Jupiter's poles via flux
tubes that produce as bright auroral and satellite
footprint emissions in the upper atmosphere. This large
scale transfer of mass, momentum, and energy (e.g.
waves, currents) means that a combination of
complementary diagnostics of the plasma, neutral, and
and field network must be obtained near
simultaneously to correctly interpret the results.
This presentation discusses the applicability of
UV spatial heterodyne spectroscopy (SHS) to the
broad study of this system on scales from satellite
surfaces to Jupiter's aurora and corona.
Technology Application: The design of spectro-
scopic instruments is a study in compromise between
the competing goals of sensitivity, bandpass, and spec-
tral resolution. While grating spectrograph designs
may have high etendue or high spectral resolution,
they rarely have both. SHS instruments, however,
occupy an impottant niche for the study of faint, ex-
tended emission (line or molecular band) sources.
Dispersion in an SHS instrument depends on the inter-
ference of two light beams, meaning that a narrow
entrance aperture is not required to achieve high spec-
tral resolution on individual lines. An SHS field of
view can be up to degrees in extent, which allows
small instruments with of -0.1 cm' effective areas to
achieve far greater etendue than echelle-type spectro-
graphs on larger telescopes. This is ideal for remote
spacecraft applications where volume and mass con-
straints require lightweight compact instruments. In
recent years, space-borne SHS instruments have been
used successfully in the UV, where line contrast above
solar continuum is high.
Scientific Implementation and Goals: Many
impottant diagnostic emissions, such as those from 01,
011, HI, and OH, in the icy satellite atmospheres- iono-
spheres and the Jovian corona are low surface bright-
ness. The high etendue and spectral resolution of a
SHS enables the measurement of their brightness and
velocity distributions, band/line strengths, and their
separation them from other nearby background lines
and continuum. A compact, bore-sighted cluster of
SHS instruments provides JIMO with far greater sensi-
tivity to these emissions than has been achieved from
previous in situ spacecraft. Our proposed design in-
cludes a selectable trio of SHS units tuned to H Ly-cx,
OH, and Ol/OII emission lines. The instrument cluster
is fed by a 20 cm telescope with a focal plane UV
polarimeter that samples the polarization of incident
light and extends the scientific utility to the study of
surface scattering, radiative transfer, and the mapping
of magnetic fields. By taking advantage of the high
bandwidth of the Prometheus spacecraft, the SHS
cluster transmits data in a photon-counting format that
maximally preserves spatial and temporal information.
This instrument will achieve several targeted goals:
• To develop of 3-D maps of atmospheric OH, 01,
and H for the satellites, resolving band and line
structure and identilYing high velocity material.
• To map of the distribution and dynamics of OIl
plasma emission in near the satellites to measure
interactions with the Jovian magnetospheric.
• To measure the strength of Jupiter's magnetic
field in its upper atmosphere and in field aligned
currents near the planet from the Hanle
polarization of scattered solar H Ly-n.
• Study of the intensity and radiative transfer of
auroral H Ly-n and the velocity structure of H
atoms in the turbulent Jovian upper atmosphere.
• Measurement of the density and velocity of the
neutral corona of Jupiter and the 10 plasma torus.
• Polarimetric maps the surface scattering from the
icy satellites.
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EUROPA SCIENCE PLATFORMS AND KINETIC ENERGY PROBES. C. C. Hays' and G. A. Klein', 'Jet
Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute ofTechnology, 4800 Oak Grove Dr., Pasadena, CA 91109.
Introduction: This presentation will outline a pro-
posed mission for the Jupiter Icy Moons Orbiter
(nMO). The mission outlined will concentrate on an
examination of Europa. Some of the primary science
goals for the HMO mission are: I) to answer broad
science questions, 2) improved knowledge of Jovian
system; specifically, lunar geological and geophysical
properties, 3) chemical composition of Jovian lunar
surfaces and subterranean matter, and 4) the search for
life. In order to address these issues, the experiment
proposed here will deploy orbiting, surface, and sub-
terranean science platforms.
Methods: The Galileo space probes two recent fly-
bys of Europa show that the lunar surface exhibits a
com lex surface structure. ",S~ee~Filjiji,'-o.il~.rI'l""r:'~'!'l!'
.. "r;
,;.
!J.
,'I;.
Fig.-I: Surface ofEuropa.'
The image in Fig.-l is a composite from two of the
Gameo space probe flybys. The surface morphology is
complex, and suggestive of a high degree ofgeological
activity; both at the surface and at subterranean levels.
The pits and dark features shown, arrows I & 2, re-
spectively are associated with surface features sized at
",10 km. The surface may indeed be an active icy layer
encrusted over a liquid sea beneath. The presence of a
liquid sea could also provide evidence for life.
To examine the local geophysical properties of the
surface; e.g., regions similar to I & 2, a novel method
is proposed; a kinetic energy penetrator (KEP). The
technique would employ a penetrator designed for
high velocity impact; e.g., a self-sharpening penetrator.
The experimental strategies are multiple. First, a KEP
is used as a projectile to excite seismic waves; i.e.,
traveling elastic waves on the lunar surface. The dy-
namic response of the surface to the penetrator impact
would be monitored with a network of sensing devices
pre-deployed on chosen surface sights, and simultane-
ously with a high-resolution optical imager on orbit.
Two possibilities for the in-situ sensors on the lunar
surface are: I) a network of micro-seismometers, and
2) an array of reflecting mirrors. The positions of the
mirrors could be precisely monitored via a HMO
mounted optical interferometer. The dynamic nature of
the experiment would enahle determination of the local
surface density, sound velocity, and other properties
from the dynamic mechanical response recorded by the
network. A second follower probe equipped with high-
resolution, high-data transfer rate optical imaging sys-
tem could also record the impact of the primary pene-
trator. For longer-lived seismic experiments, the latter
of these methods may be preferable due to the high
radiation environment present; i.e., reflectors do not
require sensitive electronic circuitry that is subject to
radiation damage. Thus, once in-place, the mirror net-
work could monitor the geological activity of the lunar
surface. One broad science question that might be fa-
cilitated by the mirror network and the on-orbit inter-
ferometer would test the predictions of General Rela-
tivity within the Parameterized Post Newtonian (PPN)
formalism; the gravitationally induced space curvature
due to Jupiter could be probed to a high degree of ac-
curacy via laser ranging methods'
The second strategy enabled by the KEP probe
would be to create an excavation zone on the lunar
surface. The ejected contents of the impact area could
be examined optically (fluorescence spectometer) from
the orbiting lIMO probe. If deployed, lunar rovers
could sample the chemical composition of the ejected
subterranean matter. The impact crater or tunnel could
also aid in drilling experiments proposed for lunar
rovers. In addition, lunar rovers could conduct in-situ
experiments to the search for life.
Conclusions: In this talk we will review the pro-
posed concepts.
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Area Coverage
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Fig 1. a) Global map of the image coverage of Ganymede at
various resolutions from Voyager and Galilee missions. b)
Graphs indicating percent area covered as a function of resolu-
tion.
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without the consistent and global data set that could be obtained
by nMO, the extent to which these new ideas can be extrapo-
lated globally is unknown.
Conclusions: HMO provides the opportunity to obtain
global high-reolution data sets of consistent and complementary
quality that will enable us to fully map the geology of Ganymede
and understand its nature and evolution. Detailed recommenda-
tions on the nature of the data requirements will be presented and
the key scientific issues documented.
Introduction: Voyager images of the surface of Ganymede
were used to create geologic maps at 1:5 million scale and the
variety and interpretation of units were a reflection of the view-
ing geometry and resolution of the images as well as the preve-
lant formation hypotheses of Ganymede at that time [I, 2]. Gali-
leo high resolution imaging of the surface led to modification of
many of these hypotheses and an advance in our understanding
of the geology and history of this important Galilean satellite [3].
A 1:15 million scale global map of Ganymede is being prepared
to reflect these changes and to provide a post-Galileo global
assessment of the geology and history [4]. Many outstanding
issues were identified by analysis of the Galileo data and the
global mapping effort [4] that could be resolved by a HMO mis-
sion. We outline here some of the requirements for a mission
such as JIMO and what types of scientific advancements this
would bring.
Data Needs: Currently, the combined Voyager and Galileo
data sets provide very uneven resolution coverage across the
surface of the Ganymede (Fig 1. a, b). Because of this, many
areas are covered only at relatively low resolution and this re·
suits in significant uncertainty in being able to apply the lessons
from very high resolution local coverage from Galileo to the
globe as a whole. In addition, there are significant variations in
emission, incidence and phase angle of the available data, and
this results in uncertainty in the interpolation and extrapolation
of data and interpretations between areas covered at relatively
similar viewing geometries. Thus, JIMO could provide an im-
portant global image data base that should be designed to be
obtained at optimal resolution and viewing geomeny for photog-
rologic interpretation. Furthermore, global multispectral data
would be very important as a tool in the geological mapping and
definition and characterization of units and their relationships.
An advantage of HMO is that multiple global data sets could be
obtained with viewing geometries and resolutions that would be
optimized for these two different but synergistic objectives.
Discussion: One example of the important issues that were
addressed by Galileo and could be further addressed by HMO is
the formation of surface features by volcanism or tectonism.
Post-Voyager ideas on the fonnalion of surface features on
Ganymede included multiple possible fonnation mechanisms for
both dark/ancient cratered terrain and bright/grooved terrain [I,
2]. The majority of these mechanisms focused on cryovolcan-
ism, and geologic units were designated and interpreted with this
in mind. The Galileo mission indicated that cryovolcanism may
have had only a limited role in the surface history of Ganymede
and that tectonism was a more likely mechanism for the forma-
tion of many features [4]. This includes furrow and grooved
terrain formation by nonnal faulting and removal of low-albedo
material, grooved terrain formation by sequential extensional
episodes, and grooved terrain formation by Europa-like tectonic
resurfacing [e.g., 5]. A global geological map in development
will reflect this change in interpreted formation mechanism, but
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Introduction: It is vital to include an ultraviolet
spectrograph as part of the JIMO payload to Europa,
Ganymede and Callisto. Ultraviolet measurements are
key for understanding the atmospheres, auroral activity
and surfaces of these icy satellites, and a UV imaging
spectrograph will also complement a visible camera
and near-IR spectrometer, to achieve full wavelength
coverage in remote sensing of the icy satellites.
Atmospheres: The icy Galilean satellites are
known to have tenuous atmospheres of H, 0, O2 and
CO" among other species. A hydrogen corona (121.6
nm) has been detected around Ganymede and Callisto
[I]. An 0, atmosphere has been inferred at Europa [2]
as a result of HST measurements of oxygen emission
features. Observations using an orbiter need to be per-
formed to map out these atmospheric species spatially
and temporally to better understand their sources. A
very sensitive UV instrument is needed to do limb
measurements to detect outgassing (particularly at Eu-
ropa). It is not clear whether the primary source of the
tenuous atmospheres is sputtering of the surface ice,
sputtering of sublimated gases, or photolysis. A UV
spectrograph on JIMO will be able to map out the at-
mosphere and correlations can be made between abun-
dances of atmospheric species and the varying types of
sputtering of the surface by charged particles. How
thick are the atmospheres, and do they vary across the
surface? Is Ganymede's atmosphere relatively thin due
to magnetospheric shielding? On Callisto, we expect to
detect CO and 0, atmospheres that have not been de-
tected using HST [3]. Can we detect a temporally
varying atmosphere on Callisto, as the satellite moves
in and out of the plasma sheet? These are questions
that will be addressed with an ultraviolet spectrograph
onJIMO.
Aurorae: Auroral activity has been detected on
Ganymede using HST [4][5], where the polar regions
appear to glow with oxygen emission lines at 130.4
and 135.6 nm. Longitudinal asymmetries appear, how-
ever, in the HST data, as do latitudinal and temporal
variations that are not understood. A UV imaging in-
strument on JIMO will map out the auroral regions of
Ganymede to better understand the distribution of spe-
cies and will explain more about the magnetic envi-
ronment of Ganymede and the jovian system. A UV
instrument on JIMO will aid in the detection of aurorae
on Europa and Callisto as well, if they exist.
Surfaces: The icy satellites of Jupiter are embed-
ded within the magnetosphere and as such, are con-
stantly bombarded by the charged particles that popu-
late it. The bombardment results in the formation of
species that are detectable exclusively at NUV wave-
lengths (e.g., 0" H,O" So,). As such, by imaging
these bombardment-produced species at UV wave-
lengths, we can essentially map out the environmental
effects on the icy surfaces. Furthermore, UV spectra
complement observations from longer wavelengths and
have been used to confirm the existence of species
detectable in both wavelength ranges. An example is
the detection of hydrogen peroxide (H,O,) on Europa.
An absorption feature at 3.25 !Lm measured by the
Galileo NIMS was confirmed to be due to H,O, only
after the peroxide feature was also seen in the UV
spectra [6]. The H,O, UV feature has also been meas-
ured on Ganymede and Callisto [7]. Furthermore,
ozone (0,), which absorbs at 260 nm, has been de-
tected on Ganymede primarily in the polar regions [8],
suggesting that the source is bombardment by electrons
travelling along the field lines and impacting the polar
ice. The SO,-like UV absorption feature that appears
on Europa's trailing hemisphere is likely correlated
with dark material in recently active areas that also
causes absorptions in IR spectra [9], and is likely the
result of a combination of exogenic and endogenic
activities. Observations by JIMO UV instrument are
necessary to understand the full complement of proc-
esses and species at the icy satellites.
The Instrument: The UV instrument proposed for
JIMO will be similar to that currently on board the
Cassini spacecraft. The design draws on the experi-
ence of building UV spectrometers for Mariner, Pio-
neer, Galileo and Cassini. It will have three spectro-
graphic channels that provide images and spectra of
the atmosphere, aurorae and surface: An EUV channel
(800-110 om), an FUV channel (110 to 190 om) range,
and an NUV channel (180 to 350 om).
References: [1] Barth C. A. et aJ. (1997) GRL, 24,
2147. [2] Hall D. T. et al. (1995) Nature, 373, 677.
[3] Strobel D. F. (2002)Ap. J. 581, LSI. [4]Feldman
P. D. et aI. (2002) Ap. J. [5] Hall D. T. et aJ. (1998) Ap.
J., 499, 475. [6] Carlson R. W. et al. (1999) Science,
283,2062. [7] Hendrix A. R. (1999) LPS XXX #2043.
[8] Hendrix A. R. et aJ. (1999) J Geophys. Res., 104,
14,169. [9] Carlson R. W. et al. (1999) Science 286,
97.
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illGH·SPECTRAL RESOLUTION 6 to 12·IIm REFLECTION SPECTROSCOPY OF THE ICY
GALILEAN SATELLITES. C. A. Hibbitts'·2, G. B. Hansen'·2, and T. B. McCord, 'Planetary Science Institute,
NW Division, hibbitts@rad.ess.washington.edu, 2Dept. of Earth & Space Sciences, Univ. of Washington, Seattle,
Wa.98115.
Introduction: High-spectral resolution Infrared
spectra of materials in the 6 to 12 micron region con-
tain absorption bands that are capable of discriminating
organic and inorganic materials on the icy Galilean
satellites. This spectral region contains strong absorp-
tion features of bonds common in organic materials
[I,2,3J: C=H, SO bonds, C=N, SoH, HCO" and other
features diagnostic of inorganic materials such as 03.
sulfates, H20 2, and rock-forming silicate minerals
(Figure I). However, their surfaces are too cold to ob-
serve at high spectral resolution in emission and are too
dark to observe by reflected sunlight. Modem ad-
vances in lasing technology may offer a solution.
Quantum cascade (QC) lasers are a recent development
that allows high power to be delivered by small, light
weight devices over a 'broad' wavelength range[4].
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Science Objectives. These absorption bands in
the thermal infrared can be used to identify nonice
trace constituents and bulk materials in the surfaces of
each satellite and will provide synergistic results with
shorter wavelength infrared observations obtained with
instruments such as the Near Infrared Mapping Spec-
trometer (NIMS) [5,6) and ground-based observations
[7]. For instance, S02 (and sulfates) possibly discov-
ered by the ultraviolet and mid-ffi absorptions that are
diagnostic of the SO vibration, has the strongest bands
between 7 and 7.75 11m and from 8to 9.5 11m.
Understanding, for instance, whether the surface
bulk composition of the nonice material on Callisto is
chondritic or if the hydrated nonice materials on Eu-
ropa and Ganymede are sulfate salts would immensely
aid the understanding of the evolution of these moons
and could have implication for how benevolent their
subsurfaces would be towards life. Additionally, or-
ganic molecules of all origins and types have varied
and strong absorption features in the thermal infrared
region that are diagnostic of their compositions (Figure
1) and have been used for decades as identity signa-
tures. If sub-surface life does or did exist in any of
these moons, then it is possible that observable evi-
dence may exist, exposed on the surface. If organic
materials exist on the icy Galilean satellites, high spec-
tral resolution longwave reflectance spectroscopy
should be able to quantitatively identify them.
Science Capabilities: Quantum cascade lasers are
high-power solid state lasers that have recently been
developed to operate in the infrared region of - 4 to 24
11m (4). The power ourput from QC lasing can exceed
1000 times the power of diode lasers operating at the
same wavelength, and is temperature-dependent, with
peak performance at- lOOK. Luminescence from a
single laser can be achieved, for example, over the
spectral range from approximately 5 to 9 11m. These
lasers are also made of very radiation resistant materi-
als (commonly aluminum indium arsenide and gallium
indium arsenide) and have proven quite rugged, known
to operatate for six years or more under nearly contin-
uos laboratory testing (8). A simple back-of-the-
envelope comparision with the performance characler-
istics of the MOLA [9,10) suggests that a system based
on QC lasers is viable. Potentially limiting factors in-
clude: the instantaneous power is potentially less than
other solid state lasers, such as the MOLA, the detector
sensitivity of cooled Mer is approximately 3 orders of
magnitude less than the silicon CCD [11], and the re-
flectivity of a water-rich surface will be low, - 5% at
these wavelengths. We will discuss these and other
considerations affecting the use of QC lasers for active
high-spectral resolution longwave ffi reflectance spec-
troscopy of the icy Galilean satellites.
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OBSERVATIONAL SELECTION EFFECTS IN EUROPA IMAGE DATA. G. V. Hoppa' and R. Greenberg2,
'Raytheon Missile Systems Bldg. M02 MIS Tl9 1151 E. Hermans Rd, Tucson, AZ 85706-1151, 2Lunar & Planetary
Laboratory, University of Arizona.
The identification of terrains on images of Europa is
highly dependent on the image resolution and illumi-
nation angle, both of which are quite variable due to
the observational selection constraints of both the
Galileo and Voyager missions. In particular, theories
for the formation of chaotic terrain have been influ-
enced by observational selection effects within the
Galileo data sets [I]. Higher resolution images allow
for the identification of smaller patches of chaotic ter-
rain, which are indistinguishable from surrounding
tectonic terrain in most other Galileo imagery. The
incidence angle of light also introduces an observa-
tional bias in the identification of chaotic terrain: Im-
ages acquired closer to Europa's terminator generally
reveal more chaos features than images taken with
higher Sun. Proper accounting for selection effects has
implications for the size distribution and chronology of
chaotic terrain, and the geologic history of the satellite
[2]: At -200 m/pixel 30% of Europa's surface appears
as chaotic terrain, but with the effects of lighting and
resolution taken into account, the portion is 40% or
more; bias correction eliminates the 10-km-size peak
that had been the basis of an earlier thick-ice model;
"mottled terrain" and "lenticulae" appear to be the
same as chaotic terrain, even though they have been
mapped separately in the past; and accounting for how
observational bias affects the freshness of appearance
of chaotic terrain and the identification of tectonic
modification of chaotic terrain demonstrates that the
formation of tectonic and chaotic terrain have been
concurrent processes throughout Europa's surface his-
tory. Similar observations selection effects can also be
identified within Europa's tectonic terrain and the cra-
tering record. Future mission planning for Europa im-
aging needs to consider strategies for minimizing and
ameliorating observational selection effects on aU of
Europa's features [3] in order properly allocate re-
sources for the maximum scientific return.
References: [I] G.V. Hoppa et al. (2001) Icarus
151, 181-189. Observational selection effects in Eu-
ropa image data: Identification of chaotic terrain. [2]
J. Riley et al. (2000) J Geophys. Res.-Planets, 105,
E9, 22599-22615, Distribution of chaos on Europa. [3]
R. Greenberg and P. Geissler (2002) Meteoritics and
Planetary Science 37, 1685-1711, Europa's dynamic
icy crust, An invited review.
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PUSHBROOM SENSOR CONCEPTS FOR THE JIMO MISSION. M. L. Kaplan and R. W. Dissly, Ball Aerospace &
Technologies Corp., 1600 Commerce St., Boulder, CO 8030 I, mkaplan@ball.com and rdissly@ball.com
Abstract: HMO presents an oppnrtunity to the plane-
tary science community to expand the detailed knowledge
(data) of the composition and geomorpology of Jupiter's Icy
Moons - Callisto, Ganymede, Europa. This data will be
used to develop understanding of the origin and evolution of
these bodies as well as determination of life and sustainabil·
ity potential.
This presentation focuses on a class of data collection
payloads typically employed in a remote sensing mission
that the lIMO space segment will provide. Described as
"Push-Broom" imaging, this sensor concept is explored for
applicability to HMO. General data will be provided on
state-of-the-art sensors currently being developed for the
following missions: Mars-HiRlSE ("Tbe Peoples Camera"),
Pluto-RALPH and National Polaroo{)rbiting Operational Envi·
roomeotal Satellite System (NPOESS - "Weather-SATs").
Performance of these sensors will be normalized for use on
the HMO mission. For example, the HiRlSE payload operat-
ing at a 100 km orbit would provide: 12.5 cm/pixel resolu·
tion; 2.5 km swath width coverage in 3 distinct panchromatic
bands (Blue-Green, Red, NIR); and stereo imaging vertical
height resolution of- 7.5 em.
Key systems engineering parameters (SNR, Aperture,
IFOV, ground speed, LOS pninting, data rate, etc) will be
discussed in relation to scientific Metrics (Level 1 require-
ments) and their impact on mass/power/data volume. Envi-
ronmental (e.g. Radiation, Solar illumination, etc.) as weB as
operational (e.g. LOS pointing control, data volume. etc)
requirements and their impacts on these sensor system pa·
rameters will be evaluated using trade space examples.
Current Ball IRAD efforts to: simplify this class of pay-
load (mass/power reduction); as well as expanding the scien-
tific collection capabilities (resolution for both spatial &
spectral. sensitivity for low light levels) will be discussed.
The intent is to provide the science community a basis
for evaluating "data collection requirements" relative to their
impact on the sensor system(s).
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EUROPA'S UPPER CRUST AND OCEAN COMPOSITIONS AND THE
OCEAN'S SUITABILITY AS A POTENTIAL HABITAT, Jeffrey S. Kargel, U.S.
Geological Survey, 2255 N. Gemini Dr., Flagstaff, AZ, U.S.A., Email: jkargel@usgs.gov
A scientific consensus exists that Europa may have an ocean, and most
researchers believe it likely that an ocean exists there, still liquid, sustained by tidal
heating, even today. "Ocean" of course conjures images, for scientist and layperson
alike, of coral reefs and black smoker communities or at least primordial microbiological
slime of one type or another. "Where there's water there's life," it is often heard. It is
NASA's theme for Mars and solar system exploration, and it extends to Europa, as well it
should. However, "life" is not quite the corollary of "ocean." Europa's ocean, if we
assume that it exists, could offer some seriously difficult chemophysical challenges
beyond the conceivable abilities oflife to cope. In theory, Europa very possibly could
have a cryogenic ocean of concentrated sulfuric acid solution where water is the minor
component. At the other pH extreme, though I think this is improbable, the ocean could
be a cryogenic eutectic ammonia-water ocean. Most likely, whatever the solute
composition, solutes probably amount to roughly 6-I0 or more times the molarity of
Earth's seawater, and it is probably anywhere from a few kelvin to a few tens of kelvin
colder than Arctic Ocean seawater. In composition it would make the Dead Sea look to
humans like a benign environment. However, there are microbiological Earthlings who
consider the Dead Sea to be ideal, and others who thrive best in sulfuric acid solution
(though not the eutectic), and who consider the global ocean to be poison. It is certainly
not my expertise to rule life out or in for Europa, but I will review several proposed
alternative chemophysical models for Europa's ocean.
Among several models, limited available evidence may favor a model enriched in
alkali sulfates. This is perhaps the composition that, of the several models proposed,
would be most amenable to the survival the largest number of Earthling microbiota.
Regardless of the applicability (or lack) of this terrestrial life-friendliness, a Na-K-
sulfate-rich model seems slightly favored by the combination of (a) infrared absorptions
that seem to indicate the dominance-within non-ice terrain5---{)fheavily hydrated
sulfates of some unknown type (sodium sulfate and sulfuric acid offering some of the
best matches), and (b) the presence of 0, Na, and K in the tenuous atmosphere of Europa.
These compositions are assumed to reflect that of the ocean. The possibility exists that
alkali sulfates coexist with copious amounts of chlorides and sulfuric acid. Some models
would predict that Mg is also a major cationic constituent. However, just taking the
sulfate-anion-based IR absorptions and alkali cations that have been observed, then the
ocean would seem dominantly one of sodium sulfate with minor potassium sulfate.
Chlorides inevitably are also present, but are harder to detect and may be less abundant
than sulfates; sulfuric acid mayor may not be a major component. Kargel et al. (2000)
presented one model where a Na2S04-rich ocean and crust could have been generated by
leaching of chondritic salt assemblages, followed by hydrothermal basalt-seawater
interactions that would have preferentially consumed Mg in serpentine, chlorite, and
other Mg-phyllosilicates and would have reduced a fraction of sulfate (forming iron
sulfides). Excess sulfate would occur as sodium sulfate plus sulfuric acid. IfNa2S04 is
indeed a major component of Europa's seawater, it would suggest that the temperature of
the ocean is in the 260's K. IfpH>l, the ocean may be amenable to life as we know it.
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ORBIT·BASED GEOPHYSICAL AND GEOCHEMICAL MEANS TO DETECT
POSSIBLE TRANSIENT OUTBURSTIERUPTIVE EVENTS (TOES) ON EUROPA'S
SURFACE OR ON ITS SEAFLOOR, J.S. Kargel, U.S. Geological Survey, 2255 N. Gemini
Dr., Flagstaff, AZ 86001; jkargel@usgs.gov
Geophysical models and geological observations suggest that Europa's heat flow may be the
second largest (after 10's) of all the objects in the Solar System. Even if tidal heating is an order
of magnitude less than lo's heating rate, there exists a large chance that transient
outburst/eruptive events (TOEs) may occur in any given terrestrial month of observations. 10's
volcanic and volatile eruptive activity offers just a hint of what may occur on Europa's surface or
seafloor. Large active silicate magmatic eruptions, sulfur dioxide or other volatile outbursts, or
brine eruptions may occur during the period of orbital observations by the Jupiter Icy Moons
Orbiter (nMO). While any silicate eruptions would be confined to the seafloor, brine eruptions
or outgassing events may occur either on the seafloor or onto the surface. Any large active TOEs,
whether occurring on the seafloor or the surface of Europa, are apt to produce consequences that
would be observable by a suitably instrumented JIMO. If a TOE represents a snapshot of a
sustained localized phenomena, surface geological manifestations are likely. Here I focus on
active TOEs, which may be geophysically or geochemically detectable as spatially confined data
anomalies during overflights or by changes in repeat observations. A few possible detection
methods are considered for the cases of (I) seafloor TOEs, including silicate eruptions, brine
eruptions, and outgassing events, (2) brine eruptions onto the surface, and (3) outgassing events
from the surface. All are assumed to be large events sufficient to give nMO a TOEhold on
Europa.
1. Seafloor TOEs. Changes to the thermal structure and dissolved volatile and brine
composition related to lava-seawater interactions may produce significant changes in the
electrical conductivity of the seawater overlying the eruption; this will cause perturbations in
the flow of electrical induction currents and hence in the local low-altitude magnetic
induction field. These signals might be sensed at low orbital altitudes either during single-
pass JIMO magnetometer observations as local magnetic anomalies, or as changing
anomalies during multiple passes. Brine eruptions and outgassing events on the seafloor may
similarly perturb the electrical conductivity, allowing for similar observing techniques.
2. Active or very recent brine eruptions on the surface may be detected by thermal infrared
anomalies due to heat flow through crusted brine flows, thermal emissivity anomalies due to
freshly quenched and unweathered flow surfaces, unique multispectral absorption and
spectrophotometric features due to quench phases (vitreous and microcrystalline material,
with possible preferred grain orientation) or due to unweathered (unsublimated,
unradiolyzed) chemical composition (e.g., sodium still sulfate bound, and salts still fully
hydrated). Highly volatile constituents may be emitted into the neutral atmosphere, where
neutral gas spectrometers may detect them. Open brine-filled connections between the ocean
and the surface may trigger powerful unipolar induction currents, with effects detectable in
magnetometer data and in flourescence of the Europan and Jovian ionospheres (Europa flux
tube).
3. Outgassing plume events. Ifsufficiently dense and containing condensates or dust
impurities, plumes may be directly imaged. Neutral gas spectrometers could look for noble
gases, SO" Co" etc.
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To Understand Europa we Must Investigate the Composition of Europa's
Atmosphere and of lo's Emissions Inward of 9.SRJ, Jeffrey S. Kargel, U.S. Geological
Survey, Flagstaff, AZ 8600 I
The Jupiter Icy Moons Orbiter (JIMO) incorporating Prometheus nuclear power and
propulsion technologies offers an exciting opportunity to conduct detailed studies of Europa's icy
surface and ice-covered ocean as well as exploration of Ganymede and Callisto. While the prime
mission is well defined and warranted to be confined to the icy moons, full understanding of
Europa requires an examination, if at all possible, of the composition of lo's volcanic and surface
emissions. lo's emissions dominate the plasma composition of the overall Jovian system, and it
mayor may not dominate close to Europa. There is a need to look at the magnetospheric plasma
and neutral matter close to Europa (from Europa orbit and approach to orbit) and in Jupiter orbit
space both inside and outside ofEuropa's orbit. This could be possible by use of sensitive neutral
mass spectroscopy (NMS) and ion mass spectroscopy (lMS), which would also find general use
in studies of the other satellites and of the Jovian magnetospheric plasma environment. The
NMSIlMS technology must make measurements significantly inward of9.5 R" perhaps during an
extended mission, to resolve an unambiguous signature ofIo's charged emissions from those
originating on Europa. I will present some likely geochemical signals of Europa and 10, the
implications of these signals for endogenic processes, and how these signals and their
implications could become confused lacking a clear resolution of the two objects' emissions.
The TIMO instrument payload and mission design should not preclude, if possible, studies of the
10 torus either during approach to Europa or afterward during a potential extended mission
journey to 10, as well as of the tenuous Europa extended atmosphere. Any NMSIlMS capability
should look at very low-mass elements to fairly heavy minor/trace components (at least from H to
Ni, preferably to Sr or even Xe). The payload should be capable of resolving isotopic masses of
H, S, 0, and noble gases. Lacking any observations made inside Europa's orbit, any signals
associated with Europa will be difficult to resolve clearly from possible outflow from 10 or even
outflow from Europa due to implanted logenic material.
The issues at stake are substantial. Possible cryovolcanism or emissions from an ice-
crusted ocean or an ocean-equilibrated ice crust could provide powerful clues to the chemical
composition, temperature, and suitability for life ofEuropa's ocean. The elemental content of
the ocean, and hence of any erupted brines and related surface salts, might be indicated in the
elemental ratios of sputtered materials (sensible in the extended atmosphere ofEuropa). For
example, Al and Fe plus S and 0 (and others) would indicate an acidic ocean, perhaps of sulfuric
acid. Mg, Na, K, S, and 0, in ratios close to those expected for sulfate salts, would call for a
chondrite-derived near-neutral or alkaline ocean. Just Na, K, and Cl, would indicate a very cold,
near-neutral ocean. However, potentially diagnostic elements such as Fe could be derived by
thermal volatilization ofIonian lavas; is the Fe coming from Europa or from lo? Is Si and Mg
associated with it? Is the CI expected near Europa entirely ofEuropan origin, or does some
derive from lo? If Al is detected, it would be difficult to evolve from 10 by thermal evaporation
(due to extreme refractory nature), but it might be sputtered. The possibility of mixed signals
and mis-interpreted results at Europa due to 10 contamination (or lack thereof) is clearly a major
issue that should be addressed by the JIMO mission if at all possible. Acknowledgements.
Thanks to Bruce Fegley for constructive discussions and cooperative modeling relevant to JIMO
and Europallo studies.
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DOWSING FOR WATER ON JUPITER'S ICY SATELLITES BY USING A MAGNETOMETER ON
JIMO, K. K Khurana, M. G. Kivelson and C. T. Russell, Institute of Geophysics and Planetary Physics, Slichter
Hall, University of California at Los Angeles, CA 90095-1567 (e-mail: kkhurana@igpp.ucla.edu)
Introduction: Many geophysical investigations
suggest that Europa [I] and Ganymede [2, 3] contain
subsurface oceans. Using Jupiter's rotating magnetic
field as a primary signal, the magnetometer experiment
onboard Galileo measured secondary induction signals
emanating from Europa [4], Ganymede [2] and surpris-
ingly Callisto [4, 5]. The strong electromagnetic induc-
tion from these moons suggests that large global elec-
trical conductors are located just below their icy crusts.
A detailed analysis reveals that global salty oceans with
salinity similar to the Earth's ocean thickness in the
range of - 6 -100 lans and depth in the range of a few
tens of kIn can explain the induction observed near
Europa [5]. However, icy crusts thicker than 100 Ion
are required to explain the magnetic data from Callisto
and Ganymede.
Galileo's Observations are Limited: Although
Galilee's geological and geephysical observations have
provided vital clues to the interior structure, dynamics
and the presence of liquid water in the icy satellites,
none of the inferences is unambiguous because of the
limited nature of the observations. Alternate models
that do not postulate liquid oceans can explain many of
the observations [1, 3]. These observations also con-
strain the internal structures rather poorly. For exam-
ple, the permissible range of sizes for the postulated
metallic core of Ganymede are anywhere between 0.15
and 0.5 RG [6]. Future systems on HMO, like ice pene-
trating radars will undoubtedly improve our knowledge
of the upper icy crusts and the locations of the oceans.
However, ambiguities about the thicknesses of the
oceans and deeper structures are likely to persist.
JIMO to the Rescue: Because Galilee spent very
short intervals in the vicinity of the Galilean icy moons
during each flyby, the Galilee work has relied on a
single signal frequency corresponding to the synodic
rotation period of Jupiter (as seen in the rest frame of
the moon) to infer the interior structures of the moon.
However, the spectrum of the primary field contains
several other important frequencies out of which the
frequency corresponding to the orbital period of a
moons is particularly useful in inferring the depth,
thickness and conductivity .of the interior ocean. We
show that by using the induction response at several
frequencies, in addition to the previously used synodic
frequency, the ocean conductivity and the thickness of
the ocean at each of the icy moons can be determined
uniquely for a range of ocean shell thicknesses and
conductivities. We discuss how the measurements from
HMO nominal orbits can be decomposed into the in-
ternal (which is the secondary field) and external (the
primary imposed field) components not only for the
steady field but also for the varying field. We discuss
techniques that can then be used to invert the observa-
tions and obtain information on the composition and
structure of the ocean. We discuss the otimum orbital
elements (latitude, altitude, duration etc.) of HMO for
obtaining the best information.
Additional Science: The orbiter will also measure
higher order spherical harmonics of the permanent in-
ternal field of Ganymede and determine secular
changes in the field since the Galileo era measure-
ments. The orbiter will place better upper limits on the
permanent internal fields of Europa and Callisto. These
observations are necessary to understand the deeper
interior structures of these moons. In addition, the por-
tions of orbits passing through the wakes, Alfven wings
and mass loading regions of the icy moons provide
information on the interactions of the icy satellites with
the magnetosphere of Jupiter. Finally, the external field
measured by Galilee will provide key evidence on the
nature and strength of local time asymmetries in Jupi-
ter's magnetosphere.
References: [I] Pappalardo, R.T. et al. (1999)
JGR, 104, 24015-55. [2] Kivelson, M.G. et al. (2002)
Icarus, 157, 507-522. [3] Head, J. et al. (2001) E05,
81, #48, F790. [4] Khurana KK et al. (1998), Nature,
395,777-80. [5] Zimmer C. et al. (2000), learus, 147,
329-347. [6] Anderson J.D. et al. (1996) Nature, 384,
541-3.
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PLANETARY PROTECTION CONSIDERATIONS FOR JIMO. R. C. Koukol, Mail Stop 125-224, Jet
Propulsion Laboratory, 4800 Oak Grove Drive, Pasadena CA 91109 (Robert.C.Koukol@jpl.nasa.gov).
Europa is the only body in the solar system besides
Mars that is currently viewed as a body "of
significant interest relative to the process of chemical
evolution and/or the origin of life or for which
scientific opinion provides a significant chance of
contamination which could jeopardize a future
biological experiment." Thus, both NASA and
CaSPAR policy require that Europa be protected
from biological contamination that could result from
scientific exploration conducted by robotic
spacecraft. In 2000, the Task Group on the Forward
Contamination of Europa (Space Studies Board)
published its report on Preventing the Forward
Contamination of Europa recommending a limit of
10-4 probability of contamination of Europa's ocean
per mission (at any time in the future) by a single
viable terrestrial microbe. While NASA guidelines
do not yet explicitly reflect this new
recommendation, it is likely that the SSB
recommendation will be adopted by NASA planetary
protection in the form of a sterility requirement or at
least a stringent total microbial burden requirement.
Planetary protection (PP) planners at JPL expect that
missions to Europa will have to incorporate PP into
mission design, system design, and manufacturing
processes. Mission designers will have to take into
consideration possible PP requirements pertairting to
such things as orbital lifetime and final disposition of
hardware. System, subsystem, and instrument
designers will have design for cleaning and
sterilization requirements, e.g., materials and parts
selection for compatibility with sterilization
processes. Cleanroom handling and assembly will be
required, possibly earlier in the manufacturing cycle
than normally considered for Mars missions.
As scientists, hardware designers, and mission
specialists plan for the Jupiter Icy Moons Orbiter
mission, planetary protection will have to be
considered early to assure feasibility and
compatibility with emerging NASA and CaSPAR
requirements for the protection of Europa for future
exploration. In my presentation, I will present an
overview of the anticipated planetary protection
requirements for both orbiters and landers destined
for Europa and some of the challenges these
requirements will present.
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A SECONDARY ION MASS ANALYZER FOR REMOTE SURFACE COMPOSITION ANALYSIS OF TIlE GALILEAN
MOONS. H. Kruger, R. Srama, MPI Kemphysik, 69029 Heidelberg, Gennany, (Harald.Krueger@mpi-hd.mpg.de), T. V. Johnson,
lPL, Caltech, Pasadena, CA 91109, USA, H. Henkel, H. von Hoerner, A. Koch, von Hoerner & Sulger GmbH, 68723 Schwetzingen,
Germany, M. Horanyi, LASp, Dept. of Physics, Univ. of Colorado, Boulder, CO 80309. USA, E. Grlin, MPI Kemphysik, 69029
Heidelberg, Germany, HIG?, Uniy. ofHawaii, Honolulu, HI 96822, USA, 1. Kissel (Adviser), MPI extraterrestrische Physik, 85741
Garching, Germany, F. Krueger (Adviser), lngenieurbiiro Dr. Franz Krueger. Darmstadt, Germany.
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• chemical characterization of the main organic compo·
nents, present homologuous and functional groups
• mineralic and petrographic characterization of the inor-
ganic phases-all related to solar system chemistry
References:
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The COSIMA instrument has a total mass of20kg and a power
consumption of20W [4].
For dust measurements and compositional analysis on
the Jupiter Icy Moons Orbiter mission the instrument needs
some modifications. In particular, a new target is required
for the higher particle impact speeds and the lower fluxes at
the Galilean moons compared to the cometary environment.
The dust collection process to be employed in the environ-
ment of the Galilean moons is still to be defined. Furthermore,
radiation-resistant electronics is necessary to meet the strong
radiation requirements. On the other hand, the very high-
resolution mass spectrometer of the instrument can be used as
it is.
• high sensitivity that allows the analysis of dust particles
in the micrometer range
• high mass resolution m/dm >2500 at mass 3OOa. m. u.
The instrument provides sufficient resolution for
Galileo in-situ dust measurements have shown that the Galilean
moons are surrounded by tenuous dust clouds formed by col-
lisional ejecta from their icy surfaces, kicked up by impacts
of interplanetary micrometeoroids [1, 2]. The majority of the
ejecta dust particles have been sensed at altitudes below five
radii of these lunar-sized satellites. Average particle sizes were
between 0.5 and I }.Lm, just above the detector threshold, indi-
cating a size distribution decreasing towards bigger particles.
The dust particles in the clouds consist of surface material from
their parent bodies. They carry infonnation about the prop-
erties of the surface from which they have been kicked up.
In particular, these grains may carry organic compounds and
other chemicals of biological relevance if they exist on the icy
Galilean moons. In-situ analysis of the grain composition with
a sophisticated dust analyzer instrument flying on a Jupiter Icy
Moons Orbiter can provide important information about geo-
chemical and geophysical processes during the evolutionary
histories of these moons which are not accessible with other
techniques from an orbiter spacecraft.
Thus, spacecraft-based in-situ dust measurements can be
used as a diagnostic tool for the analysis of the surface compo-
sition of the moons. TItis way, the in-situ measurements tum
into a remote sensing technique by using the dust instrument
like a telescope for surface investigation.
An instrument capable of very high resolution composi-
tion analysis of dust particles is the Cometary Secondary Ion
Mass Analyzer (COSIMA, Fig. I). The instrument was origi-
nally developed for the Comet Rendezvous and Asteroid Flyby
(CRAF) mission [3] and has now been built for ESA's comet
orbiter Rosetta Dust particles are collected on a target and
are later located by an optical microscope camera. A pulsed
primary indium ion gun partially ionizes the dust grains. The
generated secondary ions are accelerated in an electric field
and travel through a reflectron-type time-of-flight ion mass
spectrometer. The instrument performance is characterized
by:
• a wide mass range of 1 . .. 4000 atomic mass units
• analysis of the elemental composition (and isotopic
composition of some key elements) of dust grains
Figure I: A functional overview drawing of the COSIMA
mass spectrometer instrument.
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A LOW FREQUENCY RADIO AND RADAR INSTRUMENT TO EXPLORE JUPITER'S ICY MOONS.
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S.D. Bales, and P. Canu', 'Dept. Physics & Astronomy, U. of Iowa, Iowa City, IA 52242, william-kurth@uiowa.edu,
1JPL, Pasadena, CA, lGSFC, Greenbelt, MD, 40bservatoire de Paris, Meudon, France, sUCB, Berkeley, CA,
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Introduction: The addition ofa comprehensive wave
investigation to the Jupiter Icy Moons Orbiter (HMO)
science payload will provide a broad range ofinformation
on the icy moons of Jupiter including the detection of
subsurface liquid oceans; mapping of their ionospheres;
their interaction with the magnetospheric environment;
and on the Jovian magnetosphere. These measurements
are obtained through the use of both passive and active
(sounding) means over broad frequency ranges. The
frequency range of interest extends from < I Hz to 40
MHz for passive measurements, from - 1 kHz to a few
MHz for magnetospheric and ionospheric sounding, and
between I and ..... 10 MHz for subsurface radar sounding.
Subsurface Radar: Low frequency (1 - 10 MHz)
radar sounding for subsurface liquid oceans can be used
to extend the wavelength, hence penetration depth,
beyond that achievable with an assumed higher frequency
radar (operating at 50 MHz or above). The lower fre-
quency forces the use of low gain dipole antennas and
special methods for subtracting ground clutter and off-
nadir returns such as those employed in the MARSIS
instrument on Mars Express. In fact, the MARSIS
method of removing clutter which utilizes a nadir-point-
ing monopole antenna can be improved with the use of a
triaxial array to fully resolve the wave field of the return-
ing radar signal. This enhancement can also be used to
limit the contamination from Jovian radio emissions
which can occur in this frequency range. In many cases
the natural radio emissions should be occulted over the
anti-Jupiter hemisphere. In addition to the primary goal
of detecting subsutface oceans and their depth below the
icy crust, the radar measurements also contribute informa-
tion on the scattering properties of the ice and the conduc·
tivity of the ice, which in tum, provides information
relevant to the temperature of the ice and its impurities.
Plasma Sounding: Ionospheric sounding accom-
plished by sweeping the active pulses from as low as 1
kHz to ..... few MHz should provide an ionospheric density
profile for all of the Galilean satellites along the space-
craft trajectory, hence, an ionospheric model for each
moon. Such measurements are an important element of
subsurface radar sounding since the ionosphere can affect
the propagation of the radar signals. Ionospheric densi-
ties are also important in understanding the interaction of
the moon with the magnetosphere such as understanding
variations in the ionosphere driven by different lighting
conditions and likely patchiness in the moon's exosphere.
Sounding can also provide accurate plasma densities
elsewhere in the magnetosphere.
Magnetospheric Interactions: In passive mode, a
comprehensive wave investigation coupled with the
fluxgate magnetometer will allow for ion cyclotron wave
spectrometry which has been used successfully on Galileo
to identify various atomic and molecular ions being
picked up in the vicinity ofthe satellites, thereby contrib-
uting to the detennination of surface composition by
directly measuring products sputtered off the moons'
surfaces. Furthennore. initial surveys ofthe plasma wave
environmen ts of the Galilean satellites by Galileo show a
rich and varied interaction between the moons and the
Jovian magnetosphere, including the discovery of
Ganymede's magnetosphere. A wave instrument can
provide accurate magnetospheric plasma densities via a
number of methods including sounding as mentioned
above; by the identification of resonances and propaga-
tion cutoffs in the wave spectrum; and given antennas
longer than the plasma Debye length, from the spectrum
of quasi-thermal noise. Finally, extending the passive
spectrum to the 40-MHz upper frequency limit of the
Jovian decametric radiation allows a means for continuing
the study of the Jovian magnetosphere and its dynamics
through variations in intensity of its various radio emis-
sions. With the triaxial antenna array suggested for the
radar measurements, this instrument will provide the most
comprehensive description ofthe polarization and source
locations of the very complex Jovian radio spectrum. At
the highest frequencies where short antenna effects limit
the ability to perform accurate direction-finding, repeated
occultations of the Galilean satellites will provide very
accurate source locations for the first time.
By extending the electric field measurements to DC,
one can measure the electric field in the vicinity of the
moon, which will be the product of both the induced
interior field and the field associated with the
magnetosphere-moon interaction.
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ROTATING ELECTRODYNAMIC TETHER SYSTEM FOR A LOW-WEIGHT JOVIAN ATMOSPHERIC
PROBE, J.-P. Lebreton', EJ. van der Heide' and M. Kruijff, ESA Research and Scientific Support Department,
ESTEC, Noordwijk, Netherlands, jean-pierre.lebreton@rssd.esa.inl'Delta-Utec SRC, Leiden, Holland,
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Abstract: A concept based on a short rotating electro-
dynamic tether system is being investigated as a means
to deorbit a small Probe at Jupiter. Jupiter's strong
magnetic field and relatively high plasma density
makes the environment suitable for short electrody-
namic tethers. Instead of relying on gravity gradient
that would require a long tether to be effective, tether
stability is accomplished by rotation. A bare tether
concept with no plasma contactor is studied. The idea
not to use a plasma contactor is not only reducing the
hardware required, but also guarantees that the current
and heat dissipation will not be excessive and can be
dealt with in a practical manner with today's technol-
ogy. On Jupiter, due to the high plasma density and
strong magnetic field. even without an active device to
emit electrons, a significant current will flow, the cir-
cuit being closed by ion collection. The Lorentz drag
force created can be sufficient to deorbit a low-mass
atmospheric entry probe. The Lorentz force distribu-
tion and the resulting torque is such that, if given an
initial rotation, this rotation will self-accelerate, thus
keeping the tether taut through centrifugal force and
stable through the gyroscopic effect. In this paper, the
concept of the rotating tether is described and prelimi-
nary results of the study are presented.
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A LARGE-AREA PARTICLE SENSOR FOR NEAR-EARTH ORBITAL DEBRIS, INTERPLANETARY
METEOROIDS, AND DUST IN THE JOVIAN SYSTEM. J.-C. Liou', Mark Matney', and Gene Stansbery',
lLockbeed Martin Space Operations, Mail Code CI04, 2400 NASA Road One, Houston, TX 77058, USA (jer-
chyi.lioul@jsc.nasa.gov; mark.matneyl@jsc.nasa.gov), 'ARES, NASA Johnson Space Center, Houston, TX
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Introduction: With the large vehicle size and pay-
load capacity, increased power supply capability, and
unique trajectory of the Jupiter Icy Moons Orbiter
(HMO), there is a great opportunity for a large-area
particle sensor to sample near-Earth orbital debris,
interplanetary meteoroids, dust in the Jovian system,
and dust around the three Jovian icy moons. Our pro-
posed instrument would accomplish several major sci-
entific goals as well as provide an integrated environ-
ment defmition (near Earth and inner Solar System)
for the protection of future Project Prometheus (and
other) missions.
Scientific Objectives: Both dust streams and dust
clouds have been detected inside the Jovian system by
the sensors on the Galileo spacecraft [I, 2]. The de-
tected submicron- to micron-sized dust particles are
charged and are coupled with the Jovian magneto-
sphere. While dust streams are being injected into in-
terplanetary space, dust clouds are found to be sur-
rounding Galilean satellites. The most likely origin of
dust clouds is continuous ejection of particles from the
surface via bombardment of the satellites by inter-
planetary meteoroids [3]. Based on Galileo's detection
rate, it is estimated that 3,000 tons of meteoroids im-
pact each Galilean satellite every year. What this
means is Europa, Ganymede, and Callisto are not
closed systems. There is a strong interaction between
these icy moons and interplanetary meteoroids that
come from primitive bodies in the outer Solar System,
such as comets and Kuiper Belt objects. Understand-
ing this link may help answer the question concerning
whether or not subsurface oceans exist on the icy
moons and the possibility that these oceans might har-
bor life.
We propose to place a large-area particle sensor on
HMO. With the increased power supply and large
spacecraft size, a sensor on the order of 10 m' or larger
is feasible. By comparison, the dust sensor on Galileo
only has a detection area of 0.1 m'. A larger area de-
tector would allow us to detect much larger particles
and construct an ejecta size distribution up to about I
mm or larger. It will allow us to better quantify the
dust environment in the Jovian system as well as the
interaction between Jovian satellites and meteoroids.
A large-area particle sensor will also address sev-
eral critical scientific questions in interplanetary space
(between I and 5 AU), and in the near Earth environ-
ment. From the measured particle characteristics (size
distribution, orbit distribution, etc.), the question re-
garding the sources of meteoroids (comets, asteroids,
or Kuiper Belt objects) and relative contributions from
the sources can be answered. Data for objects larger
than about a hundred microns is very limited in regions
far from the Earth. Such data could be collected during
the extensive cruise phase of the mission. In near-
Earth space, a large-area particle sensor migrating
from the low Earth orbit outward would provide a
unique opportunity to survey the orbital debris envi-
ronment. It is also critical from the engineering per-
spective to have a good environment defmition to pro-
tect the vehicle. There is also the possibility of detect-
ing interstellar meteoroids [4] in size regimes previ-
ously unmeasurable.
Options for the Instrument: There are two possi-
bilities for a large-area particle sensor. The first is to
use a detector that measures impacts on the detector
surface. A multiple-layer PVDF detector or other
types of impact detectors can be designed to achieve
the objectives. The second option is more ambitious,
and would entail using the spacecraft reactors to power
a radar or lidar as a dust detector. This method has the
benefit of having an equivalent collecting area of hun-
dreds or thousands of square meters, and potentially
detecting objects up to centimeter sizes or even larger.
It would not be ideal, however, for detecting smaller
debris.
It might be possible to fly both types of instruments
to obtain complete statistical data over many orders of
magnitude in size.
Conclusions: The major scientific objectives of
our proposed large-area particle detector can be sum-
marized as the following: (I) characterization of the
dust environment of each of the Jovian icy moons, (2)
characterization of the dust environment in the inner
Jovian system, (3) understanding of the interaction
between icy moons and interplanetary meteoroids, (4)
characterization of the interplanetary meteoroid com-
plex including possibly the interstellar component, (5)
characterization of the near Earth orbital debris envi-
ronment.
References:
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THE SEARCH FOR LIFE ON EUROPA: JUPITER ICY MOONS ORBITER
OBJECTIVES
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On Europa, present and past life preserved in the icy crust might be abundant and varied.
Indeed, analogous icy habitats on Earth suggest that many opportunities for life and
ecosystem development are possible on Europa. Possible habitats include benthic soft
and rocky substrates on the ocean's floor, pelagic ones in the water column, and
cryophilic types in various ecologic settings in the ice cover itself.
These habitats have potential for transportation to and preservation at the surface
of Europa, thus making them accessible to a surface sampler. Surface sites that might
contain life or fossils include the areas ofrefrozen ocean, chaotic terrains, the ridges and
rills associated with fissures, low areas where water may have collected, and "dirty" ice
that may include benthic material floated to the surface by bottom anchor ice or gouged
by ice, as well as the variety of ice habitats. Because the ice on Europa varies in age and
a stratigraphy can be reconstructed, evolutionary patterns oflife may also be sampled.
Thus, a sampling strategy for life and its history on Europa should include
paleontological and molecular biological objectives that would clearly document the
present and former existence oflife on Europa. The strategy should include pre-landing
study of probable preserved or extant ice habitats, followed by robotic landers equipped
to sample surface materials and image them after appropriate processing. The Jupiter Icy
Moons Orbiter and possible associated lander should obtain high resolution images, laser
altimeter mapping, chemical analysis of materials, radar penetration of specific sites in
likely areas where life might be preserved. These will allow detailed analysis of the
geology and structure of the ice to determine the potential for a successful search for life.
Objectives for a lander should include the ability to land in rough terrains, to roam lO's to
100's of kms, to traverse steep slopes, to withstand chemical and radiation attack, and to
sample to depths greater than one meter. These objectives present engineering challenges
and vision for the construction of a lander that will require new approaches to
locomotion, power, command, specimen acquisition and analysis, and data processing at
Europa.
References: (lJ Chyba, C. F. 2000. Energy for microbial life on Europa - A radiation-driven ecosystem
on Jupiter's moon is not beyond the bounds of possibility. Nature 403(6768): 381-382. (21 Chyba, C. F.
and C. B. Phillips. 2001. Possible ecosystems and the search for life on Europa. Proc. National Acad.
Sciences USA 98(3): 801-804. [3] Chyba, C. F. and C. B. Phillips. 2002. Europa as an abode of life.
Origins of Life and Eval. Biosphere 32(1): 47-68. [4] Figueredo, P. H., et al. Locating potential
biosignatures on Europa from surface geology observations. Asrobiology in press. [5] Krebs, W. N., J. H.
Lipps, and L. H. Burckle. Ice diatom floras, Arthur Harbor, Antarctica. Polar Biology. 7:163-171. [61
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JIMO PROPULSION SYSTEM AS AN ION PROBE OF SATELLITE SURFACES. R. D. Lorenz',
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Introduction: Secondary Ion Mass Spectrometry
(SIMS) is a well-established laboratory tool for surface
analysis. An ion beam is used to sputter materials from
the target surface for capture in a conventional mass
spectrometer. A free-space version of the technique
was flown on the Russian Phobos-2 mission [I], but
was sadly not tested before the mission was lost. Here
I advocate as an experiment (with little or no resource
requirements) the use of the ion propulsion system on
JIMO as a long-distance ion probe. A previous
investigation by the author [2] indicated the technique
of using an ion thruster as a probe has potential for
asteroid surface investigation. As the JIMO factsheet
(spacescience.hq.nasa.gov/missions/JIMO.pdf)
suggests that (ample) ion propulsion is to be available
on this mission, the technique merits application as an
experiment at the Galilean satellites, exploiting
equipment already on board.
Background: An ion beam impinging on a
surface in vacuum will sputter ions from the top
micron or so of the target surface. These might include
species diagnostic of the ices, rock minerals and ice
solutes on Galilean surfaces. Remote laser mass
spectrometry can also be used, but would require a
separate and powerful laser to deposit energy onto the
target surface.
BOTE Feasibility: Assuming typical parameters
(Xenon working fluid, Isp-3000s using an accelerating
potential or grid voltage of - lkV) imples about 20mA
of beam current per mN of thrust, or, neglecting
thruster inefficiencies, about 20 W/mN. Devoting a not
unreasonable 20 kW to thruster power yields a thrust
of 20N, and a beam current of 20A, or (for singly-
charged ions) about 10'0 ions/sec. (The ion source on
the Phobos instrument had a 2mA 3 keV krypton ion
source.) Ground tests on ion thrusters suggests that
the beam will typically spread out into a cone with a
half-angle of 10 degrees. Thus the physical size of the
spot illuminated by the beam will directly correspond
to distance from the target area - at 100km altitude, the
beam footprint will be 20-30km across (still small
enough to be useful in isolating species from
individual terrains), with ions striking the surface
about 3 seconds after emission. Ions sputtered from the
surface will be emitted with a typical energy of a few
tens of eV, or a velocity of a few kmis, meaning it may
take around one minute for the ions to reach the
spacecraft altitude. Thus the beam should be aimed
somewhat ahead of the vehicle, so that the vehicle will
fly through the sputtered cloud a minute later. (In fact
sputtering yields are typically higher for incidence
angles of 60-80 degrees anyway.) One assumes the
ions are emitted isotropically, with a yield of order 0.1,
so around 10" ions/s are deposited on a hemisphere of
6xl0,om' area. A typical ion spectrometer collection
area of 10 cm' should therefore capture -10' ions/so
This back-of-the-envelope calculation indicates
that the technique should at least be possible. The
technique performs better (as does most remote
sensing) at shorter distances : lower altitudes would
improve the spatial resolution of the techniqe and
minimize spread of the emitted ions, both due to time-
of-flight effects and bending in the ambient magnetic
field.
Resonrce Requirements: Basically none! It is
likely that the JIMO mission may in any case carry
some sort of mass spectrometer as a space
physics/magnetosphere payload, and propulsion
system diagnostic. It is presumably safe to assume that
the mass and energy range accommodated by the
instrument is adequate to cover species of interest
sputtered from the surface. It should be ensured that
the sensing aperture can be oriented appropriately (Le.
somewhat orthogonal to the propulsion system.) A
useful capability would be to modulate or 'chop' the
ion beam (either by physical obstruction, or by pulsing
the gas valves) in order to enable discrimination of
ions sputtered by the thruster beam from those
sputtered by magnetospheric particles. The ability to
change the grid voltage on the thrusters (and thus the
energy of the ions in the beam) would also be useful.
Applying full thrust to JIMO for SIMS purposes
will of course introduce perturbations to the JIMO
orbit; with the beam aimed down and ahead of the
vehicle, JIMO's orbital energy will be reduced
(although perhaps negligibly, if the beam is close to
vertical). Thus this type of observation may be best
performed during the arrival/orbit contraction phase of
a satellite encounter.
References: [I] Hamelin, M. et al. SIMS
remote Analysis of the Phobos Surface: the DION
Experiment, Advances in Space Research, 10, No.3-4,
pp.49-52 (1990) [2] Lorenz, R. D. Remote Asteroid
Surface Analysis Using Exhaust from an Ion Thruster,
IAF-90-312, 41" Congress of the International
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Figure I - Element Block Diagram
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• Antenna radiating element used for thennal
radiator
• 10 kW average RF radiated power, architec-
ture supports duty cycles from continuous to
very short pulses with> I00 kW peak power
• Distributed processing both ofRF and digital
information/signals
• Wireless distribution of signals, phase refer-
ence, control and telemetry
• Large number ofelements (number of ele-
ments depends on operating frequency)
• Inherent redundancy and graceful degradation
• Low Voltage DC power is the only required
interconnection
• Adaptive calibration for wavefront correction
and beamforming
• Capability to null interfering signals
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Introduction: The proposed system is a novel ap-
proach to high performance spacecraft radars. It is a
150 m' electronically scanned phased array with dis-
tributed amplifiers and signal processing, composed of
hundreds or thousands of independent elements fabri-
cated on a lightweight deployable substrate. Each ele-
ment consists of an antenna, RF and digital circuitry,
directly attached to the supporting membrane using
Chip Scale Packaging (CSP). A primary design feature
is that the elements only require DC power connec-
tions. The beam steering commands, the RF signals,
and array calibration are all done with wireless links.
The distributed architecture uses the antenna element
as a thermal radiator, making effective utilization of
the large DC power available in the JlMO spacecraft.
The architecture is applicable to operation from 50
MHz to 20 GHz with 10% BW with selectable bands.
This greatly reduces the mechanical design require-
ments, particularly for higher frequency operation.
Principle of operation: The elements in the pro-
posed architecture (Figure I) consist of an integrated
antenna/thermal radiator, frequency/phase translation,
local reference oscillator, wireless link transceiver, and
a micro-controller. The only physical electrical con-
nection is for DC power. A smaller number of calibra-
tion nodes placed throughout the array are used to
measure and correct for electrical and physical element
positions. This greatly reduces the mechanical design
requirements, particularly for higher frequency opera-
tion.
Wireless links are used for video wavefomi and con-
trol/telemetry between one or more control nodes and
the array elements. The elements are essentially smart
transponders, using real·time metrology to compensate
for the inevitable production and aging performance
variations.
Salient features: The proposed architecture has
the following key technical features:
• Lightweight scalable construction using chip
on deployable substrate «I kgimA 2, esti-
mated)
• Architecture supports designs for operating
frequencies in range from 50 MHz - 20 GHz
with 10% bandwidth with multiband opera-
tion possible in some cases
• 150 m' aperture thermally supports 40 kW
average DC input power
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Fine Resolution Topographic Mapping of the Jovian Moons: A Ka-band High Resolution Topographic Map-
ping Interferometric Synthetic Aperture Radar. S. N. Madsenl, F. D. Carseyl, and E. P. Turtle2, IJet Propulsion
Laboratory, MS 300-227, 4800 Oak Grove Dr., Pasadena, CA 91109, soren.n.madsen@jpl.nasa.gov, 2Lunar and
Planetary Laboratory, University of Arizona, Tucson, AZ 85721 USA.
Introduction: The topographic data set obtained
by MOLA has provided an unprecedented level of in-
formation about Mars' geologic features. The pro-
posed flight of JIMO provides an opportunity to ac-
complish a similar mapping of and comparable scien-
tific discovery for the Jovian moons through use of an
interferometric imaging radar analogous to the Shuttle
radar that recently generated a new topographic map of
Earth. A Ka-band single pass across-track synthetic
aperture radar (SAR) interferometer can provide very
high resolution surface elevation maps. The concept
would use two antennas mounted at the ends of a de-
ployable boom (similar to the Shuttle Radar Topog-
raphic Mapper) extended orthogonal to the direction of
flight. Assuming an orbit altitude of approximately
100 km and a ground velocity of approximately
1.5 kmIsec, horizontal resolutions at the 10 meter level
and vertical resolutions at the sub-meter level are pos-
sible.
Science applications:
High-resolution topographic data of the surfaces of
the icy Galilean satellites would be immensely valuable
to improving our understanding of the surface geology
and geologic processes (both endogenic and exogenic)
and of the subsurface structures of these bodies. Such
a data set, in combination with theoretical models,
would allow strong constraints to be placed on the sat-
ellites' interior structures and material and thermal
properties. For example, quantifying the extent to
which impact craters have undergone viscous relaxa-
tion [e.g., 1-3] will constrain the rheology, and thus
temperature, of the ice. Knowledge of the thermal
structure of these satellites is essential for understand-
ing the current states and evolution of their interiors.
Topographic data would also provide a necessary tool
for discriminating between different formation theories
for geologic features that are nnique to these bodies
such as Europa's double ridges and chaoses [e.g., 4-6]
and Ganymede's grooved terrain [e.g., 7-8].
Instrument Details: Synthetic Aperture Radar
(SAR) imaging allows photo-like high resolution strip
images to be generated from orbital height. The reso-
lution mechanisms are ranging and antenna synthesis
that provides a narrow antenna beam in the along-track
dimension, on the order of half the physical antenna's
length. Each pixel element of a one-look SAR image
holds amplitude and phase information. By interfering
two SAR images it is possible to measure displace-
ments at the fractional wavelength level. If an interfer-
ometric SAR system (InSAR) uses two antennas dis-
placed across the direction of motion and orthogonal to
the look direction, it is possible to locate the radar re-
turn in three dimensions, a capability that has recently
been used to generate the most accurate global digital
elevation data for Earth [9]. A second way to utilize
interferometric information is, if a given repeat pass
geometry can be repeated at two different times, in
which case InSAR can be used to measure deforma-
tion/displacements at the fractional wavelength scale.
The instrument that we are here suggesting will ap-
ply a 5 m long boom extended orthogonal to the direc-
tion of flight. The frequency applied would be 35 GHz
(8 mm wavelength) and the peak transmit power would
be 5 kW. The antennas at the tip of the boom would be
2 m long and 5 em in width. The system would have
the capability to look both right and left simultane-
ously, imaging swaths on the order of 30 km. The per-
formance of the resulting data would be described by
the equation:
dRx dV~ 10m2
where dH is the linear horizontal resolution and dV the
elevation accuracy, e.g. if aIm vertical resolution is
required, the best horizontal resolution would be 10 m.
Calibration schemes: Measuring relative heights
within the 30 km swaths on either side of the ground
track, is relatively simple, achieving absolute height
accuracy is more difficult. Other than system issues
(delays, phase shifts etc.) the attitude of the spacecraft
is needed with great accuracy. Mapping both to the
right and left is critical in that regard. Unknown roll-
angle of the spacecraft will impact the heights of the
right and left swaths in opposite directions, thus orbit
crossing analysis can be used to refine the roll and the
height measurements to a level comparable to the
height noise of the data.
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We review Galileo and Cassini findings regarding the
character and dynamics of energetic (> 20 keY) charged ion
and electron environments of Europa. Ganymede, and Cal-
listo; and regarding energetic neutral atom (ENA) emissions
from the Europa environment. We document the value of
energetic particle measurements in diagnosing the geometry
and topology of the near-satellite space/surface interaction
regions, knowledge that is vital to interpreting magnetic and
electric signatures of satellite internal structures. We review
what is known about the distributions and effects of direct
energetic panicle impacts on satellite surfaces, and what is
known about the deposition and removal of materials by
those interactions. Finally. we discuss the value of the new
ENA techniques in 1) directly imaging the distribution of
interactions between sparse satellite atmospheres (and asso-
ciate surfaces) and energetic ions. and 2) determining the
distributions of neutral gases emitted from the satellites,
particularly Europa. We end with recommendations regard-
ing energetic particle and ENA instrumentation for the Jupi-
ter Icy Moons Orbiter.
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IllGH-RESOLUllON IMAGING AND TOPOGRAPHY FROM JIMO: TIIE HiRISE MODEL.
A.S. McEwen, LPL, University of Arizona.
High-resolution topographic data would be valuable for
JIMO, but very precise geometric reconstruction is
needed along with pushbroom imaging. A solution
similar in concept to that used for HiRiSE could be
designed via overlapping CCDs.
meter scales, correlated to mineralogies of interest
in the search for life, may enable identification from
orbit of specific outcrops of interest for in situ
analysis or sample return.
References. [1] McEwen, A.S., et al. 2003, abstract
submitted to 6th International Conference on Mars. [2]
Delamere, W.A., et al. 2003, abstract submitted to 6th
International Conference on Mars.
To achieve the highest spatial resolution and precision
stereo, the layout of CCDs was carefully designed to
enable us to derive 2 types of information: (I) how
spacecraft jitter during the HiRiSE integration time (up
to -12 ms) broadens the PSF in the downtrack and
crosstrack directions, and (2) geometric distortions
introduced by spacecraft pointing instabilities over
timescales longer than 12 ms. This information will
enable (I) PSF deconvolution to sharpen the images
(and make the resolution more uniform as a function of
time, i.e. down an image); and (2) geometric
reconstruction to enable precision stereo.
Modification for JIMO. A HiRlSFrlike instrument
represents a good starting point in the design of a very
high-resolution imager for JIMO. The basic problem is
the same: how to collect enough photons over a very
small instantaneous field-of-view (lFOV) with a rapid
ground speed. The problem is 12X more severe at 5.2
AU than at 1.5 AU, partially compensated by a ground
speed that is likely to be slower than MRO's -3.5 km/s.
A larger IFOV would be needed (assuming the same
primary mirror size) to achieve adequate SNR, which
would also enable coverage of larger areas and/or
reduced data rate. One possibility would be to use 3
CCDs in each of 3 rows (for kolor images) with an
!FOV of -3 microradians (3X that of HiRISE). Use of
fewer CCDs and other modifications could decrease the
volume of electronics in need of shielding from the
intense radiation environment. The rapid readout rate
of pushbroom imaging would greatly reduce radiation-
induced noise in the images, compared with a framing
camera like that ofGalileo.
T bl 1 RRISE C bTl"
MROIHiRISE: The Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter
(MRO) is expected to launch in August 2005, including
the High Resolution Imaging Science Experiment
(HiRlSE) [I]. The HOOSE camera, described by
Delamere et al. [2], features a 0.5 m telescope, 12 m focal
length, and 14 CCDs. Imaging is in pushbroom mode,
but with Time Delay and Integration (TDI) over 128
lines to increase signal:noise ratio. Basic capabilities
are summarized in Table I.
We expect to acquire ..... 10,000 observations in the first
Mars year, including -2,000 images for 1,000 stereo
targets. Each observation will be accompanied by a -6
m/pixel image over a 30 x 45 Ian region acquired by
MRO's context imager. Many HiRlSE images will be
full resolution in the center portion of the swath width
and binned (typically 4x4) on the sides. This provides
two steps ofcontext, so we zoom out from 0.3 m/pixel to
1.2 m/pixel to 6 m/pixel (at 300 Ian altitude).
Given the science ohjectives of MRO, the key HiRISE
capabilities in order ofpriority are:
(I) Achieve the highest possible spatial resolution
and detection of surface features. We expect to
detect l-meter-scale objects and begin to
characterize objects or landforms with dimensions
of2 meters.
(2) Achieve high-resolution topographic data from
stereo images and Digital Elevation Models
(OEMs). We expect to achieve a vertical precision
of -0.2 cm over areas of3x3 or 4x4 pixels (-1 square
meter on the ground).
(3) Acquire observations in up to 3 colors with high
radiometric fidelity. HiRlSE color images at sub-
a e I apa 11 Jes
Ground Sampling 30 cmIpixel (at 300 Ian
Dimension IGSm altitude)
Swath width (Red 6 Ian (at 300 Ian altitude)
bandpass)
3-Color swath width 12 Ian lat 300 Ian)
Maximum image size 20,000 x65,000 uixels
Sil!l1al:Noise Ratio ISNR) >100:1
Color Bandpasses Red: 550-850 nm
Blue-Green: 400-600 nm
NlR: 800-1000 nm
Stereo topographic -20 cm vertical precision
orecision over -- I m2 areas
Pixel binning None, 2x2, 3x3, 4x4, 8x8,
16x16.
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Introduction: Jupiter's icy satellites possess tenu-
ous atmospheres that are indicative of the surface com-
position and chemistry of these moons, and the plasma
environments in which they orbit [I]. Gas phase
measurements therefore provide important, and often
unique, infonnation about the satellite surfaces and the
physical processes, such as sputtering, radiolysis, and
sublimation, that they are subjected to, processes that
are potentially important sources of energy and nutri-
ents for life. We will briefly review the science
drivers, which detennine some of the desirable instru-
ment/measurement capabilities.
Science drivers: The atmospheres of Jupiter's icy
moons derive primarily from sublimation and sputter-
ing of their icy surfaces, or, for Callisto, perhaps from
micrometeorite bombardment. They are very tenuous
with surface pressures.in picobars, measured column
densities in the range (3-IO)xlO14cm", and small scale
heights (H - 30-100 km). For Europa and Ganymede
the atmosphere is dominated by 0, from the subli-
mated/sputtered surface H,O and preferential escape of
the H, either as an atom or molecule. The 0, has been
deduced from remote sensing detections of dissocia-
tively excited oxygen emission in the UV by the Hub-
ble Space Telescope [2,3], and the escaping H directly
detected by both HST and the Galileo UVS [4,5].
Whereas CO, has been detected on Callisto, interpreta-
tion of measured electron densities seem to imply a
denser background atmosphere, presumably 0,. The
Europa and 10 atmospheres are also known to contain
Na and K [6,7], detected via their strong resonance
fluorescence of sunlight at visible wavelengths. The
significantly different NaIK ratio at Europa compared
to 10, where the Na and K are likely to be of volcanic
origin, has been used to argue for a subsurface (ocean)
source [8]. The alkalis and alkali halides have not been
detected in solid state on the Galilean satellites, while
the gas phase detection is relatively easy.
Instrument capabilities: The scientific goals of
studying the atmospheres and related surface processes
require the ability to detect low-density 0, No, K, CI
(10), H,O, H, S, SO" 0,- CO" and previously unde-
tected gaseous constituents near and bound to the sat-
ellites from many vantage points in the JIMO orbit.
Obviously, as all the icy moon atmospheres were dis-
covered via this technique, spectroscopy is an invalu-
able tool for studying the satellite atmospheres. How-
ever, spectroscopy can have undesirable limitations,
which depend strongly on the sic orbit and the closest
approach distance to the satellites. For example, the
severe radiation environment can limit the ability to
perfonn effective measurements, especially in close
proximity to the satellites. Because spectroscopic
measurements are not well suited to very close satellite
approaches, a mass spectrometer would be an impor-
tant capability for understanding both the surface and
atmospheric compositions and the physical processes
that characterize them. Imaging spectroscopy, or a
variable field of view or slit size capability, is highly
desirable to maximize photon counting when relatively
far from tbe satellite, yet still obtain useful spatial cov-
erage and spectral resolution when close to the satel-
lite. Broad wavelength coverage, from the UV to IR, is
highly desirable as no one wavelength region contains
the transitions required to study all the satellites. Na
and K, potentially important constituents of a Europa
ocean, have been detected only in the visible, while the
CO, atmosphere of Callisto has been detected only in
the IR [9]. Further, broad wavelength coverage enables
detection of species in emission, and also in absorption
superposed on the solar reflection spectrum of these
bodies, which becomes important only at I.. > 150-200
nm, depending on the sensitivity of the instrumenta-
tion. Spectroscopic observations complement the in
situ mass spectrometer data by providing a global pic-
ture within which to place the local measurements.
These capabilities would also provide important
science return from observations of the Jovian and 10
atmospheres, the Jovian magnetospheric plasma (espe-
cially the 10 plasma torus), and the surface composi-
tions of the icy moons (e.g., solid state 0, and 0, on
Ganymede [10,11,12] and SO, in ice on Europa [13]).
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Introduction: We describe a miniaturized suite of
instruments which provides both hulk energy resolved
plasma properties and coarse neutral mass spectros-
copy suitable for measurements on the Jupiter Icy
Moons Orbiter (JIMO). The suite is comprised of two
instruments; the Miniaturized Electro-Static Analyzer
(MESA), and the Flat Plasma Spectrometer (FLAPS),
designed to measure the near earth environment on the
Air Force Academy small satellite missions Falconsat-
2 and 3.
MESA Specifics: MESA is both a unique, flight-
qualified instrument and a proof-of-concept device
pointing toward true spacecraft "smart skins" for
charged particle analysis. The advantage of miniaturi-
zation of instrumentation is obvious, since volume
directly impacts mass and mass directly impacts launcb
costs. In this instrument, 1920 individual ESA's are
arranged in an array, so that the ESA section of the
instrument is 2.5 mm thick. The ESA is stacked onto a
double-sided circuit board; one side of which is the
current collector, while on the other side is an auto-
matic-range-switching, dual-range linear electrometer.
The tested proto-type for MESA is currently at NASA
Technology Readiness Level 6, and is shown below in
Figure I.
Figure 1. The MESA Laminated Analyzer, consist-
ing ofan array of1920 individual ESAs.
MESA acts as an energy bandpass filter, and can
be swept over a range from 0 to approximately 100
eV. It is sufficient to determine the equivalent Max-
wellian temperature of the plasma to a fraction of an
eV. The current design has mass 500 g, volume 100
em', and uses I watt power [1]. Most of the mass and
size is in electronics, and we envision greatly reducing
this for JIMO. MESA is a current measurement de-
vice, and in this paper we present the trade off between
detection limits and spacecraft speed relative to the
plasma environment.
FLAPS Specifics: FLAPS was designed to meas-
ure the full neutral wind vector, full ion-drift velocity
vector, neutral and ion temperatures, and deviations
from thermalization in plasma depletions found in the
low latitude Earth ionosphere. In addition, course
mass spectroscopy is possible using an energy analysis
technique. It is thus well suited to measurements in
the rarefied atmospheres of the icy moons of Jupiter.
Figure 2 below depicts a conceptual view of the
plasma spectrometer.;. The collimator is used to select
a look direction (represented by the colored cones)
unique to each individual analyzer. The energy selec-
tor is then used as a band-pass mter to image plasma
spectra differential in energy. The MicroChannel
Plates (MCPs) provide charge multiplication to in-
crease the sensitivity of the instrument. The Anode and
Pre-Amplifiers Discriminators (PADs) are then used to
collect the resulting current and process the signal that
will be stored by the instrument electronics assembly.
O.34cm
Figure 2: FLAPS schematic
Advances in miniaturization technology have en-
abled a design in which the entire sensor package re-
quires a volume of 200 em', power of 1.5 W, and a
mass of 500 g [2]. The current version will be at
NASA Technology Readiness Level 6 by the fall of
2003.
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Introduction: Among the real highlights of the
Galileo mission were the first formal constraints on the
internal configurations of the Galilean satellites,
mainly from gravity data but augmented beautifully by
detection of both internal and induced magnetic fields.
Because there were many satellite passes during the
multiply-extended mission, gravity fields could be re-
liably determined out to degree two, which allowed
determination of satellite moments-of-inertia provided
the satellites were in hydrostatic equilibrium. This lat-
ter assumption is not necessarily secure, however, due
to incomplete gravity coverage. Orbital missions pro-
vide the potential to reliably determine satellite mo-
ments-of-inertia plus evaluate the role (if any) of non-
hydrostatic contributions. These nonhydrostatic contri-
butions in tum provide windows into regional interior
processes of great interest (such as suboceanic volcanic
loads on Europa).
Nonhydrostatic stresses: Active geology results in
nonhydrostatic mass arrangements, some of which far
outlast their origins (e.g., lunar mascons, Tharsis). Thc
terrestrial planets Venus, Earth, Moon, Mars have sig-
nificant nonhydrostatic gravity fields at degrees > 2,
and with Mercury, significant contributions at degree 2
[1-5]. It would be miraculous if the Galilean satellites
had none whatsoever. Whether they are important, of
course, depends on their magnitude relative to the hy-
drostatic component. The latter are smaller for more
slowly rotating and less tidally extended bodies, so all
other things being equal, the farther a Galilean satellite
from Jupiter, the potentially more important the non-
hydrostatic contribution.
10: Both polar and equatorial passes of 10 were
made by Galileo, allowing independent estimates of 1,
and C", which were found to be in the correct ratio for
hydrostatic equilibrium [6]. This is probably not sur-
prising as 10 rotates very rapidly and is strongly tidally
heated and thus is a good candidate for a low level of
nonhydrostatic stress. The existence of a core is there-
fore secure and the characteristics of the core, mantle,
and crust can be profitably studied [7-9]. Higher order
gravitational components would still be extremely
valuable, as much of what is transpiring volcanically
and tectonically on 10 is rapidly huried, and potential
field measurements may be one of the few ways to
better understand lo's geophysics. Although 10 is not
acronymically part of JIMO, every feasible measure
should be taken to study 10 during this mission.
Europa: Many passes were made of Europa by
Galileo, but all were equatorial. Thus hydrostatic equi-
librium must be assumed to get the moment-of-inertia
so useful in structural modeling [10]. [It is worth not-
ing that individual passes are subject to systematic er-
ror (such as whether coherent Doppler is achieved); the
E4 pass is a particularly valuable cautionary tale.] It is
quite important to get confirmation of hydrostaticity
for Europa, as it is not as severely tidally heated as 10,
and in principle could support substantial mass
anomalies in its silicate lithosphere. Orbital gravity,
from a suitably stable platform, would also be critical
in determining whether volcanic loads exist below the
ice (these could also be corroborated by laser altimetric
"geoid" measurements of the ice surface).
Ganymede: The possibility of a non-hydrostatic
contribution to the gravity field must be taken seri-
ously for Ganymede. Slowly rotating and non-tidally
heated, Ganymede offers the best prospect for a non-
negligible contribution from its rock+metal interior
(below its thick ice shell). With several passes by
Galileo, including a single polar pass, J, and C" were
determined early on to be in the proper ratio for hydro-
static equilibrium [II], but there remains unmodeled
power in the Galileo gravity field (J.D. Anderson and
R.A. Jacobson, pers. comm.), and a final solution to
Ganymede's gravity field has not been published. The
effect of a nonhydrostatic contribution (to a synchro-
nously rotaring satellite's gravity field) is to overesti-
mate the moment-of-inertia and thus to underestimate
the degree of differentiation.
Callisto: Callisto's moment-of-inertia indicates
that it is only partially differentiated [12], if it is in
hydrostatic equilibrium. The latter must be assumed,
however, in the absence of a confirming polar pass by
Galileo. All structural models of Callisto ride on this
assumption. It should be tested. JIMO should do it.
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Introduction: Primary science goals of a mission
to the outer three Galilean satellites include the deduc-
tion of internal structure and the possible presence of
liquid water beneath the ice crusts of these worlds.
Ganymede has shown evidence of a magnetic field
driven by a dynamo [I], while he presence of a sub-
stantial amount of liquid water on Europa has been
inferred from the presence of a large-scale induced
magnetic field [2]. A liquid-water mantle can provide
an explanation of the magnetic characteristics of these
moons and also provide a possible site for biological
activity, but major unknowns include the possible ex-
tent and composition of a sub-surface brine "sea." [3]
Using the power resources available on the Jupiter Icy
Moons Orbiter (HMO) spacecraft critical data on all of
these topics can be returned to Earth. A comprehensive
payload requires a radar sounder, laser altimeter, and a
suite of fields and particles instruments.
Radar-Sounder Characteristics:
Requirements. The lower frequency limit is set by
the need to penetrate the plasma, notable that of an
ionophere, between the spacecraft and the moon. Peak
ionospheric densities of greater that 10' electrons cm.)
are unlikely and provides a margin over the measure-
ments that are an order of magnitude lower [4, 5]. This
suggests a lower frequency limit of -3 MHz. At higher
frequencies, the Jovian decametric radiation dominates
the background between -10 MHz and 50 MHz [6].
Hence, an optimized radar sounder for probing beneath
the ice should likely be capable of functioning between
-3 and -20 MHz at as high a power level as consistent
with JIMO resources.
Existing technology. The required frequency range
overlaps those used in two high-power over-the-
horizon (OTH) radar and short-wave radio transmis-
sion. Significant funds have been invested in these
applications, e.g. scientific use in the Super Dual Auro-
ral Radar Network (SuperDARN) and the High Fre-
quency Active Auroral Research Program (HAARP),
and commercial use in short-wave transmitters, e.g. the
Elcor SW-IOK, tunable from 3.9 MHz to 17 MHz with
10 kW of transmitter power.
Modifications for JIMG. Power conditioning and
transmitter mass drive both the mass and power re-
quirements. Ruggedized transmitter tubes will be re-
quired and typical forced-air cooling systems will need
to be replaced with radiators. A simple dipole antenna
will likely suffice and should not be a technology
driver. For example, a commercial 10 kW transmitter
requires -23 kW of power and has a mass of 1814 kg,
about three times the planned payload mass allocation
for HMO.
Laser Altimeter: A laser altimeter will have a
larger mass-to-power ratio and worse power efficiency
than a radar sounder. A model for a "best case" laser
altimeter for HMO is the Geoscience Laser Altimeter
System (GLAS). GLAS has a mass of 300 kg and an
average power use of 330 while developing data at
-450 kbps. Mass is driven by the optical receiver and
alignment requirements.
Complementary Instrumentation: In addition to
a sounder and altimeter, supporting instrumentation
such as a magnetometer (magnetic field in situ),
imager ("geology" and ice structures), and spectrome-
ters ("mineralogy") are obvious candidates for HMO.
Not as obvious is the inclusion of particle instruments
similar to those on the Advanced Composition Ex-
plorer (ACE) spacecraft. Such instruments with their
long time-of-f1ight drift spaces can measure pickup
elements and their isotopes which will be present in the
in-situ plasma due to sputtering from the surface of the
moons. Such trace elements and isotopes are important
for understanding surface processes and adducing the
materials present in the ice and implications for sub-
surface biological activity.
Strawman Payload for JIMO: Nominal resources
discussed as available for science on HMO are -600
kg and up to 45 kWe (kilowatts electric). A "wish list"
payload combining state-of-the-art instrumentation on
Cassini, ACE, Galileo, ICESat, and MESSENGER
would comprise 19 instruments with a mass of 644 kg
and requiring 712 W of power (including a GLAS in-
strument but not a radar sounder). The average mass-
to-power ratio of such instruments is similar with a
payload average of 0.90 kg/W. Addition of a l-kW
radar sounder would bring the mass and power totals to
nominal values of 871 kg and 3712 W, respectively. A
20-kW sounder would bring the totals to -2900 kg and
-44 kW (0.066 kg/W). These numbers can be used to
give some guidance in the science/spacecraft trades
that will be required at the system level.
References: [I] M. G. Kivelson et al. (1996) Na-
ture, 384, 537-541. [2] M. G. Kivelson et a!. (\999)
JGR, 104,4609-4626. [3] COMPLEX (1999) [4] A. J.
Kliore, et a!. (1997) Science, 277, 355. [5] A. J. Kliore,
et a!. (2002) JGR, 107, SIA 19-1 [6] C. F. Chyba, S. J.
Ostro, and B. C. Edwards (1998) Icarus, 134,292-302.
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CALLISTO: A WORLD IN ITS OWN RIGHT. Jeffrey M. Moore', Paul M. Schenk', and William B. McKin-
non', lSpace Sciences Division, NASA Ames Research Center, MS 245-3, Moffett Fiel~, CA 94035
Geff.moore@nasa.gov), 'Lunar & Planetary Institute, 3600 Bay Area Blvd., Houston, TX 77058, Dept. Earth &
Planetary Sci., Washington Univ., Saint Louis, MO 63130.
Callisto, once unknown and then disregarded
after Voyager, has emerged in the post-Galileo era
worthy of the same intense scientific scrutiny that is
lavished upon her sisters, playing an essential role in
our understanding of the evolution of icy moons, and
in a larger sense, the grand tapestry of solar system
history. Along with the discovery of Callisto's con-
ducting, probably fluid sub-surface layer, major Gali-
leo discoveries about Callisto include the complete
absence of cryo-volcanic resurfacing, the apparently
incompletely differentiated interior, and the presence
of massive landfonn erosion from sublimation proc·
esses. Callisto's landscape at decameter scales is
unique among the galilean satellites, and might be
most akin to that of cometary nuclei. The process of
sublimation degradation, previously underappreciated,
is now recognized as a major surface modification
process on Callisto. Its role in mass wasting and land-
slide initiation was elemental in creating the bizarre
and astonishing scenery imaged by Galileo.
Outstanding questions remaining in Callisto
studies must begin with what is the actual configura-
tion of its interior? Is there a rock core? How is undif·
ferentiated material distributed within Callisto's inte-
rior? What is the composition and thickness of the
liquid layer? Does it indeed exist, and, if so, and how
has it survived to the present? Moving toward the sur-
face, what is the structure of the "crust?" Is the dark,
non-icy material, so abundant on its surface, restricted
to the upper several km? What is the composition of
this non-icy material? Why is Callisto's "crust" appar-
ently so volatile-rich compared to its siblings? Why
are there 100 km·scale heterogeneities in composition
and albedo of the surface?? Do we really understand
why knobs with bright summits dominate the surface
at decameter scale? What is the nature and origin of
the leading-trailing hemisphere dichotomy in pho-
tometric properties? Why is there apparently a dearth
of palimpsests relative to Ganymede? How do large
impact ring structures vary with azimuth, radial dis·
tance, and overall scale, and what do they imply for
Callisto's interior (and by extension to the smaller
structures on Europa, for ice shelVocean combinations
in general)? How do impact crater populations vary as
a function of distance from the apex of motion, every-
where on Callisto? What are the roles of "saturation
equilibrium," viscous relaxation, sublimation degrada·
tion, and nonsyncbronous rotation (and other possible
lithospheric shifts) in determining these populations
(and high-resolution views of crater chains are impor-
tant here)? And what are the retention ages repre-
sented by these crater counts? What is all of this tell-
ing us about galilean satellite formation and evolution?
And the big question: should we assume that the rea-
son Callisto and Ganymede had divergent histories is
solely the consequence of the role of tidal torque heat-
ing, or are there viable alternative explanations (such
as accretion dynamics)?
Future exploration of Callisto will probably
piggy back on missions to and through the jovian sys-
tem. The currently planned New Horizons mlSSIOn to
Pluto/Charon and the Kuiper belt may fly close enough
in 2007 to obtain disk-resolved spectra of Callisto.
Indeed, depending on the encounter geometry, Callisto
may be studied at moderately high spatial resolutions
by all remote-sensing instruments aboard that space-
craft.
The proposed Jupiter Icy Moons Orbiter
(JIMO) is currently planned to first orbit Callisto then
its two icy sisters Ganymede and Europa. During the
Callisto phase of the JIMO mission, three globally
complete mapping sets, one at nadir viewing low·sun
for geomorphology, a second same-low-sun but at 30·
off-nadir for topographic mapping derived from
stereogrammetry, and a third at low solar phase for
compositional mapping, should be obtained, all at a
nominal resolution of at least 100 m/pixel. It would be
desirable to map selected areas of high science interest
at resolutions greater than 10m/pixel. Spectroscopic
studies should, in addition to good (-100 m/pixel) spa-
tial resolution have sufficient spectral resolution (say
-5 om bandwidths) and a spectral range of 0.8 - 4.5
11m and at high (> I00) signal-to-noise at all wave-
lengths. A mid-IR imaging radiometer, similar to
TIIEMIS on Mars Odyssey, could map the thermal-
physical properties of surface materials, such as their
thermal inertia from which particle size could be de-
rived. A far·IR or microwave radiometer, if sensitive
enough, could conceivably make measurements from
which Callisto's heat flux might be determined. Care-
ful measure of the orbits themselves will permit the
detection of any mass anisostasy within Callisto's inte-
rior, which would go far to resolving its degree of dif-
ferentiation. Ground penetrating radar, if available,
would pennit a measure of the segregation ice from
non-ice and map the thickness of the refractory lag.
Also, radar might reveal buried but surviving roots of
ancient endogenic activity. Active energetic ionizing
of sumce materials would greatly complement orbital
compositional investigations. These are but a few ex-
amples of the ability of a comprehensive orbital study
afforded by JIMO toward answering many of the out-
standing questions remaining in Callisto studies.
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RADIATION SYNTHESIS OF NEW MOLECULES ON JUPITER'S ICY SATELLITES
M. H. Moore l , R. 1. Hudson2, and R. W. Carlson3,
(NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, MD 20771; Marla.H.Moore@nasa.gov, 2Eckerd
College, St Petersburg, FL 33733; hudsonrl@eckerd.edu, 3JPL, Pasadena, CA 91109; las-
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Abstract: Surface chemistry and geophysics.
Spectra of Jupiter's icy satellites reveal sur-
faces dominated by water-ice (1), minor
amounts of S<h and CO2 (2), and (for Eu-
ropa) H20 2 (3) along with hydrated materials
(4,5). Jovian magnetospheric ions (protons,
sulfur, and oxygen) and electrons signifi-
cantly modify the chemical composition of
thesemoons' surfaces in times ranging from a
few years for Europa to thousands of years
for Callisto at micrometer depths (6). Appro-
priate laboratory studies examining relevant
volatile and non-volatile materials under low-
temperature radiation conditions can provide
information on likely radiation chemical
mechanisms, on the stability and evolution of
species, and on new species awaiting detec-
tion.
Although the molecules detected on the icy
moons are relatively simple, predicting their
responses to radiation in space remains diffi-
cult. One problem is that there is a dearth of
fundamental data examining solid-phase reac-
tions. Our laboratory experiments have fo-
cused on infrared studies (2.5 to 25 microns)
of a few simple irradiated ices. We have
measured the spectra of proton-irradiated
H20 ice containing S02, H2S, and/or C02.
Ices with H20/S02 or H20IH2S ratios of 3
and 30 have been irradiated at 86 K, 11 0 K,
and 132 K. In irradiated H20 + S02 ices new
ions have been identified: sol-, HS04- and
H30+. After warming to 260 K the residual
spectrum is similar to that of H2S04• Ices
with H20 + H2S form S02. After warming to
175 K, the residual sample matches the spec-
trum of hydrated H2S04• H20 + CO2 ice
forms carbonic acid, H2C03which is stable to
temperatures near 230 K. In addition, OCS
has been detected in irradiated ices containing
H20 + S02 + CO2. The radiation half-life of
S02 and H2S in H20 has been calculated.
Our results (7) give compelling evidence for
the presence of new species awaiting detec-
tion.
Future experiments will examine the signa-
tures of these ices and hydrated materials in
the 1 to 5 micron region, where possible
weaker overtone bands may occur. In addi-
tion, absolute strengths for both the funda-
mental and overtone bands will be deter-
mined. Finally, good arguments can be made,
based on current information, for remote
sensing observations that have spectral cov-
erage to at least 5 microns on the long wave-
length end. This range would include some
of the characteristic bands of H20, H202,
CO2, S02, H2C03, H2S, and OCS.
References: (1) Calvin, W.M. et al. 1995, JGR 100, 19041·
19048; (2) McCord et.1. 1998, JGR 103, 8603·8626 (3)
Carlson, R.W. et al. 1999, Science 283, 2062-2064 (4)
McCord, T.B. et al. 1998, Science 280, 1242-1244; (5) Carl-
son, R.W. et al. 1999, Science 286, 97-99 (6) Cooper et al.
2001 Icarus 149, 133·159; (7) Moore et aI. 2002, BAAS 34,
3502.
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THE TIDAL RESPONSE OF GANYMEDE AND CALLISTO WITH AND WImOUT LIQUID WATER OCEANS. W.
B. Moore, G. Schuben, Department ofEarth and Space Sciences and Institute ofGeophysics and Planetary Physics, University of
California, Los Angeles. Los Angeles. CA 90095. USA.
Models with oceans have tidal amplitudes of several me-
ters on both Ganymede and Callisto. The total tidal varia-
tion (twice the amplitude) for a Ganymede model with a thin
(45 km) ice shell (200 Ian thick ocean) i' 6 to 7 meters de-
pending on the rigidity of the ice (dashed lines), while a similar
model on Callisto (66 Ian shell, 200 Ian ocean) has 5 to 6 me-
It has been proposed that a measurement of the ampli-
tude of the tidal deformation of Europa would allow confirma-
tion of the existence of a global liquid ocean beneath the ice
[Moore and Schubert(2000), Wu el al.(2001)]. With an ocean
that decouples the surface ice from the rocky interior, the am-
plitude of the semi-diurnal tide on Europa is roughly 30 m, VS.
..... 1 m in the absence of an ocean. This signature would be
observable from orbit by measuring the time·dependent grav-
ity and topography over the course of several Europan days.
The accuracy of a tidal amplitude determination would depend
mostly on the amount of time spent in orbit and the ability to
revisit the same points on the surface allowing crossovers to
constrain the spacecraft orbit. This technique has been used
with the Mars Global Surveyor spacecraft to measure seasonal
variations in the topography of Mars with amplitudes as small
as ~ 10 ern [Smith eI al.(2001)] over the course of slightly
more than a Martian year. Due to the shaner period of tidal
variations at Ganymede and Callisto, a mission lasting a few
months could sample many tidal cycles, thus greatly improving
the signal strength.
]n order to determine if an experiment with ..... 10 cm
accuracy could identify the tidal signature of liquid oceans at
Ganymede andlor Callisto. we have constructed models of the
tidal response of these bodies (see figures at right, and table
below). The figures show the tidal amplitude as a function of
the viscosity of the ice shell. Models without oceans predict
small tidaJ amplitudes, from aoout 10 cm at Ganymede and
20 cm at Callisto when p = 1010 Pa. to about 40 cm at
Ganymede and 25 ern at Callisto when I' = 10" Pa (solid
lines).
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[Smith et aI.(2001)] Smith, D. E., M. T. Zuber, and G. A.
Neumann 2001. Seasonal variations ofsnow depth on Mars.
Science 294,2141-2146.
[Wu et al.(2001)] Wu, X. P., Y. E. Bar-Sever, W. M. Falkner,
1. G. Williams, and J. F. Zumberge 2001. Probing Eu-
ropa's hidden ocean from tidal effects on orbital dynamics.
Geophys. Res. Lell. 28, 2245-2248.
[Moore and Schubert(2000)) Moore, W. B., and G. Schubert
2000. The tidal response of Europa. Icarus 147. 317-319.
ters of variation (dashed lines). The influence of the rigidity is
greater for thicker shells (since it is the product that matters),
but even a thick, strong shell over a small ocean (20 krn) only
reduces the total variation to 5 meters on Ganymede and 4
meters on Callisto (lowennost dOlled lines in figures). These
tides should be easily observable from orbital missions lasting
a few months. Ganymede
2410
1.24
723
3200
1390
2200
298
1050
0.007
4.357xlO-o
2.48
2.00
CallistoGanymede
2638
1.42
710
5150
1035
3100
893
1050
0.0015
1.016xI0-'
3.46
2.43
Table I: Model Parameters
Satellite Radius, R [Ian]
Surf. Gravity, 90 [m ,-2]
Core Radius [krn]
Core Density [kg m-']
Mantle Thickness [Ian]
Mantle Density [kg m-']
Ice Shell Thickness [km]
·Ice Density [kg m-3 ]
Eccentricity, e
Orbital Freq., w [rad s-']
Potential. cltmcz: [m2 S-2]
Ur,mc: = cltmoz /90 {m]
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MEASURING EUROPA'S SHELL TIDCKNESS AND SURFACE DENSITY USING JIMO·DERNED GRAVITY AND
TOPOGRAPHY. F. Nimmo, Dept. Earth Sciences, University College London, London WC1£ 6BT, UK (nimmo@ess.ucla.edu).
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Figure 2: Gravity due to Europan topography at surface (solid
line) and 20 km altitude (dashed line), Topography is taken
from [3] and converted to gravity by using lhe solid admittance
profile io Fig I (T.=6 km). A 28 km long buffet has been
applied to each end of the profile.
Figure (I) shows theoretical curves of Z(k) for two dif-
ferent shell (t e ) and elastic (Te ) thicknesses. The two curves
are very different, mainly because of the different Te values
used. However, since t c and Te are coupled, Fig 1 suggests
that with sufficiently precise measurements, Europa's shell
thickness can be determined. Note that below a characteristic
wavelength the curve flattens to a value which depends only on
the surface density (equation (I), Thus surface density can be
inferred directly. For an elastic thickness of 6 km, compatible
with ftexurally-inferred estimates [3], this characteristic wave-
length is ",100 km. On Earth and Venus. lhe long-wavelenglh
admittance is affected by convection [2]. While convection
may be occurring on Europa [4J, this sigoal is unlikely to be
detectable because of the short-wavelength nature of the in-
ferred convective features and the small stagnant lid thickness.
Based on the success of the MOLA instrument, obtain-
ing high-resolution topography is unlikely to be a problem.
However, the gravity data requirements are challenging. Fig 2
shows the gravity signal expected above an example Europan
feature ar the surface, and at 20 kIn altitude. Even at this low
altitude, the expected gravity anomaly is only 1 mGal. To
detect this acceleration requires the spacecraft velocity to be
known to 0.1 mm S-1 for a typical sampling interval of 10 s.
Such precision will be difficult to achieve. The most practical
way of achieving the low altitudes required would be to use a
subsatellite. in a similar manner to the Apollo missions.
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Figure 1: Theoretical admittance profiles for Europa calcu-
lated using melhod of [2]. Ice density 900 kg m -3. water
density 1000 kg m-3 , Young's modulus 1 GPa, Poisson's ra-
tio 0.3., gravitational acceleration 1.3 m S-2, Te is elastic
thickness, tc is shelilhickness.
where G is tlle universal gravitational constant, p is the surface
density and I:>h is lhe topography anomaly. At an altitude z
this anomaly is auenuared by a factor exp(-kz), where k is
the wavenumber. A 1km topography anomaly would produce
~40 mGal surface gravity anomaly for likely ice parameters.
Equalion (1) shows that gravity variations will be more
difficult to detect on icy satellites than silicate bodies: the
surface density is smaller by a factor of R::3, and the topog-
raphy is more subdued « 1 km). Furthennore, most topog-
raphy is shon wavelength «100 km), which will require a
correspondingly low spacecraft altitude to produce detectable
gravity anomalies.
On silicate planets, analysis of satellite-derived gravity
and topography in the frequency domain constrains tile elastic
thickness, crustal thickness, and near-surface density [e.g. 1].
In principle, this admiuance technique could also be used on
HMO-derived data. Here Idiscuss how tllese techniques could
be applied. and the data requirements.
At short wavelengths, topography is uncompensated and
the gravity anomaly ~g is given by
Equation (1) allows the surface density p to be inferred
directly if ~h and 6g can be measured at sufficiently short
wavelengths. At longer wavelengths, the gravity signal is re-
duced because the topography is partially compensated. The
ratio of the gravity to the topography at a particular wavenwn-
ber, Z(k), provides information about lhe shell and elastic
thickness. For icy bodies, these quantities are likely to be
coupled [e.g, 3].
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INVESTIGATION OPTIONS FOR ATMOSPHERIC SCIENCE USING NEAR- AND MIDDLE-INFRARED
INSTRUMENTATION. G. S. Orton, Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena CA 91109, USA, (go@ortonJpl.nasa.gov), P. A.
Yanamandra-Fisher, Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena CA 91109, USA, (padma@vidya.jpl.nasa.gov).
Major science goals for Jupiter's atmosphere include
mapping the temperature field on spatial scales that are well
below the radius of defonnation and close to the spatial
scales for which the details of Iupiter's constantly changing
cloud features appear -1000 Ian and smaller. An additional
goal for the temperature field is to extend the vertical grasp of
temperature profile further into the stratosphere (above the 1-
mbar pressure level) than has been done in previous missions
in order to characterize the propagation of vertical waves and
constrain better the interactions between the neutral and
charged atmosphere - particularly in "auroral" regions.
Concomitant with this goal is the assessment of cloud and
compositional variability on the same spatial scales. For
clouds, a combination of spatial and spectral resolution that
can, for example, detect relatively pristine NH). ice would
constrain the rate of vertical winds in specific locations as
well as provide clues to the physical behavior of ice particles
and to ice-surface chemistry over much of the planet Cloud
infonnation must be gathered at spatial scales consistent with
those providing temperature field infonnation in order to
extend the temperature retrieval at least into the ammonia
condensate cloud region of 400·700 mbar pressure.
Compositional infonnation from both the stratosphere
and troposphere provide the most substantive constraints on
atmospheric chemistry and dynamics. These goals include
not only the chemical pathways for CH.. photolysis and re-
combination but those of PH) and NH) from which may
originate the material that creates stratospheric (mostly) polar
hazes, covers ice particles (or provides their nucleation sites),
and even colors cloud particles at visible wavelengths. Com-
positional infonnation from the 5-llm region provides con-
straints on H20 and other constituents at depth.
Near- and middle-infrared remote-sensing capabilities are
key to the achieving most of these observational goals. They
are also kep to critical characteristics of satellite surfaces and
even interiors for the case of 10. The remote-sensing require-
ments involve both a spectral range that is unavailable from
the earth and high spatial resolution that is available only
from the proximity of the spacecraft to the Iargel Middle-
through far·infrared sensors and spectrometers inherit some
technology that has been proven with instruments that have
flown on the Pioneer, Voyager, Galileo and Cassini missions.
Some instrumentation concepts are more novel. An array of
options is available.
Relatively simple instrument options include a filtered
imaging or multiple-.camera spectral imaging device. Broad-
band observations of the satellite surfaces are sufficient to
provide thennal characteristics that can be used to determine
specific heat and thennal conductivity of the surface. In turn,
these characteristics diagnose composition and macroscale
properties such as porosity or particle size. Broad·band
measurements can detennine bolometric emission properties.
Medium-band filtered imaging can be used to map Jupiter's
temperature structure in the upper troposphere and the parato
ortha-hydrogen ratio. Narrow-band filtered imaging can be
used to map temperatures in the stratosphere, as well as prop-
erties of clouds near the ammonia condensate level and the
ammonia mixing ratio in the upper troposphere. Correlation
filters, with gases matching constituents in Jupiter's atmos-
phere, can be used to enhance sensitivity to narrow spectral
emission lines of specific molecules, increasing the altitude
range over which stratospheric temperatures can he retrieved,
or to stratospheric molecules such as acetylene, ethylene and
ethane.
High-resolution spectrometers - cross-dispersed echelle
grating spectrometers, Fourier-transform spectrometers,
Fabry- Perot devices, or even acousuroptical filters (for cer-
tain spectral regions) may also be capable of imaging. An
ITS or Fabry-Perot instrument could be designed which is
capable of 2-dimensional imaging, and all three could (like
the Cassini CIRS experiment) use a l·dimensional array de-
tector that is swept orthogonally using spacecraft motion (or
internal mirror motion). In addition to providing sensitivity to
the minor constituents mentioned above, it could also provide
a more thorough inventory of constituents in Jupiter's atmos-
phere - in regions of aurorally enhanced temperatures, in
polar vortices, in 5-l.lm hot spots, in the Great Red Spot and
other anticyclonic regions, as well as in cyclonic regions and
other areas where lightning has been detected. The large
spectral grasp and flexibility are traded against the higher
instantaneous signal-to-noise ratio of lower-resolution in-
struments.
High-resolution spectroscopy may be useful for observ-
ing satellites, as well. While not an icy satellite, 10 can be
observed at unprecedented spatial resolution from between
Ganymede and Europa While it would not fully resolve lo's
volcanic venlS, a high-spatial and high-spectral resolution
instrument would also be capable of helping to complete a
chemical inventory of constituents in lo's volcanic plumes.
Because they are expected to have reached chemical equilib-
rium before escaping the surface, thus plume composition
provides an indication of chemistry of source regions in lo's
interior. It is also possible that remnant gases escaping the
surfaces of Europa, Ganymede and Callisto could be detected
using occultations of each other, Jupiter and 10 being too
spatially variable or time dependent
How can the capabilities of this mission enable instru-
ment technologies that can accomplish these goals? Clearly
transmission of the appropriate data volwne from 2-
dimensional, multi-spectral instruments is one way. Another
is the possibility of sustaining active coolers for near- and
middle-infrared instruments. While appropriately cool detec-
tor temperatures are possible using radiative cooling, the
presence of active cooling capabilities for the instruments
themselves can stabilize temperatures and enhance the preci-
sion of the data acquired. It can also and obviate the need for
extremely cautious and slow movements of the spacecraft in
order to minimize stability of the thermal regime of the .in-
strument and detector.
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METHODS FOR DETECTING CURRENT GEOLOGICAL ACTIVITY ON EUROPA. C.B. Phillips and C.
F. Chyba, Center for the Study of Life in the Universe, SET! Institute, 2035 Landings Drive, Mountain View, CA
94043; phillips@seti.org.
Introduction: Jupiter's satellite Europa could be
the site of recent, or current, geological activity. Fu-
ture missions to the Jovian system, such as the pro-
posed Jupiter Icy Moons Orbiter, should search for
evidence of such activity as a way to determine the
potential for liquid water, and perhaps the astrobi-
ological potential, of Europa. Searches for geological
activity can include change detection, plume searches,
thermal methods, and magnetospheric effects.
Change Detection: Comparisons of images of the
same portion of Europa's surface taken on subsequent
orbits or missions can be used to search for any differ-
ences due to geological activity. A search for any
changes over the 20 years between the Voyager and
Galilen spacecraft missions to the Jovian system re-
vealed no evidence of geological activity [1]. How-
ever, that initial search was hampered by the low reso-
lution of the Voyager images, and other differences in
the two datasets including phase angle and wave-
length.
By choosing to acquire images that match pre-
existing datasets, a future mission could optimize the
conditions for change detection and maximize the
chances of finding any changes on Europa's surface
due to current or recent geological activity, if they ex-
ist. A future mission such as nMO would have a
great advantage over Voyager-Galileo comparisons
because images could be targeted to match those ob-
tained by Galileo. High-resolution images could also
be compared, which could detect changes that are
much smaller in spatial scale. The criteria for effective
comparisons include filters at comparable wavelengths
and bandpasses to Galileo (and perhaps Voyager as
well, if possible), and images of regions observed by
Galileo taken at the same phase angle, wavelength, and
resolution.
Plume Search: Although the possibility of a
plume detection was raised from Voyager images of
Europa, it appears likely that this was just an artifact of
the Voyager vidicon imaging system [2]. A high-
phase plume search was performed by the Galileo
spacecraft, but no plumes were detected [I]. A future
mission to Europa should perform periodic searches
for material vented off Europa's surface, including
high-resolution imaging sequences at locations where
the periodic stresses are most favorable for plume ac-
tivity [3], and global-scale images that include the en-
tire limb of the planet for possible plume detection. A
search for high-albedo plume deposits can also be
made using the techniques described in the "Change
Detection" section above. Due to the scattering prop-
erties of small vented particles, short-wavelength fil-
ters in the violet and UV would provide the best
chances of plume detection; such techniques have been
used with success on Jupiter's volcanic moon 10.
Thermal Anomalies: If liquid water or warm ice
is erupted or intruded at or near the surface of Europa,
a thermal anomaly should persist for some time after
the event. Thus, sites of current or recent activity may
be detected thermally. Visible and infrared imaging
may be able to detect such thermal anomalies, depend-
ing on size and latitude, for times ranging up to 400
years [4]. Larger-scale thermal plumes which reach
from the ocean layer up to the surface may leave rem-
nant areas of thin ice crust for up to I My [5]. Such
regions could be detected thermally, or by radar
sounding to determine ice thickness and distance to the
ice-ocean interface.
A search for thermal anomalies was carried out
with the Galileo Photopolarimeter-Radiometer, and no
endogenic hot spots were detected within the limits of
the instrument [6]. A more sensitive thermal imaging
system, without the filter problems that plagued PPR,
would allow a future mission to detect much fainter
thermal anomalies, or put better limits on their exis-
tence.
Magnetospheric Effects: A torus of energetic neu-
tral atoms has been found surrounding Europa as part
of Jupiter's large magnetosphere [7], as measured by
the energetic neutral atom imager on the Cassini
spacecraft which imaged the Jovian system on its way
to Saturn. A gas torus surrounds 10, formed due to
sulfur dioxide ejected from Io's volcanoes. A similar
cloud around Europa therefore could result from mate-
rial ejected from Europa's surface through sputtering
or plume activity. Monitoring of the space environ-
ment surrounding Europa by charged particle detectors
on a future mission could allow detection of plume
activity by searching for enhancements in the gas to-
rus, such as have been observed for 10.
References: [I] Phillips C.B. et al. (2000) JGR
105, 22579-22597. [2] Pappalardo R.T. et al. (1999)
JGR 104, 24015-24055. [3] Hoppa G.V. et al. (1999)
LPS xxx. Abstract #1603. [4] Van Cleve J.E. et al.
(1999) LPS xxx. Abstract #1815. [5] Buck L. et al.
(2002) GRL 29, 2055, doi: 10.102912002GL016171.
[6] Spencer J.R. et al. (1999) Science 284, 1514-1516.
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FLUORESCENCE BIOLOGICAL ANALYSIS (FBA) FOR THE ASTROBIOLOGY EXPLORATION OF
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Figurt 1. Samples from Tirez lake (Spain) sediments screening
with FISH technique at CAB. a) Stained with a universal dye
(DAPI) to visualize total population of microbes. b) Specifically
targeted cells with a DNA probe for Eubacterial domain. It is
possible to statistically compare the number of hybridize bacteria
vs. total number of the population.
FBA couJd be adapted to the HMO mission in the
sense that microfluidic technology could be applied for
sample preparation (hybridaton, washing and dying).
A simple procedure to identify molecules should be
implemented instead a fluoresecence microscope. A
solution could be based on a filter system, to cancel
any wavelength except fluorocromo one, and a pho-
tomultiplier to amplify the light emitted could be
enough. Penetrator is a technology proposed for sev-
eral planetary exploration projects, a small body is
ejected from an orbiter to impact on the planet surface.
In this project, thanks to the kinetic energy of the
body, the penetrator could get into the surface and take
materials from there, theses samples could be liquified
and analyzed with the proposed techniques. Basically
this module shouJd be composed by a microcomputer,
a small batterie (perhaps a fuel cell) the sensor and a
transmission system.
lion vs. spec, Ica IIV target group 0 ce s.
Environmtnts. Pbvsical-c:btmic:al c:haradtristics Entn!V souret Ttrrutrial analo!!'
Surface Ice contaminated by hydrated minerals (salts or sulfuric acid). UY Radiation. ion Polar ice surfaces
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Crvosoheric pressure. surface
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Introduction: Astrobiology will be an important
objective of the future JIMO mission, mainly focused
on the satellite Europa due to the inferred presence of a
harbor water ocean inside this satellite [I, 2, 3]. From
the Astrobiological exploration point of view, some
Europan environments may be proposed taking into
account parameters sucb as depth, physico-chemical
characteristics and the available energy (table I). The
depth to the ocean is dependent of the geophysical
structure of the icy crust, that is already under discus-
sion, although it is mainly accepted to be between 5-
301on. A conection between the surface and the ocean
by fracturing zones has been proposed by [4]. This
could favour the cycle of some chemicals such as sul-
fur [5] or the introduction of some surface oxidants
into the ocean. A saline composition for the ocean has
been argued from geochemical [6,7] and geophysical
models [I] and from the observed chemistry of the
surface [8].
flMO will explore the most accessible environ-
ment, which is the surface. We propose starting the
astrobiological exploration of Europa with efficient
techniques at low concentration of microorganisms,
such as those based on fluorescence.
FBA for Europa exploration: The use of molecu-
lar ecology techniques to identify the presence or the
phylogeny of microbes in a sample can provide a
unique insight of astrobiological interest. One of these
techniques, Fluorescence in situ Hybridization (FISH),
provides us an easy method for life detection or eco-
logical interactions studies. FISH has the potential to
report the identification of individuals and the relation-
ships within a microbial community. It is being used in
microbiological studies in lake Vostok [9, 10]. This
technique can be amplified to other type of biorecogni-
tion like those based on antibodies. It uses specific
fluorescency probes (DNA, PNA, antibodies) that can
be designed to specifically target narrow to broad phy-
logenetic groups. The probes get into the cells and
specifically hybridize to their complementary targets.
Universal dyes are used to compare the total popula-
'fi II f II
Tablt 1. Cbaracttristics of somt propostd Europan environments.
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METABOLIC SIGNATURES FOR LIFE DETECTION ON EUROPA
Daniel Prieur, Universite de Bretagne Occidentale, [UEM, Technopole Brest-Iroise, 29270 Plouzane, France.
Tel: 33 2 98 49 87 04; fax: 33 2 98 49 87 05; e-mail: daniel.prieur@univ-brest.fr
All living fonns on Earth are organized on a
cellular base. A cell is an entity, separated
from its environment by a membrane which
encloses all cell components. These cell
components constitute the "cell computering
centre" (nucleic acid machinery) and the
"cell chemical plan". The chemical plan has
a double role: I. to synthesize all molecules
and particularly macromolecules (lipids,
sugars, proteins, nucleic acids) of cell com-
ponents from nutrients taken from the envi-
ronment; 2. to produce energy for biosyn-
thesis, nutrient uptake and waste elimina-
tion. Roles I and 2 are named anabolism and
catabolism respectively, that together consti-
tute the cell metabolism. Major cell compo-
nents can be used as life signatures, but this
requires essentially laboratory (sample re-
turn) or « in situ» analysis, because of the
small amount of these compounds. On the
contrary, catabolims products may accumu-
late from numerous generatins of organisms
and be remotely detected. The best example
is dioxygen, produced by photosyntheis and
that represents 20% of Earth atmosphere.
Cell energy is produced from light
(photosynthesis) or chemistry (chemosyn-
thesis). Energy obtained is stored in high
energy bond molecules such as ATP (adeno-
sine tri-phosphate). Chemosynthesis func-
tions through oxido-reduction reactions
which require electron donnors (inorganic or
organic reduced molecules) and electron ac-
ceptors (inorganic or organic oxidized mole-
cules). Products of these reactions are re-
duced electron acceptors, that could be used
as metabolic signatures. For instance, when
sulphate plays as an electron acceptor, it is
reduced to hydrogen sulphide, which is an
indicator of sulphate reducing organisms.
When the electron donnor is an or-
ganic molecule (sugar for instance) and no
electron acceptor is available, energy may
be produced through fennentative reactions.
In these cases, the electron acceptor is an
internal intennediate compound, and fer-
mentation products are released. These fer-
mentative products (organics, carbon diox-
ide, hydrogen... ) could also be used as
metabolic signatures.
When the electron donnor is an or-
ganic molecule, it is used as a carbon source
for biosynthesis. If the electron donnor is
inorganic, cells (autotrophy) often synthe-
size organic compounds from carbon diox-
ide. For these reactions, carbon (from carbon
dioxide) must be reduced. This occurrs
thanks to a reducing power coming from the
electron donnor, if it is well located on the
red-ox scale, or through a reversed electron
flow. These reactions also may be used for
life detection. Besides the well known ex-
ample of dioxygen and photosynthesis, other
autotrophic organisms could be detected
from these reactions.
In this review, a variety of com-
pounds resulting from oxido-reduction, fer-
mentation or photosynthetic reactions car-
ried out by terrestrial Prokaryotes will be
presented as potential metabolic signatures
for life detection.
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Multifunctional Active-Passive Millimeter Waveleugth Imager-Sounder for the JIMO Mission. 1.1. Puschell', K. R
Blasius, M. lack, S. H. Silvennan, C. S. Schueler, M. 1. Greenfield, D. A. Dykeman, and 1. Wang, 'Raytheon Santa Bar-
bara Remote Sensing, B32/15, 75 Coromar Dr., Goleta, CA 93117; email: jjpuschell@raytheon.com
Introduction: Raytheon recently developed m.
crobolometer arrays that are suitable for operation in
the -125-300 GHz frequency region. These early devel-
opment (TRL 4) arrays are currently available in a 32x32
format size, which can be readily increased to 64x64 and
beyond. The bowtie structure shown in Figure 1 is a
microbolometer-antenna combination. Our initial per-
fonnance projections for radiometric sensitivity and
spatial sampling are encouraging and suggest this
tecbnology, wheu coupled with a tunable Fabry-Perot
interferometer, can enable relatively large format milli-
meter wavelength imager-sounders for the lIMO mis-
sion. We suggest this millimeter wavelength imaging
spectrometer be incorporated into a multifunctional
active-passive RF system that would also include an
imaging radar. This flexible, multi-functional system
would provide data to address a wide variety of critical
science investigations including presence of subsur-
face water on these icy moons, detailed high resolution
Imaging of molecular features and millirreter-
wavelength continuum on the surfaces and in extended
atmospheres of Jupiter and its moons.
//' B<llometer
Bowtia Antenna
Figure 1. Raytheon's millimeter wavelength microbolometer array technology enables a relatively simple and efficient
imager-sounder for JlMO.
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PROSPECTS FOR FUV REMOTE SENSING OF IO'S ATMOSPHERE AND MAGNETOSPHERIC INTERACTION
WITH JIMO. K. D. Retherford, G. R. Gladstone, Southwest Researrh Institute, San Antonio TX 78228, USA, (krether-
ford@swri.edu).
10 may have once been an icy satellite. Substantial inter-
nal processing of material related to the heating that drives lo's
volcanism and subsequent atmospheric escape, have depleted
its light volatile elements since formation. elUTent abundances
of C and N are rougWy four orders of magnitude lower than
solar abundances, according to upper limits set by 10 plasma
torus measurements (p. D. Feldman, personal communication,
2(02). Similar processes may occur 00 the other Galilean
satellites, hut at a lower rate dependent on their weaker tidal
interactions with Jupiter. la's atmospheric composition mostly
derives from the composition of volcanic emissions through
both direct ejection from volcanos, and later sublimation and
surface spultering of deposiled material [1]. A study of la's
atmospheric composition (particularly trace carbon and nitro-
gen species), density, and current escape processes therefore
addresses the question: how did the atmospheric and surface
compositions of the Galilean moons evolve?
The escape of gas from 10 is strongly controlled by the
interaction between its atmosphere and the 10 plasma toTUS.
The morphology of la's aurora provides a great deal of global
information about the plasma interaction [2,3]. For example,
equatorial spot auroral features change location with the lo-
cal orientation of Jupiter's magnetic field, and demonstrate
the convection of lorus flux tubes through the atmosphere [4].
Also, the polar limb glow features are brightest on the hemi-
sphere facing the plasma torus equator, and illustrate the im-
portance offield-aligned electron transport in intersecting torus
flux tubes [5]. lo's auroral footprints on Jupiter are somehow
produced by the plasma-satellite interaction, and long term
observations of satellite and footprint auroral brightness vari-
ability could further our understanding of this coanection [6,7].
Auroral entissions from Europa and Ganymede [8,9] similarly
provide important information about their plasma-atmosphere
interactions and atmospheric escape.
We will discuss how FUV remote sensing provides valu-
able information regarding lo's atmosphere, its interaction
with magnetospheric plasma, and its volatile evolution, which
demonstrates a UV spectrograph should be included as part
of the JIMO ntission. Information provided by FUV spectral
imaging of lo's auroral 0 and S with the STiS spectrograph
on the Hubble Space Telescope will be briefly reviewed. Im-
portanl measurements thaI require a UV spectrograph will be
discussed, along with various observing techniques. Lastly,
potential UV observations of other Jovian system targets such
as satellite footprint aurorae on Jupiter and the 10 plasma torus
will be mentioned.
References: [I] Lellouch E. (1996) Icarus, 124, 1-2\. [2]
Roesler F. L. et al. (1999) Science, 283, 353. [3] Saur J. el al.
(2000) GRL, 27, 2893-2896. [4) Retherford K. D. el al. (2000)
JGR, 105, 21,757-27,166. [5) Retherford K. D. el al. (2003)
submitted toJGR. [6] COlmemey J. E. P. el al. (1993) Science,
262, 1035-1038. [7] Clarke J. T. el al. (2002) Nature, 415,
997-1000. [8] McGrath M. A. et al. (2000) DPS meeting 32,
34.09. [9] Felthrum P. D. el al. (2000) ApJ, 535,1085-1090.
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Decimeter-Wavelength Polarimetric Radar Imaging of the Icy Moons of Jupiter. P. A. Rosen', E. M. Gurrola',
S. N. Madsen', 'Jet Propulsion Laboratory, 4800 Oak Grove Drive, Pasadena, CA, 91109,
Paul.Rosen@jpl.nasa.gov.
Introduction: Imaging radars with wavelengths in
the range of 10 em to I m can deeply penetrate the
surface of an icy body, revealing details of the geo-
morphology, local structure, and electrical properties
of the upper layers. Radar studies of icy surfaces on
Earth have used the polarization state of backscatter
echoes at multiple frequencies to characterize the sur-
face and subsurface properties of glaciers, showing
relatively smooth surfaces on the scale of radar wave-
lengths, and subsurface scattering from volume scat-
terers consistent with ice pipes and lenses [I, 2]. These
volume scattering effects are evident in enhanced po-
larization ratios over a limited range of backscatter
incidence angles. The Galilean satellites exhibit simi-
larly enhanced polarization ratios and volumetric scat-
tering effects [3], but the observations are limited in
angular resolution, leading to ambiguity in interpreting
the scattering mechanisms and their structural implica-
tions.
Subsurface Imaging: Polarimetric radar observa-
tions of the Galilean satellites at decimeter-scale wave-
lengths are well-suited to addressing some of the
poorly understood characteristics of the icy surfaces.
An imaging radar has vastly improved resolution, al-
lowing detailed association of scattering mechanisms
with geomorphological structures. Where the surfaces
are smooth and volumetric effects are small, a long
wavelength imaging radar probes deep into the ice,
allowing characterization of the spatial variability of
ice layers. Where the volumetric effects dominate,
presumably due to impact events, the radar can meas-
ure the depth and extent of the gardened layer. Fully
polarimetric observations enable polarization synthesis
needed to explore the unique scattering mechanism of
these bodies.
Bistatic Imaging: With powerful transmitters at
the DSN capable of illuminating the Galilean satellites,
or using the high power transmit capabilities of an
orbiter in conjunction with a DSN receiver, probing
the coherence properties of the surfaces can be en-
hanced. All observations to date, as well as conven-
tional imaging radars, are monostatic, giving an in-
complete picture of the volume scattering mechanisms.
Bistatic observations of the complete scattering func-
tion would give valuable new insight into these
mechanisms.
Repeat-pass interferometry and volumetric re-
sponse of the upper layers: When a radar satellite is
maneuvered to follow exact repeat orbits, it is possible
to observe a surface feature from exactly the same van-
tage point. Under this viewing condition, phase differ-
ences between radar images acquired from one obser-
vation time to the next can record any motion of the
surface. The field of glaciology on Earth has been
transformed by such "repeat track interferometry" ob-
servations, as images of ice velocity measured over
several days and accelerations measured over months
in Greenland, Antarctica and temperate glacial zones
have shown ice sheets and glaciers to be far more vari-
able than previously thought [4]. Dynamic changes of
the shape of lbe Galilean satellites in reponse to tidal
forces can be tracked at the mm to cm level of preci-
sion if the repeated orbital constraints can be met and
the radar has sufficient transmit power.
The quality of lbe interferometric observations is
influenced by several factors: intrinsic radar backscat-
ter levels, resurfacing effects, repeat orbit track separa-
tion (baseline) and volumetric scattering effects. Radar
brightness is expected to be sufficiently high for good
imaging [3] and resurfacing should be very small over
the duration of the missions. For non-zero baseline, the
interferometric signature is a combination of the dis-
placement of lbe surface, and lbe parallax-induced
topographic signature. To separate the two, an inde-
pendent interferometric measurement must be made, or
an independent topographic map must be available. In
addition to lbe phase difference measurement, a meas-
ure of lbe correlation between images can be derived
from lbe data.
In addition to measuring resurfacing and brightness
variations, the correlation is a sensitive measure of the
extent of scattering within the penetrated surface vol-
ume [5]. The effects of volumetric decorrelation in-
crease with baseline separation, as the directivity of the
mutual coherence of the backscattered field is propor-
tional to the scattering volume. Therefore the volumet-
ric correlation could be one of the most effective
means for characterizing the depth of the impact-
gardened surface layer.
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HIGH-POWERED RADAR SOUNDERS FOR THE INVESTIGATION OF JUPITER'S ICY MOONS. A.
Safaeinili, E. Rodriguez, and Wendy Edelstein, Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of Technology, Pasa-
dena, CA 91109, e-mail: ali.safaeinili@jpl.nasa.gov.
IntrOduction: Radar sounders provide the unique
capability of investigating the interior of planetary and
small bodies. In mono-static configuration, a radar
sounder (generally nadir-pointing) transmits radio
waves and receives returned echo from both surface
and subsurface of the body. The radar ecboes can be
analyzed on-board or on the ground to reveal the com-
plex dielectric distribution of the subsurface that will
reveal the internal stratigraphy and other geological
features. For planetary applications, radar sounders
can be used to provide details about the subsurface of
planets such as the existence of liquid water under the
surface, thickness of ice in polar caps and other re-
gions (e.g. application to Mars) or detection of liquid
water under icy crust of Europa. An entirely different
application is possible for small bodies (asteroid and
comets) where radio reflection tomography can pro-
vide 3-D volumetric structure (e.g. Kofman et al.,
1998, Safaeinili et aI., 2002).
Currently, there are two radar sounders planned for
Mars. The first is MARSIS (picardi et aI., 2002) that
is planned to start operation at Mars in early 2004.
MARSIS is designed with a high relative bandwidth
over a frequency range extending from O. I MHz to 5.5
MHz. In the subsurface sounding mode, MARSIS has
four distinct I-MHz centered at 1.8,3,4 and 5 MHz.
The second is SHARAD (Seu et al.) planned to arrive
at Mars in 2005. SHARAD has a bandwidth of 10-
MHz centered at 20 MHz.
Investigation of Jupiter's Icy Moons: If liquid
water is present under the icy surfaces of Europa
Ganymede, and Callisto, a HFNHF radar sounder has
the potential of detecting the depth of such interface
and the stratigraphy that may exist in the ice shell. In
1999, a study was carried (Blankenship et al.) that
defmed a radar sounder instrument mission to detect
Europa's ice/water interface. This study recommended
a 50-MHz radar with a 100 m depth resolution with
ice/water interface detection capability up to a depth of
20 Ion under nominal scenarios achieved by a radiated
power of 20 W. The proposed design by this team was
driven by factors such as Jupiter background noise,
and expected subsurface attenuation in the icy me-
dium. This design may need to be modified to take
advantage of the high level of power and data rate
provided by the new generation of spacecraft consid-
ered for the HMO mission.
High-Power Radar: A radar sounder's perform-
ance depends on its ability to penetrate deep in the
subsurface. Deep penetration is especially critical for
the detection of water/ice interface in Europa whose
depth is uncertain. The ability to penetrate in the sub-
surface is directly dependent on the radiated power by
the radar. MARSIS and SHARAD's dynamic range is
limited to - 50 db dictated by the galactic background
noise and radar's radiated power. One method to in-
crease the dynamic range further is to increase the ra-
diated power. Both MARSIS and SHARAD have a
radiated power in the order of 10 W. An increase of
this radiated power to 1-10 kW will increase the dy-
namic range by 20-30 db.
Technology Readiness: The technology to imple-
ment a high-power radar sounder is well within reach.
A considerable amount of heritage for radar sounding
already exists. Airborne ice-sounders have been used
successfully since 1960s (e.g. Gudmandsen, 1971).
MARSIS on ESA's Mars Express spacecraft (Launch
May 2003), and SHARAD on NASA's MRO space-
craft (Launch 2005) will demonstrate the orbital meas-
urement techniques. During the study phase for the
Europa Orbital Radar Sounder, two independent an-
tenna studies were completed. Both concepts consisted
of a 3-element Yagi array excited with a low power
(100W) transmitter. Also a 100W high-efficiency
transmitter has been prototyped. High power (KW)
HFNHF SSPA technology is mature. The Technology
Readiness Level (TRL) of the instrument is 3-5.
This talk will address the main drivers in the design
of a radar sounder for the HMO mission and provide a
potential solution that will optimize the chances of
success in the detection of ice/water interface and sub-
surface stratigraphy.
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DIAGNOSTIC MAGNETOSPHERIC PARAMETERS FOR PROBING ICY SATELLITES' INTERIORS.
J. Saur, B.H. Mauk, C.P. Paranicas, Johns Hopkins University, Applied Physics Laboratory, Laurel, MD, 20723, USA
(Joachim.Saur@jhuapl.eduJ,P.M. Neubauer. Institute for Geophysics, University ofCologne, Alberrus Magnus Platz. Cologne,
Germany.
We discuss in this presentation observational quan-
tities which are well suited to monitor properties of the
icy satellites' interiors and their plasma interactions with
Jupiter's magnetosphere. A primary goal of a mission to
the icy satellites is to establish or rule out the existence
of subsurface oceans. We show that measurements of
the magnetic and electric fields close to the satellites
represent a great diagnostic tool to probe the present
status of the satellites interiors [Neubauer, 1998, Khu-
rana et al. 1998]. However plasma interactions between
Jupiter's magnetosphere and the satellites' atmospheres
strongly obscure these internal signatures. Therefore it
is essential to have reliable models of the plasma in-
teractions. In our presentation we hence first discuss
the primary signatures of the satellites' interiors on ex-
ternal magnetic and electric fields and then present our
models of the plasma interactions [based on, Saur et aI.,
1998]. We point out that in order to better separate inte-
rior and exterior effects, a JIMO low altitude orbit and
a full 4pi coverage is preferable. We also discuss that
independent observations of the plasma interactions by
monitoring of the UV emission from the satellites' at-
mosphere/ionosphere will be a supplemental diagnos-
tic tool. Satellites' UV emissions probe content, struc-
ture, and composition of the satellites' atmospheres, but
the UV emissions also probe simultaneously the electro-
dynamic interactions via the strong UV dependence on
electron densities and temperature. During JIMO's ap-
proach to the icy satellites a long term study and gaug-
ing of the plasma interactions could take place including
a study of their system ill (longitudinal) dependences.
Finally, our presentation will show that a maximum sci-
ence return of the JIMO mission will be gained by in-
terdisciplinary work among the different science cat-
egories. such as magnetospheric environment, interior
structures, atmospheres and surface chemistry and geo-
physics.
Category: Magnetospheric Environment
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TOPOGRAPHIC MAPPING OF THE JOVIAN ICY MOONS FROM ORBIT. P.M. Schenk, Lunar and
Planetary Institute, 3600 Bay Area Blvd., Houston, TX 77058 (schenk@lpLusra.edu).
Few things clarity our understanding of planetary
surfaces like a decent topographic map. The revolu-
tion in Martian geology wrought by MOLA is a classic
example. Similarly, the scant topographic data being
extracted from Galileo imaging are already pointing to
unexpected discoveries for Callisto, Ganymede, and
especially Europa. Although these data cover less than
25% of the surfaces of these satellites and are not con-
trolled with respect to their centers of figure, they al-
ready address a host of geologic issues. They also hint
as to what we may learn from a future dedicated satel-
lite mission, and provide valuable constraints that will
help design such missions, including landers.
MAPPING TOOLS
Five years of effort to complete topographic map-
ping of the Galilean satellites are nearly complete.
Primary topographic tools for mapping large areas are
stereograrnmetry and shape-from-shading (photocli-
nometry, PC). Stereogrammetry requires 2 images
under similar lighting conditions (tolerance for varia-
tion in lighting depends on several factors). Photocli-
nometry uses single images to extract slope and topog-
raphy, but depends on the assumption of uniform al-
bedo. This may be true locally but for regional map-
ping on all 3 satellites, this assumption breaks down.
One solution I have used successfully is to use low-
phase angle images to model local albedo variations.
CALLISTO
Topographic data for Callisto is very sparse, lim-
ited to high resolution samples a highly degraded im-
pact palimpsest, and two degraded crater rims, and few
isolated examples of dark smooth terrain. The smooth
dark deposits have a broadly undulating landscape
with abundant small craters and sharp isolated bright
peaks. Other more heavily cratered regions are poorly
characterized. Regional scale mapping does not reveal
any great surprises but analysis is not yet complete.
Regional mapping of Valhalla reveals that individual
structures within it are very rugged, with reliefof up to
3 km, but the relief associated with the largest impacts
on Ganymede and Callisto is poorly constrained.
GANYMEDE
Currently, topographic data for Ganymede include
small high-resolution samples over grooved terrain,
smooth terrain, and dark terrain. Dark terrain is very
rugged with no evidence of late stage resurfacing due
to volcanism (any early volcanism being removed by
cratering). Bright terrains at decameter scales can be
smooth or intensely grooved at multiple wavelengths.
Regional topographic mapping indicates that some
younger bright terrains are depressed with respect to
ancient dark terrains, but not all. Are all young
smooth terrains low and at equipotential surfaces, as
suggested by Voyager-Galileo stereo? Is there a corre-
lation between topography and terrain age or degree of
deformation in bright terrains?
EUROPA
Most of the issues regarding Europa focus on the
nature and evolution of the putative floating shell, in-
cluding its thickness. The original Europa Orbiter
proposed to measure the diurnal tides using an altime-
ter. Galileo topographic mapping reveals much more
relief than currently quoted. Topography of chaos
regions, depressions and plateaus, and impact craters
all point to an ice shell that is 10-20 km thick, but there
remains considerable room for interpretation. The
addition of gravity mapping from ranging data to to-
pography would greatly aid the study of Europa's icy
crust.
10
Long-range imaging of 10 with a radiation-
hardened downlink-enabledCCD can be used to map
regional and global topographic variation on 10, an-
swering questions about internal convection, variations
in heat flow and topography. Any extended mission to
lo's vicinity will offer excellent opportunities to de-
termine flow thicknesses, local volcanic slopes, and
mountain morphology.
JlMOGOALS
The inclusion of a lasar altimeter will bring these
satellites into the modem era of exploration by provid-
ing a globally integrated controlled topographic data
set. Such mapping should extend as poleward as pos-
sible in order to map those territories but also to get the
tidal figures for Europa (and Ganymede) and to detect
changes over the diurnal cycle. Even with several
months of mapping, however, these data will still pro-
vide only linear stripes across the surface. To fill gaps
and provide truly characterize individual structures and
geologic provinces will require supplemental topog-
raphic mapping in the form of stereo and photocli-
nometric mapping of local and regional targets. Aided
by downlink denied to Galileo, stereo imaging can be
acquired through an onboard stereo imaging system or
through repeat imaging in successive orbits (depending
on the final orbit profile). Photoclinometric mapping
can be accomplished through single low-sun images
and mosaics, but will be greatly aided by coincident
low-phase-angle images of the same area (and useful
for other purposes). Experience in using Galileo im-
ages to accomplish these goals will be invaluable to
making topographic mapping efforts on JlMO a re-
sounding success.
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IMPACT CRATERING: A CRITICAL JOVIAN ICY MOONS SCIENCE OBJECTIVE. P.M. Schenk, Lu-
nar and Planetary Institute, 3600 Bay Area Blvd., Houston, TX 77058 (schenk@lpi.usra.edu) and J.M. Moore,
NASA Ames Research Center, MS 245-3, Moffett Field, CA 94035
Impact craters perfonn two vital functions in plane-
tary bistory and evolution. They date tbe surface.
Tbey probe the interior.
INTERIORS
Voyager and Galileo based studies reveal tbat im-
pact crater morpbology is fundamentally different on
icy and rocky bodies. Also, differences bave been
discovered among the icy satellites that are probably
related to thermal state oftbe ice sbell. Mucb of this is
related to the strong temperature dependence of ice
rbeology on temperature, and the mucb weaker
strength of ices in general.
Depth diameter studies of impact craters show very
clear breaks associated with morphologic transitions.
In fact, some larger craters appear to be shallower than
smaller craters. These transitions may be related to
rheologic transitions at depth within the outer icy
sbells. Unfortunately, only a few of the larger impact
craters can be mapped topograpbically and some of
these were not observed at high resolution. It is there-
fore bigbly desirable to determine tbe sbapes of larger
impact features on these satellites.
On Europa, transitions in crater morphology were
found to occur at smaller diameters than on Ganymede
and Callisto. These transitions include that from cra-
ters to ringed structures, but several key craters in the
transition diameter range were so poorly observed that
neither their morphology nor their diameter could be
properly assessed. These craters may reveal an unrec-
ognized transition morphologies or may reveal
cbanges in morpbology over time. Tbey will certainly
help to narrow the actual diameter over which these
morphologic changes occur. The diameter is critical
because these cbanges probably reflect cbanges in
sbell rbeology with depth and may belp define the ac-
tual thickness of the ice sbell.
Controversy remains over the origins of specific
features, such as ancient palimpsest impact scars.
Partly this is due to the degraded state of these struc-
lutes but also to the very limited and higbly variable
Galileo imaging coverage. This often included simple
radial transects subject to local geologic overprinting
due to younger crater deposits, making interpretation
of primary landforms difficult or impossible.
AGES
Tbere are two competing models for the origin of
projectiles in the jovian system: asteroidal and
cometary. Eacb model bas implications for the ages of
the surfaces of these icy moons. An asteroidal model
would imply mucb older ages than a cometary origin.
One means for discriminating between the two would
be a spectroscopic search for projectile material in
crater deposits. The second would be a detailed cbar-
acterizatioo of the crater production function as re-
corded on the surfaces of these bodies. Tbis cbarac-
terization is complicated by several factors, including
the synchronous rotation of these bodies, wbicb leads
to the prediction that their sbould be 30-40 times as
many craters 00 the leading than on the trailing hemi-
spheres. Other factors include sublimation degrada-
tion and viscous relaxation, each of which operate
most effectively at different distance scales.
Galileo provided a great leap forward witb bigb
resolution images revealing the crater distribution at
small crater sizes, and by unveiling the cratering re-
cord of Europa. Among the discoveries were the ap-
parent paucity of small craters relative to the Moon, a
distribution asymmetry on Ganymede correlated with
distance to the apex, but not on Europa or Callisto, and
an anomalously shallow production function on all
three satellites at 1-100 km crater diameters.
Unfortunately, Galileo downlink restrictions com-
promised many of these studies. The mapping areas
available for small crater counts are extremely limited
and spatially distributed in an uneven and not always
useful manner. In some cases, regional context imag-
ing is lacking and counts could be contaminated by
secondary craters.
JIMO can finish the job by determining the distribution
of impact craters at small sizes across the entire surface of
each satellite. Viscous relaxation, sublimation degradation,
and "saturation" all contribute to crater erasure but are only
weakly understood. Secondary crater populations also con-
taminate the record of primary craters, both globally and
locally. Although some new insights can be gained from
Galileo study of Pwyll secondaries on Europa, these data are
still very sparse, and similar young craters have not been
examined at all on Ganymede or Callisto.
JIMO will also be primed to extend the survey of
small sub-kilometer craters to all latitudes and longi-
tudes. A global map of crater distribution at smaller
crater diameters is essential to searching for the pre-
dicted hemispheric asymmetries in crater distribution,
especially as a function of size. It will also allow us to
map out variations due to location, such as distance to
apex, at all crater sizes, or the role of secondary crater
production in contaminating the record. Only a com-
plete survey of the cratering record will allow us to
estimate absolute and relative ages with greater confi-
dence, short of in situ or returned sample analysis.
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JOVIAN ENERGETIC-PARTICLE MEASUREMENTS AND X-RAY IMAGES. M. Schulz, S. A. Fuselier,
D. L. Chenette, J. Mobilia, A. L. Magoncelli, and E. E. Gaines (all at Lockheed Martin Advanced Technology Cen-
ter, 3251 Hanover Street, Palo Alto, CA 94304, U.S.A.; e-mail: mike.schulZ@hnco.com.stephen.a.fuselier@lmco.com.
dave.chenette@lmco.com, joseph.mobilia@lmco.com, antonio.l.magoncelli@lmco.com).
Concept: Our group contemplates combining the
simultaneous measurement of energetic particle fluxes
(electrons up to 30 MeV, protons and other identifiable
ions up to 200 MeV) with global imaging of X-rays (2-
60 keV) from Jupiter and its icy moons. Our prototype
for the X-ray imager is PIXIE, on NASA's Earth-
orbiting Polar satellite.
Scientific Rationale: Bombardment of Jupiter's
atmosphere by energetic electrons is likely to produce
X-ray signatures complementary to already observed
optical auroras on magnetic shells corresponding to
Jupiter's Galilean satellites. X-ray spectra reveal char-
acteristics of the precipitating electron distribution,
hence (for example) the amount by which electrons are
energized by any parallel potential drops associated
with the corresponding electrical circuits. X-rays pro-
duced by electron bombardment of the Galilean satel-
lites themselves can be imaged with the same instru-
ment. Such remote measurements with an onboard X-
ray imager thus complement in situ measurements of
energetic charged-particle fluxes over a broad range of
energies.
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PUTATIVE BIOSPHERES FOR EUROPA AND GANYMEDE: MODELING AND BIOSIGNATURE
DETECTION
D. Schulze-Makuch' and L.N.lrwin'
IDept. of Geological Sciences, University of Texas at El Paso, email: dirksm@geo.utep.edu
'Dept. of Biological Sciences, University of Texas at El Paso, email: lirwin@utep.edu.
We have calculated the theoretical biomass of po-
tential ecosystems of Europa and Ganymede, assuming
the presence of a liquid ocean beneath the frozen sur·
face, and three trophic levels analogous to marine eco-
systems on Earth. Our models are based on chemo-
autotrophic producers with the metabolic requirements
of yeast cells that derive their energy from the oxida-
tion of hydrogen outgassed from the mantle [1]. Mak-
ing reasonable assumptions about hydrogen availabil-
ity, adjusted for planetary size, we calculate that a 100
m-thick shell of water at the mantle/ocean interface
could contain multicellular consumers with an organ-
ismic mass of 1 g (the size of a small goldfish) in a
volume of ocean measuring 43,400 m) on Europa and
2200 km' on Ganymede. Biomass density at the ocean
bollom would be 1.3 x 10's gIL. Independently pro-
posed models for Europa, when extrapolated using our
assumptions about ecosystem structure, yield biomass
densities of 26 mgIL in a 100 m-thick shell at the
ocean ceiling supported by energy production from
radiolytic generation of oxygen [2], and 0.55 gIL in a
pan-oceanic biosphere based on reduction of sulfate
[3]. Comparable values for Ganymede would be 7.5 x
10-17 gIL from oxidation of hydrogen, 4.5 pgIL from
radiolytic generation of oxygen, and 0.37 gIL from
sulfate reduction_ Notwithstanding the large variation
in proposed biomasses due to the minimal constraints
on starting assumptions, all three models illustrate the
plausibility of the existence of multicellular life on
both satellites.
Priorities for robotic exploration should be given to
detection of organic macromolecules as direct indica-
tors of life, elemental and mineral composition to de-
termine available nutrients, salinity and redox potential
of the subsurface ocean, and isotopic composition to
evaluate possible microbial fractionation and evolu-
tionary history of the satellites. These objectives could
be achieved with landers filled with a GCIMS that can
measure elements, isotopes, and organic molecules in
nanomolar concentrations. In principle, the latter
could detect biological residues transported to the sur-
face for two of the three energy sources (radiolytic
oxygenation and sulfate reduction) proposed for Eu-
ropa and for one of the three sources (sulfate reduc-
tion) proposed for Ganymede.
[l]lrwin L. N. and Schulze-Makuch D. (2003) In review
at Astrobiology. [2] Chyba C. and Phillips C. (2001) Proc
Nall Acad Sci USA 98(3), 801-804. [3] Zolo'ov M.Y. and
Shock E.L. (2003) Journal of Geophysical Research-Planets
108(E4), art. no.-5022
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IMAGING SPECTROMETER WITH illGH-RESPONSIVITY AND NO MOVING PARTS. R. G. Sellar'
and L. E. Kirkland', 'University of Central Florida (gsellar@mail.ucf.edu), 'Lunar and Planetary Institute (Kirk-
land@lpi.usra.edu).
Figure 1: Monolithic
Sagnac interferometer
Introduction: Technology programs funded by
DoD and by NASA (through the PIDDP program)
have led to the development of a class of imaging
spectrometer that combines the principal advantages of
two traditional techniques used for imaging spectrome-
try: the sigoalcollection advantage offered by the inter-
ferometric or Fourier Transform Spectrometer (FTS)
class, and the no-moving-parts advantage offered by
the dispersive and filter-array classes. This new class
of imaging spectrometer, referred to as interferometric
windowing, has no filters, no slit, and no moving parts.
The advantage of having no moving parts provides
allows the interferometer
to be monolithic (com-
prised of a single, solid
optical element as shown
in Figure I) and therefore
extremely rugged and
relatively inexpensive [I),
(2). The high responsivity
of this instrument makes
this . approach ideal for
missions to the outer
planets.
Requirement: Objectives for exploration of Jupi-
ter's icy moons are likely to include photo-geology
and compositional studies using visible-infrared spec-
trometers. The image and spectral data from a polar
orbiter will provide much better and more uniform
global coverage and spatial resolution compared to the
uneven results from the Galileo mission. The mean
solar irradiance at Jupiter is a factor of 27 weaker than
the mean solar irradiance at the Earth. The low surface
temperatures of Jupiter's icy moons result in cor-
respondingly weak sigoals in the infrared as well. High
responsivity is therefore a crucial requirement for
visible and infrared imaging spectrometers for the
study of Jupiter's icy moons.
Demonstration: The sigoal advantage of this ap-
proach is apparent in the settings used when testing the
demonstration instrument (shown in Figure 2) in order
to avoid saturating the detector: the lens was stopped
down to Fill (a diameter of only 7 mm) and the expo-
sure time was reduced to 6 ms. The lens is desigoed
for a focal ratio of FI2.2 and at a rate of 20 framesls
the nominal exposure time is 50 ms, so the available
input radiance (on a clear afternoon) was more than
200 times higher than required. The robustness of the
window-scanning approach has also been confinned,
as the demonstrations were accomplished with no re-
strictions on the frame rate, pan rate, or aligrunent. No
synchronization between the frame acquisition and the
pan rate was required or provided. An inexpensive,
off-the-shelf rotation stage was used, and no effort was
required or made to aligo the direction of motion rela-
tive to the FOY. This technique therefore places no
special demands on the spacecraft attitude or motion.
The pointing requirements f9r a flight instrument of
this type would be no different from those for a basic
imager.
Figure 2: Demonstration instument
Results from testing of this instrument will be pre-
sented.
References: [I) Rafert. J. B. and Sellar R. G.
(1995) Appl. Opt.• 34,7228-7230. [2] Otten, L. J. et al.
(1997) Proc. SPJE 3221,412.
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ICY SATELLITES IMPACTOR PROBES FOR THE JOVIAN ICY MOONS ORBITER. J. H. Shirley', W.
F. Zimmerman\ W. Strauss\ R. Ivlevt, T. Duong', D. Hunter', E. Slimko', F. Nacaise', E. Archer', B. Nesmith',
and A. Behar', 'California Institute ofTechnology, Jet Propulsion Laboratory, 4800 Oak Grove Drive, Pasadena CA
91109. (Email: jshirley@jpl.nasa.gov).
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Probe Instruments and Design: In addition to
the seismometer and Raman spectrometer, the IP pack-
age includes a simple imaging system with multiple
ports. Conductivity and temperature sensors are in-
cluded along with the pH sensor within the sample
capture cups (conceptual design shown).
The IP communicates with the Orbiter via patch
antennas distributed over the surface. The shell pro-
vides radiation shielding. The total mass (including
propulsion) is - 60 kg per probe.
Summary: This design offers a considerable sci-
ence return at a moderate cost, with relatively low de-
velopment risk. It has a significant heritage from DS-2
and other studies, and may find application in later
missions to other targets.
References: [I] McCord T. B. et al. (\999) JGR,
104, 11827-11851. [2] Carlson R. W. et al. (1999)
Science., 286, 97-99. [3] Hoppa G. V. et al. (\990)
Science, 285, 1899-1902. [4] Kovach R. L. and Chyba
C. F. (2001) Icarus 150, 279-287.
Additional Information: This design effort was
commissioned as part of the On-Orbit Assembly Fis-
sion Option study (H. Price, Team Leader) performed
for the NASA Nuclear Science Initiative Jovian Icy
Moons Tour investigations (led by G. Burdick and E.
Nilson).
One would be to drop a single IP at Europa. Another
choice would be to deploy 3 probes, one at each moon.
Lastly, we might also consider dropping 3 at Europa,
for a more detailed seismic characterization of that
body.
Introduction: We present a preliminary design
and mission description for Icy Satellites Impactor
Probes (IPs). This design addresses two of the scien-
tific themes of this Icy Galilean Satellites Forum: Sur-
face ChemistrY and Geophysics, and Interior Struc-
tures. Impactor probes may also make significant con-
tributions in the areas of surface geology and mineral-
ogy.
Scientific Objectives: One of the outstanding sci-
entific open questions involving Europa is the compo-
sition of the ubiquitous hydrated, non-ice surface ma-
terials. Are these mainly sulfate salts derived from
brines [1], or are they dominantly hydrated sulfuric
acid, produced by a radiolytically-driven sulfur cycle
[2]? In-situ observations can distinguish between these
possibilities though pH measurments. The IP desigu
presented here will passively capture samples for
analysis during impact.
A second pressing issue involves the (evidently
ongoing) cryo-tectonism of Europa's ice shell. There
are a number of mechanisms that could produce frac-
turing of the icy crust [3]. One or more miniature pas-
sive seismometers placed on the surface could detect
the seismic energy released in fracturing. More impor-
tantly, a passive seismic experiment on Europa would
also provide independent evidence of the tltickness of
the ice shell and the presence or absence of a subsur-
face ocean [4]. Thus we include a seismometer in our
IP instrument package.
The surface mineralogy of the Jovian icy satellites
is a subject with more questions than answers in the
post-Galileo era. We include a miniature Raman spec-
trometer with viewports and fiber-optic leads for sam-
ple excitation and spectroscopic data collection.
Mission Description: The IP package would
separate from the HMO orbiter at 100 km altitude, and
would employ retropropulsion engines to cancel the
-1-2 km ..' orbital velocity relative to the target sur-
face. A stop and drop manuever at 1-2 km altitude
would result in impact velocities of - 80 km s·' for the
15 kg spherical probe. The impact site would be visi-
ble to the orbiter for a short period of time following
impact. A crater of 0.1-0.4 m depth would be formed;
if impact occurs on a slope, ejection of the probe from
the crater may occur. Once at rest, the probe will de-
tennine its own orientation, and begin investigations.
Battery life is estimated to be - 2-3 orbital periods of
Europa. Three alternative scenarios deserve mention.
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JOVIAN RING SCIENCE OPPORTUNITIES WITH THE JIMO MISSION. M. R. Showalter', D. P. Hamil-
ton', and J. A. Burns', 'Stanford University, 245-3 NASA Ames, Moffett Field, CA 94035-1000, mshowal-
ter@mail.arc.nasa.gov, 'Astronomy Dept., U. Maryland, College Park, MD 20742, hamilton@astro.umd.edu, '328
Space Sciences Bldg., Cornell University, Ithaca, NY l4853-680l,jabI6@cornell.edu.
Overview: Jupiter's ring system consists of four
components: a main band -6000 km wide, a vertically-
extended inner halo, and a pair of exterior gossamer
rings. Each component illustrates aspects of dust dy-
namics within Jupiter's inclined magnetic field and its
strong inner plasma environment. The rings are also
intimately tied to the four inner moons Metis, Adra-
stea, Amalthea and Thebe, which define the outer
edges of three components and serve as major source
bodies for the visible dust. Although the rings have
been examined by four spacecraft and from Earth, we
are still lacking a systematic data set showing them
with sufficient resolution and sensitivity to make dy-
namical sense of many ring structures. More complete
coverage in phase angle and wavelength is needed to
determine the properties of the dust grains and embed-
ded source bodies, and to understand the interactions
between these two populations. With better under-
standing of the processes at work, the rings can serve
as a probe of the innermost magnetosphere (1-3 R,),
where spacecraft cannot travel safely.
Science Goals: Although its primary focus will be
on the icy satellites, the JIMO mission provides a
unique opportunity to revolutionize our understanding
of the ring system. Key ring science objectives are:
(1) A comprehensive overview ofthe source bodies
in the system. The visible dust cannot survive for long
in Jupiter's forbidding environment, and must be r.,.
plenished on time scales of < -100 years. We need to
understand the surface properties of the four inner
moons, to search the system thoroughly for additional
moons down to -1 km in size, and to characterize any
embedded, faint rings of parents bodies-which are
too small to be seen individually but are large enough
to serve as significant sources for the dominant dust.
(2) A complete understanding of the dust proper-
ties. Size and composition of dust grains will help to
constrain the charge-to-mass ratio q/m, a critical un-
known in all dynamical models. Variations in dust size
with location in the system will further illustrate the
role ofLorentz forces, whose effects vary with q/m and
therefore with size. The perturbing effects of other
non-gravitational forces, such as solar radiation drag,
also vary with grain size.
(3) A detailed description of the system's radial
and vertical structure. Structures in the main band and
elsewhere, and particularly their dependence on phase
angle, will enable us to better pin down the locations of
embedded parent bodies. Details of the regions near
the four embedded moons will reveal the dynamics of
dust in the process of being ejected into the system.
Structures near synchronous orbit and at Lorentz reso-
nances provide hints about the relative role of electro-
magnetic forces, enabling us to better constrain the
charging processes. Details of the halo's vertical
structure can be used to test competing dynamical
models. Vertical asymmetries and warps are suggested
in some data sets but are currently unexplained.
(4) A survey of any time variations in the system.
Reports of quadrant asymmetries and "patchiness"
suggest that collisions between larger ring members,
and/or large meteoroid impacts, may playa significant
role in altering the rings' steady-state structures.
(5) Details ofthe ring environment. Measurements
of the inner Jovian magnetic field and plasma envi-
ronment will better define the processes charging the
grains and perturbing their orbits. A dust detector
could provide accurate measurements of the dust flux
through the system, which defmes the rate at which
ring grains are created and destroyed.
Mission Concepts: Key ring observations include
imaging in the visual band through broad filters, with
resolution of -10 km or better, plus spectrophotometry
out to -5 I'm wavelength to define composition and
particle sizes. Because of the ring system's extreme
faintness, instruments should be designed with very
low susceptibility to off-axis light. Complete phase
angle coverage is needed, with emphasis on the very
highest and lowest phase angles. The tour should be
designed with passages through the Jovian shadow,
providing safe viewing periods at very high phase an-
gles. Equatorial orbits (as expected for an icy moon
mission) provide a suitable viewpoint to meet most
ring science goals; however, a few periods spent on
orbits inclined by a few degrees will be needed to ob-
serve the asymmetries suggestive of time variations.
After the icy moon mapping phase is complete, a
few deeper passes into the Jovian system could provide
unique opportunities for ring and magnetospheric sci-
ence. This period would better characterize the rings'
environment and could also provide snapshots of the
rings and inner moons at fmer resolution than is other-
wise obtainable. A dust detector could directly sample
the exceedingly faint outer gossamer rings, providing a
valuable complement to similar, brief measurements
by Galileo.
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Atmospheric Science and the JIMO mission. A. A. Simon-Miller, NASA Goddard Space Flight Center, Code
693.0, Greenbelt, MD 20771, Amy.Simon@nasa.gov
Introduction: The Jupiter Icy Moons Orbiter mis-
sion will intensely study Callisto, Ganymede and Eu-
ropa for several years. During its orbital tour, there
will be long periods (-300 days) where the spacecraft
is spiraling in from one satellite to the next, giving the
perfect opportunity to study Jupiter's atmosphere. The
obvious question is, 'Why do we need JIMO to do this,
after Voyager, Galileo and the Cassini flyby?' Much
like the satellite science from these missions, atmos·
pheric science still has many outstanding questions.
some of which were raised by these missions. In addi-
tion, virtually every measurable quantity on Jupiter
varies both spatially and temporally, and previous mis-
sions did not supply the coverage needed to address
them. The RMO mission offers an outstanding op-
portunity for the global and long temporal coverage
needed to answer these questions.
Objedives: A combination of instruments, also
useful to satellite science, would be needed to fully
address the atmospheric objectives, some of which are
summarized below. New technology will allow sig-
nificant advances over previous attempts to address
these goals:
I. Vertical structure, large and small-scale 3-D dy-
namics, including turbulence, winds and convection.
High spectral resolution with high spatial resolution
(and global context) in the visible and near infrared are
needed to address these areas. Hyperspectral imagers
and multiple spatial resolution cameras are an example
of the required technology.
2. Spatial variability of water and hydrocarbons.
These require mid and far-infrared coverage with good
spatial resolution and high spectral resolution. Fou-
rier-Transform Spectrometers like those on Cassini and
Mars Global Surveyor can meet this requirement.
3. Temperature and wind field mapping to deter-
mine heat and kinetic energy transport, thermal bal-
ance. Here, a combination of the instruments sug-
gested for goals I and 2 to simultaneously map the
planet over many wavelengths is needed.
4. Nightside lightning and aurora and on the day-
side with the proper choice of filters and geometry.
The lightning objective ties together convection, dy-
namics and chemistry. while the auroral objective is
important in understanding the magnetosphere and its
connection to the satellites. It is again important to
observe these phenomena at many wavelengths.
Possible New Technologies: Due to the long time
from conception to launch of the previous large mis-
sions to Jupiter. many of the instruments were no
longer state-of-the-art even by the time of launch.
Thus, the potential exists for cutting-edge technology
to be developed to ensure this mission remains at the
forefront of scientific advances, while building on reli-
able instnlments with a proven record of success.
Tantamount to the success of every spacecraft mis-
sion is the use of visible imaging cameras. For atmos-
pheric studies two cameras (one with a wide-angle
field and one with a narrow-angle field) are usually
used to obtain high spatial resolution images simulta-
neous with context fields. This is particularly useful at
middle distances from the planet. In reality, many dif-
ferent focal lengths can be used. The major limitation
traditionally comes in the choice of filters for the cam-
era. Atmospheric studies require methane-band and
continuum wavelengths in the visible and near·IR for
vertical discrimination of winds, cloud and haze layers.
Hyperspectral imaging is now possible over wav...
lengths from the near-UV through the near-rR, with
very high spectral resolution « 10m). These cameras
utilize a variety of technologies including Acousto-
Optic Tuning, wedge filter designs and spectrograph-
type gratings to generate high spectral resolution image
cubes with more filtering capability than a standard
imaging camera. These cameras would benefit from
the high data rate available in a JIMO-type mission.
Advances have also been made in thermal instru-
mentation. as well. in detector technology in particular.
Many of these instruments are Fourier Transform
Spectrograph (FTS), and we use Cassini CIRS as the
paradigm. The Cassini CIRS instrument has much
better spectral coverage than its predecessor (Voyager
IRIS), covering the range from 7 to 1000 microns, with
improved spatial resolution. New work on detectors
and instrument design promise even better perform-
ance with high temperature superconducting bolome-
ters and imaging FTS designs.
Many other instrument designs are possible. of
course. There are many prototype instruments that
have been tested on ground-based telescopes and also
on smaller missions. Probably the most important as-
pect of the instrument coverage, however, is the ability
to obtain simultaneous coverage over all wavelengths.
This requires that the instruments be bore-sighted to
high accuracy, preferably with a scan platform so that
the spacecraft does not need to be turned for every ob-
servation. Truly coordinated observations are needed
to address many of the outstanding atmospheric prob-
lems listed above.
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SCIENCE OBJECTIVES FOR SATELLITE ATMOSPHERES. THEIR CmCUMPLANETARY
NEUTRAL DISTRIBUTIONS, AND THEm MAGNETOSPHERIC IMPACT AND INTERACTIONS. W.
H. Smyth I and M. L. Marconi2, IAtmospheric and Environmental Research, Inc., 131 Hartwell Avenue, Lexington,
MA 02421, 'The Fresh Pond Research Institute, 173 Harvey Street, Cambridge, MA 02140.
Basic Concept: The atomic and molecular species in
the atmospheres of the Galilean satellite provide a di-
rect link to surface processes and interior composition.
The structure and abundance of gases in the atmos-
pheres are established by the flow of gases (or supply
rates) between the satellite surface, the bound atmos-
phere, and the extended neutral clouds of gravitation-
ally escaping gases. The distribution and loss of these
gases are also shaped by their interactions with the
planetary magnetosphere, and these gases conse-
quently supply ions to and alter the properties of the
planetary magnetosphere. This overall complex flow
of gases from the satellite has heen best studied for 10,
which is known to supply the dominant plasma source
for the heavy-ion (0" 0++, S., S++, s*l plasma torus
and larger planetary magnetosphere. Recent meas-
urements from Cassini mission [I] of unexpected co-
pious quantities of energetic neutral atoms (ENAs)
created hy the charge exchange of energetic ions and
circumplanetary neutrals have suggested that Europa
may playa similar role near its orbit but with an order
of magnitude or so smaller gas flow rates than that of
10. The situation for Ganymede and Callisto should be
similar in nature with likely even smaller gas flow
rates, but relevant observations are generally lacking.
The orbiting encounter of the Jupiter Icy Moons Or-
biter (TIMO) with each of tl2e three outer Galilean sat-
ellites thus provides a unique opportunity to study for
the first time the structure and composition of these
atmospheres, their connection with the satellite sur-
faces, and tl2eir impact on and interactions witl2 the
planetary magnetosphere. Observations acquired be-
tween these encounter-times also allow a more in-
deptl2 remote study of tl2e corresponding picture for 10
and the plasma torus and tl2e supply of important data
not obtained by tl2e Galileo mission.
Approach: During the TIMO orbiting encounter witl2
each of the three outer Galilean satellites, in situ meas-
urements will provide new and important data to char-
acterize the atmospheric composition, abundance, and
structure. For Europa and Ganymede, one of tl2e pri-
mary atmospheric gases is tl20ught to be O2, a noncon-
densable chemical product of H20, as delermined from
Hubble Space Telescope observations [2, 3] of 0
(1304 A, 1356 A) emissions produced by dissociative
electron impact excitation of O2, Ground-based ohser-
vations of Europa [4, 5, 6] have also detected the mi-
nor atmospheric species Na and K likely from surface
salts supplied hy underlying ocean brines, and TIMO in
situ measurements may be expected to detect other
molecular or ion fragments of H20 and perhaps even
signatures of trace organic or biologically significant
compounds residing on the surface [7]. TIMO in situ
measurements should be able to detect the composition
and the interactions of the ions in satellite atmos-
pheres. These ions are important in understanding the
electrodynamic plasma interaction at the satellite and
tl2e loss of neutrals from tl2e atmosphere and tl2eir in-
teractions with these ions, which may be detected near
the satellites, as for Europa, through pickup ion signa-
tures [8, 9] and ion-cyclotron waves [10]. The gravita-
tional escape of gases from the satellite creates ex-
tended neutral clouds on a circumplanetary scale that
form asyo2ffietric gas tori about Jupiter, where in the
vicinity of the satellite orbit the gas densities are
peaked about the satellite's location. For a given es-
cape rate, the gas density and the amount of orbital
asyo2ffietry are shaped by the relative values of the
lifetime of the neutral in tl2e thermal magnetospheric
plasma and tl2e dynamic time scale for the neutral to
make a complete orbit about Jupiter relative to the sat-
ellite. The ionization of these gases by tl2e tl2ermal
plasma then creates new pickup ions and hence a
plasma source for tl2e magnetosphere that may be de-
tected by in situ TIMO measurements. The circum-
planetary neutral distribution also provides a charge
exchange sink for the energetic ions, which alters their
populations and pitch-angle distributions tl2at may be
detected witl2 TIMO by in situ ion measurements and
by remote observation of the created ENAs. Remote
observations of electron impact excited emissions from
gases to study 10's atmosphere and its electrodynamic
interaction and from magnetospheric ions to study the
spatial structure of the plasma torus also provide addi-
tional JIMO opportunities to investigate more fully tl2e
Jupiter system. In summary, TIMO measurements of
the properties of ions, neutrals, and tl2eir emissions
along the flow of gases from tl2e satellite surface, to
the atmosphere, to tl2e extended neutral clouds, and to
tl2e magnetosphere supply vital information which
through modeling provides a powerful approach to
connect and illuminate all the physical processes along
tl2is chain of events.
References: [1) Maul< B.H. el aI. (2003) Nature, 411,920-
922. (2) Hall D.T. et aI. (1995) Nature, 373, 677-679. [3)
Hall D.T. el aI. (1998) Ap.J., 499,475-481. [4) Brown M.E.
and Hill R.E. (1996) Nature, 380, 229-231. [5) Brown M.E.
(2000) Icarus, 151, 190-195. [6) Leblanc el al. (2002) Icarus,
159, 132-144. [7) Johnson et aI. (1998) GRL, 15, 3257-3260.
[8) Kivelson M.G. et aI. (1999) JGR, 104, 4609-4626. [9)
Palerson W.R. et al. (1999) JGR, 104, 22779-22792. [lO)
Volwerk et aI. (2001) JGR, 106,26033-26048.
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10 SCIENCE OPPORTUNITIES WITH JIMO: OBSERVING IN THE INFRARED. W. D. Smythe', R.
Lopes', 1. R. Spencer', 'Jet Propulsion Laboratory, MIS 183-601,4800 Oak Grove Drive, Pasadena, CA 91109-
8099, Wsmythe@lively.jpl.nasa.gov, 'Lowell Observatory, 1400 W. Mars Hill Rd, Flagstaff, AZ 86001
Introduction: The Jupiter Icy Moons Orbiter pre·
sents an opportunity to greatly improve our under·
standing of the most dynamic body in the solar system.
10 is tbe best place to study tidal heating of the Gali-
lean moons, provides unique insights into Earth bistory
and is a unique laboratory for basic planetary physics.
Many important questions ahout 10 remain after Gali·
leo that cannot be addressed from Earth or Earth orbit,
but could be answered by limited observing time from
HMO with the appropriate instrumentation. Here we
outline the requirements in the infrared (see compan·
ion abstract by Spencer et al. for visiblelUV).
Objective and measurement requirements: Two
major science issues that can be addressed with infra·
red observations from HMO are la's heat flow and
surface chemistry. la's heat flow is so prodigious that
it can be measured remotely, by inventorying the infra·
red radiation that 10 emits.
Tidal Healing: A major puzzle is that recent esti·
mates (using ground·based and Galileo observations)
are higher than predicted by steady-state tidal heating
rates. It is necessary to understand why this is so on 10
to properly understand tidal heating On Europa. We
need high spatial resolution measurements of the spa·
tial distribution oflo's thermal radiation and accurate
measurements of its bolometric albedo (which controls
the input of solar heat).
la's surface chemistry: la's surface chemistry is
still largely unknown and SO" which is ubiquitous on
the surface, remains the only compound definitely
identified. The composition oflo's very high tempera·
ture magma is unknown. Since surface areas not cov·
ered by SO, are fairly small (a few Ian'), infrared spec·
troscopic observations at spatial resolutions around I
lan, which would be unique to HMO, are needed. The
ahove two science issues are examples of the several
unanswered questions, listed in the 10 report to the
Decadal Survey (Spencer el ai, 2002) that can be an·
swered or substantially advanced by HMO through
observations in the IR.
Instrumentation: JIMO cannot orbit 10 but it can
obtain observations with a high·resolution telescope
represent science opportunity that cannot be obtained
from earth or earth orbit. At one micron, telescope
with a Y, meter aperture can have an /FOY of about
1.3 kilometers from Ganymede and about 500 meters
from Europa. The important capabilities of the HMO
mission for measurements on 10 include a high data
rate, adequate payload mass, and sufficient power to
utilize actively cooled detectors. A suite of instruments
that would be used for measuring 10 would also be
valuable for mapping Europa from Ganymede's orbit.
At Ganymede, the radiation is dramatically lower and
does not affect the SNR for observations of Europa
significantly.
Unique JIMO Opportunities: HMO offers
unique opportunities answer questions about data 10
with data obtained wavelengths beyond the visible
from HMO. HMO can obtain spatial resolution about
two orders of magnitude greater than from earth orbit
and significant temporal coverage during the ntission.
Two major limitations of the existing long wavelength
on 10 is the limited spatial coverage at high spatial
resolution - particularly at high spectral resolution and
very limited coverage of the Jupiter facing hemisphere.
The former prevents obtaining unmixed spectra of
unique surface features (such as fresh flows) - and the
latter has makes it difficult to interpret global behavior
of 10. To understand 10, one needs to map 10 at spatial
resolutions better than one kilometer over the spectral
range 0.8 to about 40 microns, and to obtain a reason·
able spatial coverage at spectral resolutions high
enough to measure isotopic fractionation. The spectral
range includes iron bands (0.8-1.3 microns), mineral
and volatiles bands (1-15 microns) and thermal meas·
urements (0.8 to 40 nticrons). Most these needs could
be met with limited observing time from HMO, an·
swering many of the important remaining questions
about 10.
The GLL NIMS map of Tupan at 4.7 microns (8
km/pix, upper left), as JIMO visible (135 m/pix upper
right), JIMO 1 " (500 mlpix, lower left), and JIMO 4 "
(2000 mlpix, lower right), simulated from GLL-SSI
References: [I] Spencer, 1. R. et al. (2002) The future of
10 exploration. Community white paper for the Planetary
Decadal Survey, in The Future of Solar System Exploration,
2003-2013 (M. Sykes, Ed.), Astron. Soc. Pac. Conference
Series 270, 201-216.
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DETERMINING THE PRESENCE AND DEPTH OF AN OCEAN WITHIN EUROPA, GANYMEDE AND
CALLISTO USING GRADIOMETERS. C. Sotin' and J. Flokstra', 'Labora!oire de Plane!ologie et Geodynamique,
UMR-CNRS 6112, Faculte des Sciences et des Techniques· 2 rue de la Houssiniere - BP 92208 - 44322 Nantes Cedex 3 -
France - sotin@chimie.univ-nantes.fr, 2Low Temperature Division, Department of Applied Physics, University of Twente,
P.O.Box 217, 7500 AE Enschede, The Netherlands.
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Figure 2: Variations ofUrr versus time (from [3])
The frequency of the order 2 signal is 0.2 mHz and
the amplitude of the signal is on the order of 2.5 Eot-
vos. If a sensitivity of ImEI.,fHz can be achieved, the SIN
ratio will be around lOS. The sensitivity of the gradiometer
must be less than 1 mEtvos if one wants to determine the
depth of the ocean with agood accuracy.
Conclusions: We are in the process of determin-
ing the characteristics of the gravity gradient tensor for
the different icy satellites. Additional simulations are
being carried out [3] and will be presented at this
workshop.
Acknowledgment: This work is being performed as
part of an ESA Study Contract and we thank: Philippe Rous-
sel and Jean-Pierre Lebreton who have initiated this activity
References [I] Castillo J., Mocquet A., Sntin C.,
(2000) C. R. Acad Sci., 330, 659-666. [2] Snlin C., Head J.,
and G. Tnbie, (2002), Geophys. Res. Lell.., 29, 8, 74-1 -74-4
[3] Sotin C. and Gratton R., Gravity gradient sensor
for future planetary mission, TNl report, ESA publica-
tion.
Elements of the gradiometer tensor
Calculations: We have carried out simulations to
investigate what must be the sensitivity of gradiom·
eters in order to detennine the depth of an ocean on
Europa. In a first set of numerical simulations, the
spacecraft was supposed to orbit Europa at an altitude
of 400 km. The nine components of the gravity tensors
were calculated using models [2] for the internal struc-
ture of Europa which are consistent with the data ob-
tained by Galilee. Figure 2 gives an example for one
of the nine components (Urr).
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Figure I: Variations ofk2 (from [I])
The presence of an ocean provides strong varia-
tions of the value of degree 2 Love numbers [I]. This
degree 2 Love number is linked to the degree 2 gravity
field coefficients (1, and Cn ). If there is no ocean, the
value of k2 is close to zero whereas it has much larger
values if an ocean is present (Figure l).
Introduction: One of the main discoveries of the
Galileo mission (and still unresolved question) about
Jupiter's icy moons is the presence and depth of inter-
nal oceans. One way for determining the existence of
an ocean is the measurement of gravity fields. To
complement LoS measurements, we study how gradi-
ometers could help in determining the existence of
such oceans. Such devices are being developed to be
used on future solar system exploration missions.
Internal structure of the icy moons: Magnetic
data and gravity data provided some clues about the
internal structure of Europa, Ganymede and Callisto.
The different flybys allowed us to determine the mo-
ment of inertia (Mol) of each satellite. We know that
each of them is differentiated but that Ganymede is
much more differentiated than Callisto. We know that
both Europa and Callisto have induced magnetic field
whereas Ganymede has it own dynamo. The young age
of Europa's surface and the variety oftectonic features
lead to the conclusion that an ocean may be present at
some depth. Europa is the only icy satellite where this
ocean coulb be in contact with the silicate core. Two
different models are proposed :one for which the ice
thickness is small (some hundreds of meters) and an-
other one for which the ice crust undergoes thermal
convection leading to a thickness of about 20 km.
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THE IMPORTANCE OF CHAOS AND LENTICULAE ON EUROPA FOR THE JIMO MISSION. Nicole A.
Spaun, NASA Ames Research Center, MS: 245-3, Moffett Field, CA 94035 USA. ospaun@mail.arc.nasa.gov.
Chaos and Lenticulae: The Galileo Solid State Im-
agiog (SSI) experimeot provided high-resolution images
of Europa's surface allowing identification of surface
features barely distinguishable at Voyager's resolution.
SSI revealed the visible pitting on Europa's surface to be
due to large disrupted features, chaos, and smaller sub-
circular patches. lenticulae. Chaos features contain a
hummocky matrix material and commonly contain dis·
located blocks of ridged plains [1,2,3]. Lenticulae are
morphologically interrelated and can be divided into
three classes: domes, spots, and micro-chaos [4]. Domes
are broad, upwarped features that generally do not dis-
rupt the texture of the ridged plains. Spots are areas of
low albedo that are generally smooth in texture com-
pared to other units. Micro-chaos are disrupted features
with a hummocky matrix material, resembling that ob-
served within chaos regions.
Chaos and lenticulae are ubiquitous in the SSI re-
gional map observations, which average -200 meters per
pixel (m/pxl) in resolution, and appear in several of the
ultra-high resolution, I.e., better than 50 m/pxl, images
of Europa as well. SSI also provided a number of multi-
spectral observations of chaos and lenticulae. Using this
dataset we have undertaken a thorough study of the
morphology, size, spacing, stratigraphy, and color of
chaos and lenticulae to determine their properties and
evaluate models of their formation.
Geological mapping indicates that chaos and micro-
chaos have a similar internal morphology of in-situ deg-
radation suggesting that a similar process was operating
during their formation [5]. The size distribution denotes
a dominant size of 4.8 km in diameter for features con-
taining hummocky material (I.e., chaos and micro-chaos)
[5]. Results indicate a dominant spacing of 15 - 36 km
apart [6]. Chaos and lenticulae are generally among the
youngest features stratigraphically observed on the sur-
face, suggesting a recent change in resurfacing style
[3,6,7,8]. Also, the reddish non-icy materials on Eu-
ropa's surface have high concentrations in many chaos
and lenticulae features [9].
Nonetheless, a complete global map of the distribu-
tion of chaos and lenticulae is not possible with the SSI
dataset. Only <20"10 of the surface has been imaged at
200 m/pxl or better resolution, mostly of the near-
equatorial regions. Color and ultra-high-res images have
much less surface coverage. Thus we suggest that full
global imaging of Europa at 200 m/pxl or better resolu-
tion, preferably in multi-spectra! wavelengths, should be
a high priority for the JIMO mission.
Models: The models of lenticulae and chaos forma-
tion have different implications for the thickness of Eu-
ropa's ice-shell: the melt-through model suggests a thin
ice shell, < 3 km, atop an ocean and chaos is created by
localized melting of the shell, exposing the ocean at the
surface [10]; the diapirism model requires a thicker ice
shell with a brittle surface lid overlying a ductile con-
vecting layer that produces diapirs, which create lenticu-
lae [4], and coalesce to create chaos [5]. Compositional
diapirism may be possible with plausible ice shell con-
figurations containing salts and contaminants [11,12].
As the melt-through model indicates a very thin ice shell
and exchange of surface and oceanic material, detailed
global analyses of such features would be beneficial for
studies of geology and astrobiology. While a thicker
shell model, i.e. diapirism. seems intuitively less favor-
able for astrobiology, subsurface to surface exchange
can occur through diapirism in chaos and lenticulae [13].
Thus we suggest that, allowing for either model, chaos
and lenticulae should be prime targets for study (e.g.
imaging, spectral, topographic) in the JIMO mission to
provide valuable data about the recent geological proc-
esses on Europa.
The models agree in their hypotheses that chaos and
lenticulae are created by thermal and/or compositional
means and are not purely tectonic features. As such, we
suggest that a global map and study of these features
could provide thermal and compositional distribution
maps for the ice shell. As chaos and lenticulae are
among the stratigraphically youngest features, their dis-
tribution could indicate the recent sites of thermal activ-
ity and concentrations of tidal heating, as well as possi-
bly mapping out recent compositional variations across
the globe. As the features are reddish and rich in non-ice
material, chaos and lenticulae are excellent sites to study
the non-ice component of Europa's spectra and the sur-
face distribution of this material. Studies have also
shown that, should a chaos, micro-chaos, or spot still be
"wann" on the Europan surface, it could be detectable if
there were thermal remote sensing [14] aboard the
JIMO. Chaos and lenticulae are critical in understanding
the geology and evolution ofEuropa.
Refere.ces: [1) Carr et al. (1998) Na/ure, 391, 363.
[2] Sp.on et aI. (1998) OR£, 25, 4277. [3] Greeley et aI. (2000)
JGR-P, 105. [4] Pappalardo et aI. (1998) Nature, 391, 365. [5]
Spaon et al. (2001) LPSC XXXII, Abs. #2132. [6) Spaon et.1.
(2002) LPSC XXXI11, Abs. #1723. [7] Spaun, N. A. (2002)
PhD dissertation, Brown University. [8] Figueredo and
Greeley (2003) LPSC XXXIV, Abs. #1017. [9] Spaon and Pbil·
lips (2003) LPSC XXXIV, Abs. #1260. (10) Greenberg et al.
(1999) Icarus, 141. [11] Kargel et al. (2000) Icarus, 148,226.
[12] Spaun and Head (2001) JGR-P, 106,7567. [13] Barr et al.
(2002) EFG3, Abs. #1. [14] Van Cleve et al. (1999) LPSC
XU, Abs. #1815.
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TEMPERATURE MAPPING OF THE ICY GALILEAN SATELLITES FROM JIMO. J. R. Spencer, Lowell
Observatory, 1400 W. Mars Hill Rd., Flagstaff, AZ 86001, spencer@lowell.edu
Introduction: The surface temperatures of the icy
Galilean satellites provide unique information on vola-
tile vapor pressures, chemical stability, em-scale sur-
face texture, and in the case of Europa, possible en-
dogenic activity. nMO provides an opportunity to
map surface temperatures with unprecedented spatial
resolution using mid-infrared thermal imaging.
History: Surface temperatures on the Galilean sat-
ellites have been mapped using both the Galileo PPR
and Voyager IRIS instruments. with spatial resolution
ranging from a few hundred kilometers for global
mapping to a few kilometers in the case of a few close-
up observations. Daytime temperatures generally
show the expected inverse correlation between tem-
perature and albedo, while nighttime temperatures
show rnorecomplex patterns, revealing thermal inertia
variations (see figure). In the case ofGanymede, these
variations are well-correlated with terrain type
(grooved terrain is warmer and thus has higher thermal
inertia than dark cratered terrain). On Europa the
nighttime temperatures show complex and mysterious
patterns, including anomalously low equatorial tem-
peratures on the leading side, probably due to low
thennal inertia there, though the reason for low equa-
torial thermal inertias is not clear.
Voyager IRIS 10-50 ~m spectroscopy revealed that
the thermal emission from the icy satellites shows no
spectral features, and tbus provides no compositional
clues, down to the few percent level. However the
emission is not a simple blackbody, but has a bright·
ness temperature that increases with decreasing wave-
length, probably due to unresolved temperature con·
trasts within the> 100 km IRIS fields of view.
Thermal Mapping with JIMO: A simple mid·lR
imaging system on HMO could provide near·global
daytime and nighttime temperature maps of all the icy
Galilean satellites with a resolution of a few kilome-
ters, 100 times belter than Galileo's global coverage.
On Ganymede and Callisto, we may be able to directly
resolve the temperatures of the bright icy and dark
non-ice surface components. On Europa, such global
maps can provide unique pointers to regions of recent
resurfacing that will be of interest as potential landing
sites. Active thennal anomalies due to endogenic heat
from recent (up to 100 year old?) resurfacing are pos·
sible, and can be distinguished from passive (thermal
inertia) anomalies by comparing day and night tern·
peratures. Passive anomalies are also likely to be indi-
cators of regions of recent resurfacing, which are
likely to have immature regolith and thus unusual
thermal inertias.
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10 SCIENCE OPPORTUNITIES WITH JlMO: ULTRAVIOLET AND VISmLE. J. R. Spencer' R. Lopes'
and W. M. Smythe', 'Lowell Observatory, 1400 W. Mars Hill Rd., Flagstaff, AZ 86001, spencer@lowell.edu, 'Jet
Propulsion Lab., 4800 Oak Grove Drive, Pasadena, CA 91109.
Summary: JIMO could be a powerful tool for
studying 10, filling in a crucial part of parameter space
(moderate spatial resolution, high time resolution) not
achieved by Galileo, Voyager, or Earth-based studies.
References: [I] Spencer, J. R. et al. (2002) The fu·
ture of 10 exploration. Community white paper for the
Planetary Decadal Survey, in The Future of Solar Sys-
tem Exploration, 2003-2013 (M. Sykes, Ed.), Astron.
Soc. Pac. Conference Series 270, 201·216.
How do very large volcanos behave? This is a
question of great importance for the earth, where the
most extreme forms of volcanism are very rare and
must be reconstructed from the incomplete geological
record. JIMO can study the evolution of large 10 erup-
tions, such as the Pillan and Tvashtar events, as they
happen, watching the spreading and cooling of lava
flows, the interaction of pyroclastic and flow activity,
and development of pyroclastic deposits.
What is the main immediate atmospheric source,
volcanism or recycled surface frost? If JIMO can
carry a mid-UV spectrometer with sufficient spectral
(- 5 A) and spatial (0.05 mrad, or 30 kIn from Europa)
to resolve atmospheric SO" SO, and S, bands and map
their distribution within and between volcanic plumes,
huge strides in our understanding of Io's atmosphere
would be possible. Mapping of atmospheric abun-
dance and composition as a function of time of day,
latitude, distance from plumes and other active volcan-
ism, and surface terrain type would answer most of our
questions about how the atmosphere is supplied and
how it behaves.
The 1999 Tvashtar eruption at 600 m/pix: The scene is
180 km across. This shows the resolution achievable
on the anti·Jupiter hemisphere from HMO at Gany-
mede with a 0.5 m telescope. The evolution of a
. Tvashtar-like eruption could be studied at this spatial
resolution with several hour temporal resolution.
Bnef observallons every few hours, e.g., once per ICy
satellite orbit, would provide excellent longitude and
solar phase coverage over a long time span. A scan
platform with rapid pointing capability would be an
advantage. Here we discuss the visible and UV: see
Smythe et al. (this meeting) for longer wavelength
opportunities.
Questions to be Addressed: Examples of ques-
tions posed in the 10 Decadal community white paper
[1), and how JIMO can address them, include the fol-
lowing, though there are many other examples:
What is responsible for 10 's complex surface color
patterns? JIMO's ability to watch the formation and
spectral evolution of lava flows and pyroclastic depos-
its will allow separation of futrinsic colOr>, seen on
fresh surfaces, from those due to later alteration.
Color evolution as a function of latitude will shed light
on the origin of lo's latitudinal color gradients.
What creates and destroys lo's mountains? Global
imaging at - I kIn resolution and a wide range of illu-
mination angles will provide greatly improved knowl-
edge of the distribution and morphology ofJo's moun-
tains, currently constrained by the highly inhomogene-
ous Galileo and Voyager data sets, providing improved
constraints on their formation.
Introduction: Though JIMO's primary targets are
the icy Galilean satellites, the long mission duration at
relatively small jovicentric distances, and the high
available data rate, also makes JIMO an excellent plat-
form for studying lo's spectacular time-variable phe-
nomena from moderate range. Galileo, in contrast,
was not able to monitor time-variability on 10 very
well, because of its eccentric orbit and low data rate.
Major events such as the Tvashtar eruption were seen
by Galileo only as brief snapshots, at most once per
perijove.
Instrumentation: As the table shows, excellent
resolution is achievable by JIMO at 10 over a wide
range of wavelengths with a moderate-sized telescope.
UV resolution is likely to be limited by instrumental
factors other than diffraction so is not listed here,
Diffraction-Limited Resolution at 10 (Ian), 0.5 m Tele-
scope
Anti·Ju iter: Jupiter-Facing hemispheres
Viewpoint Visible NIR MIR
(0.5 urn) (2.0 urn) (10.0 urn)
Europa 0.2 : 1.1 1.0 : 4.4 5: 22
Ganvmede 0.6: 1.5 2.6: 6.0 13 : 30
Callisto 1.5:2.3 5.9: 9.3 30: 47
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LASER REMOTE SENSING AND LIDAR MEASUREMENT FOR PLANETARY BODIES. G. D. Spiers!,
I Laser Remote Sensing Group, Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, CA 91107, Gary.Spiers@jpl.nasa.gov
Introduction: Laser Remote Sensing and lidar
have been used for earth remote sensing for a number
of years however the inefficiency of laser devices has
limited their application to planetary sensing where
power is at a premium. The potential availability of a
large amount of power for the Jupiter Icy Moons Or-
biter (JIMO) opens up the potential to implement laser
remote sensing for planetary bodies. Lidars have been
and can be used to map terrain, measure atmospheric
and surface parameters including velocity and compo-
sition. In this paper we will provide an overview of the
lidar capabilities at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory and
address the types of lidar measurements that could be
relevant to lIMO science investigations.
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JIMO DELIVERY AND SUPPORT OF A JUPITER DEEP ENTRY PROBE. T. R. Spilker' and R. E. Young',
and Participants of the April 21-22, 2003 Entry Probe Workshop, 'Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Calif. Inst. of Technology
(4800 Oak Grove Drive, MIS: 301-165, Pasadena, CA 91109, e-mail: Thomas.R.Spilker@jpl.nasa.gov), 'NASA Ames
Research Center (Mail Stop 245-3, Moffett Field, CA 94035, e-mail: Richard.E.Young@nasa.gov).
The 2003 Solar System Exploration Decadal Survey
("SSEDS") emphasizes the significant science available from
Jupiter deep entry probes. Studies performed at JPL this year
identified a mission design that would allow HMO to deliver
and support one or more entty probes that reach the IOQ-bar
level in Jupiter's atmosphere, with relatively minor modifica-
tions to HMO's preliminary mission design. Notably, the icy
moon tour mission design, beginning with Callisto approach, is
unaffected. This proposed mission design would offer the
option of adding a rich new set of high-priority SSEDS science
objectives to the planned HMO mission for a relatively small
investment.
Currently HMO's preliminary mission design has the
spacecraft approach Jupiter under power from its ion thrusters,
gently nudging its speed upward over time to nearly match
Jupiter's heliocentric speed [I). This sets the stage for capture
into (an initially distant) Jupiter orbit with those same ion
thrusters. Early in the Jupiter approach, the spacecraft's "B·
plane" aimpoint is more than ten million Ian from Jupiter [I] to
yield roughly circular initial orbits that most efficiently use the
engines to spiral down to Callisto. Large deviations from this
type of trajectory impact that efficiency and are thus undesir·
able, increasing both the propellant required and time elapsed
from capture to orbit insertion at Callisto.
By altering the initial approach aimpoint very early in the
approach phase, the HMO spacecraft can deliver payloads to
precise Jupiter-impact and moderate-altitude (a few Rj) flyby
trajectories, and then return to the originally planned trajectory
during the rest of the approach phase. Moving the aimpoint
much nearer Jupiter establishes the probe's impact trajectory,
with release about half a year before capture [1). Then a ma-
neuver of a few tens of mis, which requires a few days of ion
thrusting, places HMO on a mid·altitude equatorial flyby tra·
jectory, where it releases a simple probe data relay subsatellite.
At that point., stitt months away from Jupiter capture, the probe
mission and the HMO mission become entirely independent.
Orbit calculations at JPL [I) show that with such an architec·
ture, the modified approach trajectory for the HMO spacecraft
closely follows the original spiral·in trajectory after half of the
first jovian orbit., and matches exactly after the second orbit.,
long before approaching Callisto.
This approach yields a probe entry geometry very similar
to that of the highly successful Galileo Probe. The entry tra-
jectory is similar, but there is flexibility with probe targeting.
The simplest., most direct targeting delivers the probe to within
a few degrees of Jupiter's equator. Modest additional 6 V from
HMO can target higher latitudes and aim for either a belt or
zone, though significantly higher latitudes increase the entry
speed. It can also adjust the jovicentric entty longitude, with
the caveat that predictions of System 1II longitudes of atmos-
pheric features six months in advance are imperfect
The probe envisioned here shares many characteristics
with the Galileo Probe but takes advantage of many techol>-
logical advances since Galileo. The instrumentation is very
Galileo-like in measurement strategy, with a few modifications
such as adding a gas chromatograph to the mass spec, deleting
the Helium abundance detector, etc. New instrument tech-
nologies offer a lighter payload with lower power demands,
yet better performance. Better batteries promise a data relay
link with higher transmitter power for higher data rates. Use of
a pressure vessel and phase-change cooling, instead of a vented
vessel of the Galileo probe type, allows operation to at least
the lOO-bar level. where temperatures are expected to be 650-
670 K. Recent studies at IPL suggest the probe would be con-
siderably less massive than the Galileo probe. Detailed studies
soon to start at NASA Ames Research Center will reduce the
uncertainties from previous estimates.
Implementing the probe's entry heat shield requires some
resource investment. Certain materials used in fabricating the
Galileo probe heat shield may no longer be available; using
substitutes requires qualification of the new materials, and that
requires resurrecting Ames' Giant Planet Facility. If the GPF
is available and CFD codes are upgraded based on the Galileo
experience, the tools would be available to design and test heat
shields with new materials and better-optimized geometries,
yielding higher payload mass fractions. This work can be done
on a schedule commensurate with the HMO Project schedule.
The facilities and CFD codes would then be available for de-
sign testing and validation of heat shields for entry vehicles at
other SSEDS high-priority destinations.
The relay subsatellite (RS) flies a trajectory similar to that
of the Galileo Orbiter before orbit insertion, without the
Ganymede flyby. It has a low inclination and a near-equatorial
perijove, in the 3·5 Rj range, to be detennined by telecomm
rate vs view-period trades. Since the RS can downlink data
from heliocentric orbit., no orbit insertion maneuver is needed.
Requirements for the RS indicate a very simple space·
craft. Like the probe it needs no primary propulsion system, it
can be spin-stabilized, and with relatively wide·beamwidth
telecomm antennas it needs only coarse sun·sensors for atti-
tude sensing. It might be possible to use primary batteries for
electrical power (redundant, with margin for multiple
downlinks), but if the mass is available modest solar arrays can
charge secondary batteries that meet all recording and
downlink requirements.
We anticipate that J1MO delivery of a deep entry probe to
Jupiter offers significant savings from the cost of a dedicated
probe mission. Studies will show the Jevel of cost savings and
more accurately define the resource requirements. If resource
requirements and HMO resources available allow, there is
nothing in this architecture that prevents delivering multiple
probes, each to different latitudes, instead of a single probe,
supporting them via the single relay subsatellite.
[I) Balint, T, M. Nac.. G. WhiffeD, T. Spilker, et al. (2003)
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High Power mm-wave Transmitter System for Radar or TeJecomunications S. L. Stride', R.L. McMaster l and
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Introduction: Future NASA deep space missions
able to provide tens of kil<>-watlS of spacecraft DC
power, make it feasible to employ high power RF tele-
communications systems. Traditional flight systems
(e.g., Cassini), constrained by limited DC power, used
a single high-gain 4m Cassegrain reflector fed by a
single lower power (20W) transmitter. Increased avail-
able DC power means that high power (1000 W)
transmitters can be used. Rather than continue building
traditional single-transmitter systems it now becomes
feasible to engineer and build multi-element active
arrays that can illuminate a dish. Illuminating a 2m
dish with a spherical wavefront from an offset IkW
active array can provide sufficient ERP (Effective Ra-
diated Power) when compared to a larger Cassegrain
dish. Such a system has the advantage of lower mass,
lower volume, improved reliability, less stringent
pointing requirements, lower cost and risk. We pro-
pose to design and build a prototype Ka-band transmit
antenna with an active sub-array using 125W TWTAs.
The system could be applied to a telecommunications
downlink or radar transmitter used for missions such
as JlMO.
Principle approach: Using multiple 120 TWTs
would mean only one transmitter would be required,
because there would be graceful degradation over
time. TWTAs today have an estimated life time ofover
100,000 hours and with graceful degradation the
transmitter would last for over 20 to 30 years. Also
with multiple TWTAs the output power could be se-
lected by turning off some of the tubes. Using multiple
tubes solves the thermal management problem by not
concentrating the heat in one place and using thermal
radiation instead of conducted emission as the way of
managing the heat. The collector of TWTs can be al-
lowed to heat up to 250°C or higher allowing the heat
to be radiated into space. Using 9 to 12 120 watt
TWTAs instead of many solid state elements, 500 to
600, would minimize the distribution and mechanical
structure requirements.
Such a system can be used for pulsed radar and/or
CW telecommunications.
References: None
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THE IMPORTANCE OF HIGH-RESOLUTION TOPOGRAPIDC DATA FOR UNDERSTANDING
GEOLOGIC PROCESSES AND SUBSURFACE PROPERTIES OF THE GALILEAN SATELLITES. E. P.
Turtle and A. P. Showman, Lunar and Planetary Lab., Univ. of Arizona, Tucson, AZ, 85721.
Introduction: High-resolution (both vertical and
spatial) topographic data, at global or regional scales,
of the surfaces of the icy Galilean satellites would be
immensely valuable to improving our understanding of
geologic processes (both endogenic and exogenic) at
work on these bodies. Furthremore, such a data set, in
combination with theoretical models, would allow
strong constraints to be placed on the satellites' interior
structures and material and thermal properties.
Viscous relaxation of impact structures: Craters
on the icy galilean satellites exhibit evidence for re-
laxation by viscous creep: low depth-to-diameter ratios
[e.g. I]; bowed-up crater floors [e.g., 2-3]; central
peaks that rise above crater rims, e.g., Pwyll on Europa
[4]. Penepalimpsests and palimpsests on Ganymede
and Callisto may be partially or completely relaxed
[e.g., 3]. High-resolution topographic data [e.g. I] is
key to determining the extent to which impact struc-
tures have undergone viscous relaxation. This modifi-
cation process is strongly dependent on the material
and thermal properties and near-surface structure of
the target. Therefore, such a data set, in combination
with models of crater formation and evolution [e.g., 5-
9], would provide important constraints on the internal
properties of the target; for example thermal gradients
and ice thickness,
Endogenic Processes: Topographic data would
also provide a necessary tool for discriminating be-
tween different formation theories for geologic struc-
tures that are unique to these bodies.
Europa's pits, uplifts, and regional topography.
Europa exhibits numerous small (3-30 km-diameter)
pits, domes, platforms, irregular uplifts, irregular lo-
bate features, and disrupted "micro-chaos" regions.
The most popular formation hypothesis is lithospheric
deformation due to convection in the ice shell. Nu-
merical simulations of convection performed by
Showman and Han illustrate the ranges of depths the
convection can produce (e.g., the simulated pits, when
they exist, are 100-300 m deep for plausible parame-
ters), but the topography of the Europan features is
insufficiently known for a robust data-theory compari-
son. What is needed to test the models is detailed to-
pographic information across a large fraction of the
surface.
Furthermore, convection, local extension and com-
pression, and geologically-induced compositional con-
trasts can easily produce broad, shallow topographic
features. Convection could cause numerous topog-
raphic undulations with wavelengths of20-100 km and
amplitudes of 10-100 m. A few hints of such features
have been reported, but they are extremely hard to
detect with current observations, and detailed global
measurements of Europa's topography are needed.
These could provide major constraints on the putative
convection and other geological processes.
Europa's double ridges. Europa's surface is cov-
ered by ridges, the most common type of which is
characterized by a double ridge divided by an axial
trough [e.g. 17]. Several diverse mechanisms have
been proposed to explain how these ubiquitous fea-
tures form [18-20], however, none can account for all
of their observed characteristics. Topographic data of
these features are sparse but provide important con-
straints on ridge formation mechanisms [e.g. 21]. As
ridge formation is intimately related to fundamental
characteristics of Europa, such as ice thickness and
temperature gradient, topographic data, in combination
with geophysical models [e.g. 19] will put important
constraints on these properties.
Ganymede's bright terrain. The topography of
Ganymede's grooved terrain is key to understanding
its formation. Limited stereo coverage shows that
some resurfaced lanes are 1-2 km lower than their sur-
roundings, and this topography causes subsurface
pressure gradients that may pump liquid water to the
surface (hence causing the resurfacing) despite the fact
that the liquid water is denser than ice. However,
other grooved lanes may not be so topographically
depressed, indicating that other processes must be in-
volved. Again global topography will provide crucial
constraints on how the bright terrain formed.
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RADAR SOUNDING OF SHALLOW VERTICAL STRUCTURE ON THE ICY JOVIAN MOONS AT
DECIMETER TO CENTIMETER WAVELENGTHS. D.P. Winebrenner', 'University of Washington, Applied
Physics Laboratory and Department of Earth and Space Sciences, Box 355640, Seattle, WA 98195 USA,
dpw@apl.washington.edu.
Introduction: The uppermost layers of all of the
icy satellites of Jupiter are likely to consist of an im-
pure ice regolith, with thickness and composition vary-
ing between moons as well as locally on each moon
[I]. Regolith properties, including porosity and the
size distribution of inhomogeneities, versus depth are
presumably related, albeit perhaps not simply, to the
age of the near-surface and its exposure history. Ver-
tical profiling of regolith properties, and comparison of
those properties between Europa, Ganymede, and Cal-
listo is therefore of fundamental interest. In addition,
meter-wavelength radar sounding for deep properties
of the subsurface necessarily involves propagation
through the regolith, with poorly known implications
for such sounding.
Near-surface temperatures on the icy moons are in
the vicinity of lOOK. Water ice and many of the other
minerals likely to comprise the regolith absorb very
little electromagnetic radiation at decimeter and centi-
meter wavelengths at such temperatures. Moreover,
Earth-based radar observations show very strong back-
scattering at such wavelengths from all of the icy
moons, though to varying degrees [2,3]. Together,
these observations indicate the radar scattering regime
in the regoliths is one of strong multiple scattering.
Time-Resolved Near-Nadir Sounding: informa-
tion on the vertical structure of the regoliths results
most directly from near-nadir sounding with short
pulses. However, in a strongly multiple-scattering
regime, backscattered echoes are convolutions of the
sounder pulse with functions of regolith properties
over a range of depths. Their interpretation thus re-
quires the application of advances in the mathematical
physics of this situation that have recent been made in
the contexts of biomedical imaging [4] and seismology
[5]. The success of efforts in those fields, suggests
reason for optimism in the analogous problem here.
Polarimetric Near-Nadir Sounding: Disk-
averages of centimeter-wavelength backscattering
from all the icy moons under circularly polarized illu-
mination shows the moons not only to be among the
brightest radar targets in the solar system, but also that
they display anomalous polarizations - backscattering
occurs largely in the unexpected circular polarization
The polarization anomaly is much smaller, and may be
zero, at 70 cm wavelength, however [2,3].
Anomalous polarization in this case appears to be
due to an interference between backscattering paths
that can only occur in low-loss, strongly scattering
materials [6]. Its absence at the longer wavelength
suggests that the regolith scatterers at that wavelength
are weaker than at the shorter wavelengths, possibly
because they are more absorptive, but more likely be-
cause they are smaller in comparison to the wave-
length. Dual-wavelength (decimeter-centimeter) and
partially polarimetric (circular illumination, like- and
opposite sense observation of the echoes) would thus
prospectively provide information on regolith proper-
ties that may not be well determined by time-resolved
sounding alone.
Profiling in Comparison to Synthetic Aperture
Imaging: In comparison to profiling, synthetic apera-
ture (SAR) mapping methods have the significant ad-
vantage of mapping swaths, and thus of probing much
more planetary surface area per pass than profiling.
However, interpretation of SAR is complicated where
penetration of the illumination is large, and in fact
where the depth variation of properties is in fact of
primary interest. While there has recently been some
success in this regard on terrestrial ice sheets [7], the
science objectives at the icy moons may motivate a
probing method as direct as possible. Moreover, near-
nadir swath mapping is now a routine, commercial
undertaking on the terrestrial sea floor (cf.
www.seabeam.comJ, www.elac-nautik.de). Analogous
radar sounding schemes would scale easily to accomo-
date whatever data rate and power restrictions may
occur in mission design.
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Measurement of Surface Composition for the Icy Galilean Moons via Neutral and Ion Mass
Spectrometry from Orbit with JIMO
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Magnetometer measurements now suggest
that all three large icy moons of Jupiter may have an
underground ocean [I]. The morphology and the color
variations of Europa's surface are suggestive that ma-
terials from its ocean may have modified the surface in
geologically recent times. In addition, an evaporite has
been suggested to be present on Europa's surface that
may have come from a subsurface ocean [2], but this
has been questioned [3,4]. There is evidence, however,
for the presence of organics on some of these satellites
[5,6]. Hubble Space Telescope (HST) and Galileo Or-
biter observations have identified atmospheric products
of irradiation processes, 0, on Europa and Ganymede,
and CO, on Callisto. The most recent HST observa-
tions (7] show potential correlations of atmospheric
species (0, H) to hemispherical variations in surface
composition. Recently we have put the known con-
stituents on the three icy satellites into context exam-
ining their commonality in going from Europa to Cal-
listo [4].
The effect of radiation on the carbon- and sul-
fur-containing compounds present in these icy surfaces
have been described [4,8]. If radiolytic oxidants and
hydrocarbons are somehow transported from the irra-
diated surface through the Europa ice crust to the
ocean underneath, they could playa supporting role for
evolution and survival of ocean life forms. Although
there could be endogenic sources of sulfur, the surface
of Europa appears from leadingltrailing asymmetries in
albedo and composition to be greatly affected by im-
planted sulfur. Similarly, while Co, and carbonates on
the three icy satellites are likely to be radiation decom-
position products of excavated meteoroid debris, it is
also possible that they are products of subsurface or-
ganics. To better describe the ultimate sources, the
chemical pathways in the local radiation environment
need to be unraveled. Mass spectrometry is the least
ambiguous way to study the radiation induced chemi-
cal pathways on these icy satellite surfaces.
Compositional measurements of Europa's
ionized sputter-produced atmosphere might be able to
determine the presence of materials from a subsurface
ocean including biomaterials [9]. The Cassini Magne-
tosphere Imaging Instrument (MIMI) has detected [10]
a neutral cloud located at Europa's orbit that is likely
consisting of sputtering products. Determination of
surface composition through the measurement of
sputtered materials is a laboratory technique known as
secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS). Such tech-
niques can be used to detect both volatile and nonvola-
tile organics produced by sputtering or ablation.
Magnetospheric ion sputtering is an important
source of neutrals at the icy Galilean satellites [9,11-
14]. These neutrals are subsequently ionized in the
ambient plasma and can be readily detected by an ion
mass spectrometer. Although this source of ions is
relatively robust at Europa, the ions are rapidly accel-
erated in the local field. Therefore, direct detection of
neutrals is preferable since it would allow better spatial
correlation of the material composition with surface
features. Since neutral mass spectrometers have sig-
nificantly lower sensitivities, larger fluxes are typically
needed. Therefore, laser ablation of the surface and
collection of surface materials is desirable and may be
possible with the power available on the proposed Ju-
piter Icy Moons Orbiter (HMO) mission. Xe ions are
very efficient sputtering agents (-10' H,O mole-
cules/ion). These ions, created by the spacecraft en-
gine, or charged particulates, could be accelerated and
directed toward the surface to increase the yields so
that a neutral mass spectrometer could be used.
In this paper, we will provide insights into
mass spectrometer requirements. In addition, we will
describe the modeling of the neutrals ejected from
likely surface materials and their ionization rates in the
Jovian environment. We will use such models to con-
nect the mass spectra measurements of the freshly
formed ions to surface composition. We will also dis-
cuss what possible compositional signatures are for
endogenic materials other than water ice. Finally, since
a goal is to identify material composition with surface
features, we will describe the transport of neutrals
ejected from the surface prior to detection by either an
ion or neutral mass spectrometer.
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JUPITER ICY MOONS TIDAL SIGNATURES AND OCEAN MAPPING FROM ORBIT. X. Wu, Y. E.
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Introduction: Following the Galileo spacecraft
encounters with Europa, Ganymede, and Callisto, evi~
dence emerged suggesting that these Galilean moons
of Jupiter may have liquid oceans underneath their icy
shells. Detection of the oceans on ooe or all three
moons will have profound implications on probability
of life beyond the Earth. The icy satellites also have
tidal environments that are among the strongest in the
solar system. The leading time-varying tidal forcing
term on the surface of Europa is at least 9 times larger
than those on the inner planets. Tidal forcing on the
surfaces of Ganymede and Callisto are about 10% and
7%, respectively, of that on Europa. Since a planetary
body with internal fluid deforms more than an other-
wise solid body, tidal measurements offer exciting
opportunities to detect the oceans.
Tidal Deformation Models: We have computed
tidal gravity and surface displacement signatures of a
spherical, non-rotating and elastic Europa with and
without a global liquid ocean using a suite of possible
interior structure models. For such models, tidal re-
sponses are proportional to the 2"" degree forcing po-
tential on the surface. The proportionality coefficients,
or Love numbers k2 and h2, increase drastically when
the ocean is present. Their values also depend signifi-
cantly on the rigidity and thickness of the ice shell,
rigidity of the mantle, and density of the salty ocean
water. A comprehensive geodetic experiment measur~
ing a number ofgeodetic quantities is required to sepa-
rate effects of these interior parameters for ocean de-
tection [1].
Orbit Simulation: We have also carried out fairly
realistic orbit simulations to assess possible uncertain-
ties in k2, static gravity field and orbit parameters us-
ing X-band Doppler tracking to a Europa orbiter. For
an 83°-inclination near-circular orbit at 200 krn alti-
tude, and with 15 days of tracking from 2-DSN sta-
tions, the uncertainties for k2 and radial orbit compo-
nent will be 0.0004 and 5.7 m respectively. The uncer-
tainty results depend critically on factors such as orbit
inclination and duration, number of tracking stations,
and the length ofcontinuous orbit arcs [2].
Ocean Inference: Based on the tidal models and
orbit simulations, a simple inference in the linear re~
gime can be made for measuring the ocean and ice.
Assuming h2 and ice rigidity can be measured to suffi-
cient accuracies by surface displacement observations,
the high k2 accuracy indicates that detection of the
ocean and an accuracy of 200 m to I km in ice shell
thickness determination could be expected for Europa.
If the k2 uncertainty is scaled by the tidal forcing, un-
certainties of 0.004 and 0.006 can be expected for k2
values of Ganymde and Callisto. Again, assuming
complications from other interior parameters can be
controlled by other geodetic measurements, the k2
uncertainties are still small enough to detect hidden
global oceans for these moons. Differential libration
between the ice shell and rocky mantle determined
beyond statistical doubt will provide another un-
equivocal evidence for global liquid oceans on these
moons. Mantle libration can be measured by Doppler
tracking through orbital effects of the gravity field
artached to the mantle. With a slightly better tracking
scenario and reasonable surface displacement meas~
urements, uncertainty at 1~arcsec level in differential
libration may be achievable for Europa. The expected
amplitude for the differential libration is about 10
arcsec.
Non-Global Oceans: With the large current un-
certainties about compositional and density profiles on
the icy moons, there is a possibility that some of the
oceans may be non-global. Shallow liquid water may
be trapped in basins by bottom topography just like the
oceans on the Earth but covered by ice. In such a case,
the tidal response will be much more complex than
that of a nearly spherically symmetric body. A whole
spectrum of spherical harmonic deformation will result
from a 2nd degree harmonic forcing term. Simulation
results on the determination of the "extended Love
numbers" will also be reported.
Discussion and Conclusions: The bold nMO ini-
tiative to orbit all 3 icy moons is an unprecedented
scientific endeavor. For any satellite with a global oce-
anic layer, reasonable tracking and surface displace-
ment measurements over a month would provide
enough accurate data for ocean detection and ice thick~
ness determination. However, the thickness of the
ocean layer will remain poorly constrained using the
data types we have considered. Given the possibility of
non-global oceans and the consequent complex tidal
deformation patterns, near global data coverage and
sufficiently high accuracy and resolution measure-
ments would be preferred subject to engineering and
technological constraints.
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SCATTERING AND OPTICAL PROPERTIES OF WATER ICE. P. A. Yanamandra-Fisher,
MS 169-237, Jet Propulsion Laboratory, 4800 Oak Grove Drive, Pasadena, CA 91109; padma@scn.jpl.nasa.gov.
Introduction: Light scattering by planetary ices of
interest such as water, methane, clathrated species, will
provide insight into the nature of the Jovian moons
targeted by the HMO mission - Europa, Callisto and
Ganymede - composition, surface properties and
thickness of ice mantles. Although much remote sens-
ing data exists, theoretical models lag the data. I high-
light the current state of theoretical and experimental
models for water ice and highlight areas of study nec-
essary to address the HMO goals regarding surface and
subsurface properties.
Nature of Water Ice. Apart from being abundant
in various forms on earth, ice is a predominant con-
stituent of the Jovian moons, Salum's rings and moons
and other extraterrestial objects. Ice has 12 different
crystalline and two amorphous states. The stable form
of ice at low pressures, termed ice I, has two variants:
hexagonal (Ih) formed by freezing water; and cubic
(Ie) formed by depositing vapor at low temperatures
(approx. l30C). Amorphous ice is formed by deposit-
ing water vapor at still lower temperatures and by
compressing Ih at liquid nitrogen temperatures [I].
Other forms of ice are clathrate hydrates, crystalline
compounds of large water matrix with embedded spe-
cies such as methane. The study of light scattering by
water ice needs to cover all these forms of ice.
Scattering Model: A theoretical framework to in-
vestigate the scattering properties is based on the dis-
crete dipole approximation (DDA) method, which
maps a macroscopic volume into a ensemble of elec-
tromagnetically interacting dipoles on a grid. This
representation computes the optical properties as func-
tions of size, shape and composition. The DDA ap-
proach has been successfully applied to Titan's
hazeand cometary dust. The behavior of an admixture
of crystalline and amorphous ice exhibits significantly
different properties dependent on the fraction of cyr-
stalline ice present. Similar trends were observed in
the cometary dust model with varying amounts of
amorphous silicate and crystalline olivine to explain
the presence of the 11.2 micron feature superimposed
on the broad 10 micron thermal feature [3]. Porosity
and the presence of contaminants will also be studied.
The effect of porosity on the scattering properties in
markedly different from those of an equivalent smaller
particle and an admixture of two constituent species
[3].
Laboratory measurements can validate the theoreti-
cal results. Therefore, it is important to integrate re-
mote sensing observations, theoretical models and
laboratory measurements to identifY surface parame-
ters that can serve as sensitive diagnostics for the sci-
entific payload ofHMO mission.
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A Jupiter attnospheric entry probe as part of JIMO
is a cost effective way to address fundamental science
questions identified in the National Research Council
Solar System Exploration Decadal Survey (SSEDS):
New Frontiers in the Solar System, An Integrated Ex-
ploration Strategy. Compared to either the cost of an
entirely separate Jupiter mission, or the cost of JIMO
itself, inclusion of such a probe on JIMO would be
cost advantageous. The probe itself could be relatively
simple, and could build on the Galileo Probe heritage.
The SSEDS specifically identified the distribution
of water across the Solar System as a Key Scientific
Question. Correspondingly, knowing the water abun-
dance on Jupiter is fundamental to understanding al-
most every aspect of the evolution of the early solar
nebula. The Galileo Probe obtained the abundance of
several key elements in Jupiter's attnosphere, which
data have already caused major rethinking of theories
of how Jupiter formed and how the early solar nebula
evolved. However, because of a combination of cir-
cumstances, the global abundance of the key element
oxygen, in the form of water, was not obtained.
Without knowledge of the jovian water abun-
dance, further progress in understanding Solar System
evolution and planet formation will be greatly inhib-
ited. Therefore, quantifYing jovian water abundance
should be a goal of the very next mission to the jovian
system. Such a measurement would be impossible via
remote sensing from the JIMO orbiter because of the
large distances the JlMO orbiter maintains from Jupi-
ter.
A Jupiter attnospheric entry probe as part of JlMO
could achieve the fundamental water measurement. In
order that a probe avoid repeating the Galileo probe'S
experience of failing to obtain the jovian water abun-
dance, the probe should go deep, to at least 100 bars
pressure. Probes to 100 bars have been accomplished
many times in descending to the surface of Venus, and
at 100 bars the temperature of the jovian attnosphere is
60-70 K less than the surface temperature of Venus.
In addition to water, there are other desired key
compositional measurements that are central to under-
standing Solar System evolution. Nitrogen abundance
in the form NH, was a major surprise from the Galileo
probe measurements, but measurement uncertainties
need to be reduced. Noble gases, in particular Ne, and
the DIH ratio, need to be made with greater precision
than that obtained by Galileo in order to provide quan-
titative constraints on possible evolutionary paths.
Such measurements can only be made from an entry
probe.
The dynamics of Jupiter's attnosphere has been a
puzzle for centuries, and is identified as a Key Ques-
tion with regard to ilie outer planets by the SSEDS.
The basic question of how deep the observed cloud
level winds extend into Jupiter's attnosphere is funda-
mental to understanding Jupiter's dynamic meteorol-
ogy, and ultimately iliat of all the outer planets. This
question cannot be addressed from the JIMO orbiter.
The Galileo Probe measured high speed winds as deep
as it made measurements, to 22 bars, but because of
the probe entry location, there is a question as to
whether they are local winds or representative of the
global wind field. A new probe could avoid this uncer-
tainty, and shed light on a fundamental property of
Jupiter'S attnosphere to depths of 100 bars or more.
An additional Key Question concerning outer
planets identified by the SSEDS is the thermal struc-
ture of Jupiter'S attnosphere. The associated static sta-
bility of the deep attnosphere is a quantity affecting the
dynamics, heat transport, and constituent distribution
of the planet. Furthermore, it is relevant to understand-
ing the deeper interior structure, as well as tidal dissi-
pation, a quantity directly related to the evolution of
the Galilean satellites. The static stability derived from
the Galileo probe thermal structure data was, surpris-
ingly, significantly positive all the way to the 22 bar
level to which the probe made measurements. If this
were to be true in the deeper attnosphere, it would be a
major discovery. Only an attnospheric entry probe is
capable of making the desired thermal structure meas-
urements in the deep atmosphere.
The likelihood that the above measurements will
be made during the next decade if a probe is not part of
JIMO depends on the likelihood that NASA will
mount another mission to Jupiter apart from JIMO.
Time is a consideration for two reasons. First, orderly
progress in the field of origins and planet formation
requires the knowledge gained by the measurements
described above. Second, extrasolar planetary systems
are now the subject of intense study, and flight mis-
sions dedicated to their characterization will be
launched within 4 years. In order to understand extra-
solar planetary systems, we must understand our own,
and the Jupiter probe measurements described here are
vital to that process. A very large scientific gain, part
of which would relate directly to the Galilean satel-
lites, can be achieved for a relatively small expenditure
of money by including a Jupiter entry probe as part of
JIMO.


